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Whitworth College
emerged in the 21st century with the
same commitment that George Whitworth
embraced in 1890.Whitworth'smission is to provide its
diverse student body an education of the mind and heart,
equipping its graduates to honor God, followChrist and serve
humanity.
The theme of the 2000-2001Natsihi is Heart, Soul,Mind,reflect-
ing the mission of the college and the greatest commandment in the
Bible.Whitworth'spurpose is to allowstudents to live and learn using all of
their hearts, minds and souls.
This publication is organized with Student Lifeand People sections aE
the Heart ofWhitworth.Professors care about individual students. Student,
enjoy events that the entire campus helps orchestrate. The Mind sectior
includes Academics and Organizations. Students attend classes and enhance
their education by being involved in clubs and activities. Soul includes
Athletics and College Living because these aspects of college life build
spirit in theWhitworth community.
AsWhitworth remained consistent in purpose, it continues to
grow and change in other ways. Anew logo was unveiled this year
with a book, torch and circle, conveying academic strength, tra-
dition, prestige and knowledge. Building improvements
gave the campus a newer look. Students, faculty and
staff embraced new technology while experi-
encing ageless Whitworth traditions.
-Carrie Erickson
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When I was a small boy, my version of The
Secret Life ofWalter Mitty began each night when I
crawled into bed, tucked a pillow under my head,
and studied for the umpteenth time my older sib-
lings' yearbooks. As I leafed through the pages, I
was the star of every team, a soloist in the choir,
class valedictorian, and a veritable teen idol to
every girl in the high school. I
might have been an 8 year-old
loser during the day, but that
yearbook was all I needed for
some power-fantasizing at night.
Today,my ownyearbooks
have become treasure chests, as
will the one you're currently
reading. You'll check out your
class photo and laugh at your
hair, not to mention the hair of
some of our creative, if not style-
retarded, sophomore male stu-
dents. You'll leaf through the
Athletics section and remember
our three last-minute football
victories. You'lllook at a photo of
the dining hall and recall that
unfortunate incident with the
burrito and Dave Lincicum's
right temple. Andwhen you turn
to the faculty section, you'll see
among the photos there folks
whomade you think, invited you
out for coffee, pushed you to do
better, and never did figure out
the AVequipment.
In addition to these per-
sonal memories, I hope you'll
also recall some great things that happened at
Whitworth and beyond this year: the re-opening of
the transformed DixonHall;the noisy,dusty demise
of Leavitt;the replacement of Forumwith Showcase
and Connections; the completion of the fitness cen-
ter; the beauty of the Christmas concerts; the fun of
You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown; and the excite-
ment and suspense of ElectionDay (or month, actu-
ally).
Some of you have struggled with grades or
financialproblems, and some have suffered through
family difficulties or illnesses that have made it a
challenge for you to participate fully in the
Whitworth experience. But I hope you've felt sup-
ported through
those difficult times,
and I hope you've
come to know this
Whitworth commu-
nity that surrounds
you. It's a great
group of people
with just one goal in
mind: providing you
with the best expe-
rience possible dur-
ing your years on
this campus.
The Natsihi
theme this year is
"Heart, Soul, Mind,"
fromMatthew 22:37,
which reminds us to
love God with liter-
ally everything we
have. This theme is
also a good
reminder to each
one ofyou returning
students to get the
most out of your
time here. Seize the
Whitworth experi-
ence. Make friends. Learn voraciously. Play hard.
Study late. Listenwell. And then, when you look at
this book in 2015,enjoy the memories of great times
in your life.Most of all,know that you are the reason
whywe are atWhitworthCollege, and that you have
a permanent place in our hearts. BR
It was just like going back
to kindergarten. But instead of the big yellow
school bus, Whitworth College was filled with parents'
mini-vans piled high with boxes as they dropped off their chil-
dren in early September.
New freshmen were quickly on the run with Orientation activities
during the next four days. What had typically been called
initiation was replaced with traditionation. Initiation as
Whitworth formerly knew it conflicted withWashington state
hazing laws, which specifically ban degrading or humiliating
actions, forced physical effort and exposure to the elements.
"We had to look at initiation and say, 'What does not fit
within the frame of the mission statement of our college?'" said
Dayna Coleman, assistant dean of students. "And ripping another
hall, or being abusive, or denigrating in any way somebody else
based on where they live or their gender would not fitwith our mis-
sion statement."
Traditionation opened with The Starting Line (TSL)seminars,
which were devoted to dorm traditions. Traditionators spent a few
hours teaching the new students dorm chants and songs. The mili-
tary-style yelling was dropped because it had been viewed by some
students as offensive and demeaning. Freshmen also were involved
in group-building games and escorted dinners. The traditionation
process culminated with Mock Rock,where freshmen had the
opportunity to show their dorm spirit with a lip sync or skit involv-
ing the Olympic theme.
Residence Life leaders planned for Orientation to be at a
camp, but it ended up being held on campus because fire
crews in Montana needed the tents. At any rate, the freshmen
had plenty to do. "I think that it's a good idea to keep the
freshmen busy the first couple days so they don't get lone-
ly,"freshman Sarah Foxsaid.
Orientation also provided a way for students to meet other
people. "I liked the group-building games, those were good and
promoted intra-dorm bonding," freshman Elizabeth Smelser
said.
Learning how to be a Ballard sister, fresh-
man Katie Habecker takes part in tradi-
tionation with a smile. Photo by Nathan
Timpano
-Katie Wallis
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As one of the oldest tra-
ditions atWhitworth College, Community
Building Day (CBD)was a great success in the year
2000. "I heard a lot of positive feedback," SERVE
Coordinator, Maren Anderson said. CBDstarted as a day when
students cleaned up the campus, but has now become an outreach serv-
ice program that sends the Whitworth students into the community.
On Sept. 26, over 300 students headed out to
Riverside State Park and the Centennial Trail. Classes
were cancelled all morning so students could volunteer
their time. Students were responsible for cutting saplings
and clearing the path to Lookout Point at Riverside State
Park. "I helped move dirt to even out an existing, run-down
path. CBDwas a great opportunity for me to serve my com-
munity and to interact with other Whitworth students," senior
April Clark said. The students at Centennial Trail shined
approximately 2000 medallions along the trail. "It was a lot fun
shining the medallions with other people that I didn't know,"
freshman Greg Stahly said.
More than 800 hours of service were donated. At a
rate of $14.90 per hour,Whitworth students raised the equiva-
lent of an $11,920 donation. Breakfast and lunch were pro-
vided for all the hard workers, and the leftover food was
donated to City Gate and En Christo.
CBDwas a chance for students to participate in
community service while spending time with fellow
Whitworthians. "I enjoyed serving the community
and getting to know other people," freshman
Brianne Dutton said.
-Cara Woodward

Nineties, Eighties,
Seventies, Sixties, Fifties,Forties ... The theme
for Homecoming 2000was "Countdown to the '40s."
Each day represented a different decade. Students displayed
their attire in various ways during meals. On Monday students mod-
eled in a fashion show,displaying how clothing changed
through the ages. There was a competition for the best
'70s outfit onWednesday evening. Throughout the week, stu-
dents participated in events including dorm decorating, a bon-
fire burning a cardboard Willamette mascot and the football
game and dance on Saturday. "Homecoming went great," said
Special Events Coordinator, Tracie Lievense.
Students went to the Pine Bowland supported the football
team on Saturday afternoon. The king and queen nominees per-
formed what turned out to be mime lip-syncs, due to technical diffi-
culties with the sound system. They sang a variety of songs including
"Baby,"fromDirty Dancing. Despite the speaker dilemma, it was a ter-
rific display of school spirit and entertainment. Junior John Edmondson
and sophomore Lisa Sommer were elected Homecoming king and
queen.
The week wrapped up with the swing dance and casino games
on Saturday evening. Many students attended the dance because they
were not only treated to the casino games, but also to the privilege of
hearing their fellow classmates' music. TheWhitworth jazz band
performed at the dance and did a superb job. "I could not have
asked for the dance to have gone any better," Lievense said.
Overall, Homecoming 2000went very well. ASWCtries
to get more students to participate every year. Although there
was about the same turnout as past years, they felt they were
able to attract students who would not have originally gone
to the event. "Countdown to the' 40s" was a wonderful
event filled with good times for faculty, alumni and the
students alike. Even President BillRobinson was
seen at the dance dealing at one of the casino
game tables.
-KaitIin Raubuch
Trying not to drop the tray, Schumacher
President Julie SchuImerich leads her fel-
low residents in presenting their dorm as
a '50s diner for the dorm decorating con-
test. Photo by Stephanie Stern

Charlie Brown (senior Rob Martin) swings
with all his might to win the baseball
game while his team members cheer him
on. Photo by Ben Parker
Laughter rippled through the
audience as Lucy explained to her brother Linus
her desire to be a queen when she grew up. Only when
Linuspointed out that queens are born into the position did Lucy
turn her head and demand to know why that little fact should stop her
from being royalty."It's undemocratic," Lucy said. This scene was a highlight of
the fall musical "You'reA Good Man, Charlie Brown."
"You'reA Good Man, Charlie Brown"was performed in Cowles Memorial Auditorium
••••••• ~ ----, Oct. 27-29 and Nov.3-4with a combined attendance of 2,300
people, KathyFechter, theatre department secretary said. The
musical, written by Clark Gesner in 1967,was based on the
"Peanuts" comic strip created by Charles Schulz,who died earlier in
the year. This year also marked the 50th anniversary of the "Peanuts"
comic strip, which was one of the reasons Director Diana Trotter select-
ed this piece. The play was also close to her heart because Trotter
spent hours reading the strip as a child. "The play is really about opti-
mism, faith and kindness," Trotter said. "Charlie Brownis known as a uni-
versalloser, and yet everyone loves him."
The cast of six was small compared to past musicals. The parts
demanded dedication from all involved. Rehearsals began in mid-
September and cast members rehearsed six days a week for two to
three hours.
Senior Rob Martin portrayed Charlie Brownin his last perform-
ance in aWhitworth musical. "I don't think I could have hoped or
prayed for a better show to finish offmy senior year with,"Martin said.
Other cast members were senior Matt Ebel as Snoopy, senior Kendra
Kimball as Lucy,sophomore Colin Hesse as Linus,sophomore Kasey
Graham as Schroeder and junior Jennifer Strattan as Patty.
"'You're A Good Man,Charlie Brown' ranks as the most-
performed American musical in history," Trotter said. "But,like
the characters themselves, the play never gets old. Its sweet-
ness and good humor are as endearing today as they were
50 years ago."
-Julie Tate
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Interesting foods, students
dressed in colorful costumes, flags from foreign
countries - it must have been the International Banquet.
The 2000 showwas unlike any before it. "Think different (...yet still
compatible)" was the theme for the evening.
The banquet was held in the fall for the first time. Bydoing so, conflicts
with the Hawaiian Club's spring Luauwere avoided. "The
whole fall season atmosphere at the dinner gave a very
romantic and classy feeling to an event that involves such a
large crowd," International Club President Nino Sitchinava said.
Attendance at dinner was approximately 400 and the entertainment
had more than 500 guests. The banquet was put together and run by
members of the International Club, or iClub. To further increase par-
ticipation ofWhitworth's international students, two different masters of
ceremonies (emcees) ushered in each performance. In the past, there
were only two for the entire show.
The event was not only to entertain, but also to inform students of
the different nationalities represented on campus. "When we participat-
ed in the banquet, it felt like people were interested in our culture,"
freshman SwoyamJoshee said. The entertainment consisted of II acts
and a fashion show. The show gave an opportunity for participants to
display the national dress or current clothing trends of their countries.
The acts represented the countries of Democratic Republic of Congo,
Japan, Korea,Mexico,Jamaica, Israel, Sweden and Taiwan.
The program was aptly and humorously misprinted with
"Demolition Team" instead of "Demonstration Team" for the Korean
karate presentation. A skit about the differences ofAmerican and
Japanese universities, "Session Impossible," followed the theme by
causing people to think differently about higher education.
Throughout the show,awards were given for each act. "I think
the Banquet was a great success. One of the best banquets
Whitworth has ever had," Sitchinava said.
-Ian Payton
It's hula time! It might not be Hawaii, but
sophomore RohertWeismantel, an emcee
at the banquet, entertains the crowd with
his Hawaiian spirit. Photo by Nicole
BOWlllan

Giggles, gasps and
jokes abounded in the dining hall when Ron
Pearson entertained aWhitworth audience with his come-
dy and juggling act. During Orientation week, over 700 people
packed into the HixsonUnion Building to see the entertainer do tricks
such as balancing a ladder on his chin.
The next tremendous talent that drew a large crowd from Spokane and the
Whitworth community was Bebo Norman.Water Deep opened for Norman in Cowles
Memorial Auditorium on Oct. 7. Norman's style was described
as contemporary folkwith a pop edge. Students expressed
appreciation for Norman, his music and his performance. "When
you feel like you want to be close to God or just worship, it's the
best," freshman Jenna Lee said. "We appreciate someone who's a
one-man act with a guitar and a passion for God."
More comedians came to town to give students relief from
studying. Karen Rontowski and Joel Zimmer warmed students with
laughter on a mid-November Wednesday evening. Campus Activities
Coordinator Stacey Johnson's goals for the year were to provide more
diverse programs for the student body, which included hosting concerts,
comedians and karaoke competitions.
The senior class hosted a Coffee House, showcasing senior talent
and raising money for the class. This unique event drew a different
crowd than coffee houses in the past that featured a variety of classes. "I
think the students like the many different acts, and there were different
people there than normally would be," Senior Class Coordinator April
Clark said. Admission of $3 included unlimited coffee from Espresso
Delights. The fee deterred some students from attending. The crowd
was about one-fourth the size of a typical coffee house, Stan Bech,
owner of Espresso Delights, said. Clark was pleased that 250
showed up for the fundraiser to support the class.
ASWCsponsored a concert by the Christian band, five
o'clock people, which was free for students. The band was a
favorite on campus, as they have performed several previ-
ous times on campus. Wide Awake opened at the con-
cert held on Thursday, Nov.30. Johnson appreciated
five o'clock people because their songs were inspiring and they
were personal, funny and interactive.
-Carrie Erickson
Senior Kei Omo executes an acrobatic
jump while performing with the
Hulkamaniacs hreakdancing group, at
the Senior Coffee House. Photo by Ben
Parker

· The
annual ChristmasFest kept with its
mission to boldly proclaim the Christmas season
and give a sense of community to students. ChristmasFest
took place the week before finals and was set aside for events tai-
lored to sparking yuletide harmony. ChristmasFest was sponsored by the
Chaplain's office.
The President's Reception was one of the favorite parts of ChristmasFest. "I enjoy
the reception because it encourages the Christmas spirit and brings together the
Whitworth community," said Senior Dave Lincicum. President Bill and Bonnie Robinson were
the hosts and served wassail, a version of Old English cider. A beautiful gingerbread house also
decorated the room. Food was abundant, and free, for students to enjoy. The Hixson Union Building was
also decked out with Christmas trees and a beautiful winter display.
A more hands-on experience of ChristmasFest could be found in the cookie
decorating party. Marriott provided plain cookies, different colored frosting, and
sprinkles to adorn the cookies. Santa made an appearance passing out candy, spread-
ing good cheer and conversing with the attendees. Jazz band II provided background
music to groove to.
Special worship services, choir performances and Jubilation added to the
ChristmasFest activities. The choir performed in local churches and traveled to the coast.
Jubilation presented praise through dance, and the Candlelight Nativity Service was a
time of reflection and a new way to hear an age-old story. The women's choir supported
the story with song.
ASWC put on "An Evening in December"- one of the nights which fed the students
cocoa, cookies and entertainment. ASWC president Danny Clapp said the night was suc-
cessful. Clapp also contributed by playing Christmas songs on the piano. Marriott provid-
ed atmosphere and catering. Junior Carolyn Browning, Senior Libby Chase, Junior John
May, Junior Bryan Otis, Junior Meghann Reynolds, Junior Abby Hyder, Junior Addi Norman,
Senior Hannah Prater and Sophomore Molly Roberts performed. Robinson spoke, and
Leonard Oakland read a story.
Christmas dinner on Dec. 5 was a treat for students. A buffet-style line was set up
with a variety of food specific to the holiday. Cabinet members of the college carved the
ham and roast beef that was situated at the end of the line.
Another special tradition was the nativity scene next to the welcome sign. Sixteen
years ago the set was crafted by the Physical Plant and hand-painted by support staff.
Every year since it has proclaimed to the community Whitworth College's commit-
ment to Christian beliefs during the season.
Winter Formal, held at the Masonic Temple Dec. 8, was an enchanting night.
Entitled "Winter Wonderland," students were urged to "dance the night away in a
snow-capped fantasy land." The Temple was bedecked with lights, candles, and tulle. Those who
attended were treated with great music and fun fellowship
ChristmasFest week concluded with the event called Winterfest. Art and crafters from
the Whitworth community, either alumni, faculty or staff, participated. The HUBwas teem-
ing with people milling around tables laden with arts and crafts.
All in all, ChristmasFest brought the Whitworth community together to
celebrate the birth of Christ before winter break. The activities encour-
aged good tidings and good will toward men during the
Christmas season.
-Stephanie Van Dam
Freshm.an Kristin Pederson
sam.ples the smorgasbord of
food at the President's
Reception.
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A community congregated in col-
lected chaos could describe Whitworth at times.
Students enjoyed times on campus outside ofASWC-sponsored
events and well-rehearsed performances. Just seeing a familiar face could
spark a conversation or fun activity. Whether students interacted in the Loop, the
auditorium, the HUB or in the dorms, there were ample opportunities to form relationships.
SinceWhitworth is a small college, there were many occasions to build strong interpersonal
ties and a tight community. Senior Enoch Evans appreciated his years atWhitworth because of the
interactions he had. "Youget to know a lot of people around you. I also appreciate the community in
that if you have a problem, there is always
someone you can turn to,"Evans said.
-Carrie Erickson

Students tried to figure out
what all the laughter at Cowles Memorial
Auditorium on March 15-17was about. There were
reports of people dressing up in strange masks and costumes,
and doing peculiar things that made the audience burst into laughter.
The students didn't have to wonder for long. Itwas the production A Servant of
Two Masters written by Carlo Goldoni, and revised by TomCone. Those magical
evenings included acrobatics at the beginning and during intermission, wonderful per-
formances by the actors, elaborate and colorful costumes, and witty humor that kept the
audience spellbound for the entire play.
This play touched all imaginations. Rick Hornor, a professor of theatre atWhitworth, decided
to direct a classic this year for the spring play. Hornor made all the actors feel comfortable at rehears-
al. "The whole atmosphere was a lot of fun. We had work to get done, but it never seemed tedious,"
Junior Zach Brownsaid.
The play was about a woman named Beatrice (senior Lauren
Luksic)who pretends to be her dead brother in hopes that she might
straighten out a mess caused by a misunderstanding. More of a mis-
understanding is caused when her newly hired servant Truffaldino
(senior AndrewWare Lewis) also becomes the servant of her desired
lover Florindo Aretusi (sophomore Chris Irvine). The tension grows
when there is a family dispute between Pantalone (sophomore Colin
Hesse) and Dr.Lombardi (junior Zach Brown)because their children
Clarice (freshman Julie Kurtz)and Silvio (senior Jan Pettersson) want to
get married, but can't because Beatrice has to marry Clarice because
of an earlier agreement. Sound complicated? With all the twists that
are thrown in along the way, the audience was continually at the edge
of their seats in anticipation.
A Servant of Two Masters was written in an Italian Renaissance
style called commedia dell'arte. This comedic style keeps the audi-
ence and the actors on their toes the whole time. "The challenge of
this showwasn't necessarily finding your character, but in building
up the stamina to make it through the show every night," Lewis
said. Whitworth's production had lines, but a lot of pieces were
added too. "Little things were improvised depending on the
audience's mood," Kurtz said. The audience was entertained
by the slapstick humor.
Part of the commedia dell'arte tradition is masks.
Sophomore Colin Hesse played Senor Pantalone, and
had the challenge ofwearing a mask. "J use my face to convey a lot of emo-
tion,"Hesse said. "J had to change to a lot of physical actions using my
head, arms and body instead." This style caused a lot of laughter,
and was pleasing for the audience to watch.
Senor Pantalone (sophomore Colin Hesse)
fights with Dr. Lombardi (junior Zach
Brown) over the marriage of their children.
Photo by Ben Parker
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Wth Tiki torches lighting
the path to the field house, the mood was set
for the 31st annual Hawaiian Club Lu'au. With dozens of
native flowers and plants brought from the islands decorating the
interior of the field house, and Victor Punua, a resident of the island of
Kauai,preparing the food, people were ready to gather for a night of eating
and entertainment.
This year's lu'au theme was "Pupukahi i holomua," which
means "Unite to move forward." And so the people did as
they gathered to sample some of the food which consisted of
specialties such as kalua pig, lomi salmon, teriyaki beef, squid
luau, and poi. As people waited for food they had the opportunity
to buy Hawaiian island goods from the country store.
According to Hawaiian Club President DaniloViloria Jr., each year
the Hawaiian Club attempts to outdo the previous year's lu'au, and a
spirit of unity is critical to achieve the club's goals. "We hold the
lu'au every spring to show community members what an authentic
lu'au would be like if they went to Hawaii,"Viloria says. "Each year
we want to give a better lu'au than the year before."
The entertainment consisted of many traditional dances that were
rich in culture and visual stimuli. The dances were not only per-
formed by Hawaiian students but also by non-Hawaiian performers.
According to sophomore Leiana Moser-Reyes this illustrated the
theme by including the non-Hawaiian students in the dance.
The night was led by Masters of Ceremony seniors Kawika
Johnson, Elissa Chun, Micah AhSui and junior Kathleen Carter.
There was also a special performance from Coeur d'Alene
resident Lakai Laititi of the Samoan fire knife dance.
Providing the musical accompaniment were Albert
Goueria, KumuhulaWallace Punua and Whitworth alum
Chris Carvalho.
-Andrew Seely
Junior Darrell Quarles and freshman
Adam Bediamol prepare for the opening
dance. Photo by Stephanie Stern
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Mac Hall in Concert won the
hearts of the hundreds of people who attended this
year, providing a fun opportunity for Whitworth students to show-
case their many talents for the college community. Upon entering the
auditorium, one was greeted with many happy faces on the residents of McMillan
Hall as they proudly presented a show that took weeks of preparation and hard work.
Led by Mac President senior Mike Vanden Berge, the energetic Mac Men put on a perform-
ance that featured 18 acts, from entertaining skits to talented bands.
The masters of ceremonies, sophomore Colin Hesse and junior John Edmondson, were absolute-
ly loved by the spirited crowd. Their witty humor smoothed out the transi-
tions from each act to the next, keeping every second of the show entertain-
ing. The national anthem - maybe not your usual national anthem, started off
the show with a bang, as freshman Kirsten Berg whistled the song, all the while
keeping a straight face and holding beautiful, clear melody.
After several riveting performances by groups such as the band Third
Question of Conscience, "Whitworth Ballet," and musicians Abe Nowels and
Matthew Ebel, "Arend's Spicy Extravaganza" brought many people to fits of laugh-
ter. "The Spice Girls were my favorite act; they were hilarious!" freshman Scott Ellis
said. Dancing to tunes like "Spice Up Your Life," the two girls and three "cross-
dressed" guys created several minutes of unsuppressed laughter long after they left
the stage.
"The Hulkamaniacs" and the "Naked Dance" were also among the many tal-
ents that were not soon forgotten by the Whitworth community. After witnessing
amazing break dancing performed by "fellas from the Islands," the "Naked Dance"
did Mac Hall proud, as 3 of their own created a clever dance with the famous Mac
Smiley Face. After stirring worship music, funny beat-boxing songs, and talented tap
dancing, the brand-new band, "Sittser," brought the acts to a great musical close.
Known as "the guys you love to hear," this group of brilliant young men once again
wowed the crowd with their exciting and fresh songs.
The very final "talent" of the night gagged many viewers, especially the
girls who peeked through hands that were firmly pressed over their eyes. As
emcees Hesse and Edmondson brought out the helpless victims - three live
goldfish - last year's emcees Peter Croisant and Kevin Edmondson joined
them, with two more fish. Just before the big swallow, junior Tristan Brown
jumped on stage, gulping down each fish one at a time. A much-disgusted
but amused crowd left the auditorium laughing about the Mac tradition.
"We knew that the amount of work we put in would payoff in
an entertaining and well-crafted show," freshman Ben Couch said.
Couch, along with freshman Jake McCoy, were managers of the marketing and program
part of the concert. Sophomore Jimmy LaRue was proud of Mac putting on such a
huge Whitworth event. "That was one mean show we put on! Mac really did
the smiley face proud." LaRue said.
-Lindsay Vanden Berge
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'!tis year's Spring Formal was
an enjoyable night to remember and will
never be forgotten, especially when looking back on
the heat wave that settled over Spokane's Cameo Grand
Ballroom. On the night ofApril 27, a severe thunderstorm hit town,
causing many messed-up hairdos, wet dresses, and, most importantly,
major humidity. The ballroom's walls were literally sweating, not to mention
the bodies of many wild dancers. "The place was
really nice, but too hot for me to get my groove on
to the full potential," Freshman JakeVining said.
The ballroom had great facilities, such as a pool
room, providing those with billiard talents the opportu-
nity for a game or two. "Between dances, Chris and I
battled at billiards. I happened to beat him three times
in a row,but who's counting?" Junior Dan Bauch said.
Outside the poolroom, a delicacy of pretzels, mints, and
punch were out on display. This room was packed
throughout the night, where thirsty young men and women
took a break from dancing. "The punch was sure refresh-
ing! It really cooled me off after my dance workout!"
Sophomore Neil Hornor said.
The DJdid a good job of mixing up the music, to the
delight of many. "I love techno - it's definitely the best
music to boogie to! I went home with a big smile on my
face, being the true Mac Man that I am," Senior Mike
Vanden Berge said. Others loved the variety of
hiphop and disco. "I danced so hard, people had to
start getting out ofmy way. I had a great time!"
sophomore Sarah Latta said.
Spring Formal was a great way to kick off the
spring season. Itwas fun for everyone, espe-
cially for the seniors, as it was their last
formal dance atWhitworth College.
-TomVanden Berge
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Springfest, an annual tradi-
tion forWhitworth College may have been a little
dreary weather wise, but spirits were not dampened.
Participation was high and the fun factor even higher. Springfest
had a lot to offer, despite the lack of sunshine.
Weather was very spring-like with cold temperatures, wind, and some rain. A
lot of the attractions had to be moved inside to the HUB,but Springfest still carried on
without any more hitches. "It was neat to see howwell the leadership adapted to moving
indoors," junior Sarah Serbell said. "I was really impressed."
ASWC(Associated Students ofWhitworth College) fully funds Springfest and members of
ASWCare in charge of the whole day. Junior Tracie Lievense was in charge of decorations, freshman
Julie Schulmerich and sophomore Cristina Moore coordinated
booths, senior Beau Garner was in charge of the set-up outside,
sophomore Meg Dumez headed the promotion committee, sopho-
more Stacey Johnson organized entertainment, and junior Kasey Kirk
and sophomore Danielle Rawson were in charge of food.
Coolwhip, Jubilation, and the bands Madison and Sittser all per-
formed in the afternoon. A Seattle-based acappella group, Kickshaw,
and comedian Steve Matuszak performed in the night show."I was real-
ly impressed with the bands this year, especially Sittser," sophomore
KyleJensen said.
A highlight of Springfest was the Mr.Whitworth contest. Freshman
Ben Couch took the title. "Mr.Whitworth has been a Springfest staple in
years past. Another highlight was the reenactment of the popular televi-
sion show,The Dating Game.
Dr.JamesWaller was the host, with sophomore Sam Scriven and
sophomore Felicia Rosch participating as contestants. Blindfolded, they
had to pick a date out of three people by audience reactions and
answers to questions. Scriven chose Stacy Fundenberger as his date,
while Rosch picked sophomore Jason Dirkse.
Some booths consisted of a dunk tank and a pie-throwing con-
test. A race car track and jousting arena were set up in the dining
hall area. Also inside the HUB,different organizations and dorms
had tables set up with activities. Baldwin-Jenkins had a duty
theme, and one was to spit crickets as far as possible down
the dining room hallway. "I liked winning goldfish at the
Jubilation booth," sophomore Alexis Stuart said.
"I thought it was nicely put together and the bands
were great," junior Richard Brownsaid. Candy, prizes, booths, bands, and
shows all contributed to another successful Springfest celebration. All
proceeds went to benefit Parkinson's disease research in memory
ofHoward Gage.
-Stephanie VanDam
JuniorNoelle Downend participates in the
pie-throwing game by slapping whipped
cream onto Arend Resident director Brad
McKerihan's face. Photo by John
Edmondson
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Tied together and
accountable is what we are to one another, said
Rev.Joseph Lawrence Roberts, Jr., in his commencement
address for the graduating class of 200I. He reminded the audi-
ence that the same group of people would never be gathered all togeth-
er in the same place again. As students, professors, family and friends congre-
gated in the Spokane Arena on Sunday,May 20, for
Whitworth's III th Commencement, the realization that gradua-
tion was an ending brought sadness, but the idea of new begin-
nings brought joy to graduates who would go their separate ways
to new and exciting places.
Student speakers Dave Lincicum and Libby Chase addressed
the audience with inspirational and challenging words. SeniorWendy
Fortune appreciated what they had to say."I was proud that our gradu-
ation was focused on Christ. 1especially appreciated the student
speakers and the way they each spoke on important and relevant
truths. Howtrue it is that our primary identity is in Christ, not our
degree and that we have the responsibility to live passionately for
Jesus!" said Fortune.
Whitney Baird,Lisa Gavareski and Rachel Iblings were awarded
the President's Cup for earning a 4.0 GPAduring their four years at
Whitworth. The servant leadership award was given and four interna-
tional exchange students were recognized before the conferral of
undergraduate degrees. Students stepped on to the stage, shook
President Robinson's hand and received their degrees.
"Graduating brought me joy because 1knew that 1had
earned that diploma after four years of hard work!" said April
Clark, the senior class coordinator. "As the student representa-
tive in planning the graduation weekend, 1felt as if the
weekend went very smooth. 1was pleased with the
events."
Even after the events were over, students
remained tied to one another by having shared a com-
monWhitworth experience.
-Carrie Erickson
Embracing visiting Fulbright scholar
Nicholas Sironka, Aaron Critchlow rejoic-
es after receiving his Bachelor of Arts
degree in Art. Photo by Carrie Erickson

illions of different experiences, thousands of
different homes, hundreds of different high schools
and 25 different countries were represented at
Whitworth College. More than 1,700 individuals
made up one student body.
Different ages, families, races, genders, beliefs,
languages, gifts, passions and under-
standings, all added to the
heart ofWhitworth - the
people.
Each person
contributed a
unique perspective
and made
Whitworth differ-
ent from any other
place.
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37 Seniors
57 Classes
Gratia Acosta
Gridley, CA
French/Spanish
Robert Adsero
Enumclaw, WA
Elem. Education
Sandra Agans
Kennewick, WA
Music
Micah AhSui
Nanakuli, HI
Sociology/Comm
Joshua Akers
Clarkston, WA
Chemistry
Jacob Album
Salem, OR
Chemistry
Shawna Allen
Spokane, WA
Mathematics
Jessica Alley
Gresham, CA
Business Management
Kristin Allison
Hoover, AL
English
Jonelle Appling
Spokane, WA
Computer Science
r---
Takashi Atkins
Goldendale, WA
Bus. MngmtiEcon.---~
Amy Austin
Superior, MT
English
Melanie Avey
Electric City, WA
Elem. Education
Joel Azure
Ketchikan, AI{
Bus. Mnqmt/Econ
Jessica Bailey
Bend, OR
Elem. Education
Whitney Baird
Spokane, WA
English/Phil
Tuition $16,700
Room and Board $6,600
ASWC fee $a2S
Average cost for Books $676
Car Registration $20
Transcri t $6
Ryan Baker
Spokane, WA
Biology
Stephen Baldock
Kent, WA
History
Melinda Bandy
Spokane, WA
Bus. MngmtiEcon
Aaron Baldwin
Camas, WA
English
Lisa Bate
Aloha, OR
French Education-~
Nancy Belliston
San Diego, CA
Elem. Education
Jennifer Bennett
Spokane, WA
Chemistry
Katheryn Beck
Kennewick, WA
Computer Science
Erin Benson
Lewiston, ID
Physical Education
Jill Bierlink
Quincy, WA
Elem. Education
Sky Blake
Spokane, WA
Physical Education
Amanda Bierhnk
Quincy, WA
Business Mngmt
Aana Blalock
Fairchild, WA
APB Elem. Education
Holli Bredin
Yakima, WA
Elem. Education
Heather Brader
Spokane, WA
English/Span. Ed
Sarah Brady
Aloha, OR
Psychology
Krysta Brodehl
Corvallis, OR
Business Mngmt
Stephen Burns
Spokane, WA
English
Kent Browning
Spokane, WA
Business Mngmt
Steven Butts
Klamath Falls, OR
Biology/Bus. Mngmt
Erik Brucker
Omak, WA
Business Mngmt.~-_.
Gail Burger
Anchorage, AK
Religion
Joel Calkins Brandon Carlson
Spokane, WA Colbert, WA
....__ -., History Ed;.. ....... _..;;B;;u;;s';;n;;e.;s..s..;M.;;.n.;:g.;;ffi.;;t__
Mary Carlson
Spokane, WA
Elem. Education
Michael Chorey
Oak Harbor, WA
Computer Science
Stacey Carruthers
Spokane, WA
Business Mngmt
Elissa Chun
Kaneohe, HI
Elem. Education
Jeremiah Case
Pasco, WA
Eeon.! Accnting
Libby Chase
Spokane, WA
lnterntl Studies
Daniel Clapp
Sunnyside, WA
Business Mngmt
April Clark
Bend, OR
Speech
Paul Clark
Spokane, WA
Religion/French-~P"""'---'
Gentry Clark
Spokane, WA
Music
Christina Close
Spokane, WA
Interntl Business
Travis Cocking
Colfax, WA
Physical Ed
Joshua Cleveland
Spokane, WA
Religion
Kyla Cleworth
Fairbanks, AK
Music Ed
f
Tara Cae Julia Colgan
Hillsboro, OR Kennewick, WA
.... __ :E;;;le;;;rn:;.. .;E;;;d:;.u;;;c;;;.;;;';;;io;;;TI,;..._..... , . _---P;..:;SyChOI;;o;.;gy:.:.--- ...
Kristy Colgan Molly Comfort
Bellevue, WA University Place, WA
Accounting History/Hist. Ed--;;.,.--., ~~ ..--...
Mark Converse
Portland, OR
Business Mngmt
Rebecca Cosner
Colbert, WA
Math/Computer Sci
Jonn Covell
Spokane, WA
History Ed
Aaron Critchlow
Richland, WA
A"
Jennifer Cruze
Redmond, WA
Elem. Ed./Spanish
Christopher Culberson
Spokane, WA
Chemistry
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John Cullings
Laguna Beach, CA
Interntl Business
Justin Davis
Boise, ID
Elern. Education
James Dickson
Collierville, TN
Business Mngmt
Phillip Daubel
Chattaroy, WA
Phys Ed
Laura Doughty
Spokane, WA
Biology
Shelby Dresback
Colbert, WA
Religion
Joel Dumesle
Spokane, WA
French/lnterntl Studies
Kyle Dresback
Colbert, WA
............. "'Religion
Erin Dung
Spokane, WA
Religion
Anthony Edwards
Spokane, WAC 1assEducation Elliott EdwardsKettle Fall~, WAComputer Science Andrew EggimannHubbard, ORSpeechMary EellsSnohomish, WAEnglish
Accounting 51
Sl ess ngmn
Chemistry 11
Laura Ellis Robin Emmans
Cashmere, WA Selah, WA
__ ;;E;;.le;;m;;.~.;;E.;;d;U;.;;ca;;t.;;io;;.n.... _ .... , - __ Bio./English
Scott Enbom
Wapato, WA
Business Mngmt
Valerie Erickson
Calimesa, CA
Phys Ed./Sports Med
Brooke Evans
Spokane, WA
Comm./Poli. Studies
Enoch Evans
La Grande, OR
Computer Science
Ginger Ewing
Cheney, WA
History
April Fauske
Colbert, WA
Elem. Education........ ....:;;.,;;;.;..,;
Yakov Fedchun
Richland, WA
Computer Science
Navin Fernandes
Orlem, Malad Bombay
Jessica Filo
Spokane, WA
Art
Kathleen Fischer
Olympia, WA
Biology
Gwendolyn Fortune
Eau Claire, WI
Math/Religion
Communications 23 German Culture 1
Christopher Foster
Camas, WA
Business Mngmt
Roth Fouty
Polson, MT
Bus.Mngmt/Comp. Sci
Music Education 5
Julie Fitch
Spokane, WA
Spanish
pUtel'0 Si:ii~
Cr~·euitw.il Stddt •• 8
~dueatioa 72
------;~l
Economics 11
French (Ed.) 5
ory
tatem8tional BuSiness 13
t:atematioMl Studies 4
au
Mathematics 7
Music 12
Kyle Fox
Seattle, WA
....__ .;B..;u.;sinessMo;n.;g;:.m..:.;,'__ ..,
Andy Franz
Selah, WA
Computer Science
Shiho Fukui
Ishikawa-Ken
Sociology
Stacy Fundenberger
Ocean Shores, WA
Sports MedJAth Train
Scott Galbreath
Ritzville, WA
Bus. Mngmt/Econ
Andrea Garner
Las Vegas, NV
Elem. Education
Beau Garner
Spokane, WA
PSyChOlOgy........
Lisa Gavareski
Bellingham, WA
Chemistry
Kevin Germer
San Antonio, TX
Religion!Phil
Haley Gold
Madras, OR
Cross-Cultural Study
Susannah Gordon
Seattle, WA
Elem. Education
Rachael Gregory
Wenatchee, WA
Economics
Senior
Jon Guenther
Spokane, WA
Music! Arts Admin
Kelly Habecker
Denali Nat'! Park, AK
English
Jennifer Hahn
Alameda, CA
Elem. Education
Andrew Hall
Bellevue, WA
Religion
"1will ~ forget the people I've met, the experienC8f I'1'e had, or
the~dJbipltl'veforged.Ul1willtak:ethemwiUunew1lereverIgo."
[..::...:.-'-'-'-'...........:...:....:.:....:.:....:.:....:.::..::..---'- ...;.-. ..-Al~YmYY__
Christopher Hedgpeth
Marblemount, WA
English
[ayme Helgeson
Roundup, MT
Phil./Religion
Andrew Hellwege
Caldwell, ID
Anne Henning
Thornton, WA
Arts Admin
Marc Henning
Spokane, WA
Chemistry .-,
Alea Henshaw
Spokane, WA
Elem. Education __ -. •.----c
Courtney Henkle
Spokane, WA
Psychology
Sarah Hickinbotham
Port Hueneme, CA
English
Edward Hollingsworth
Gladstone, OR
Hist.! American Studies
Chad Hopkins
Spokane, WA
Business Mngmt
Jeremiah Howe
Waldport, OR
English
Sarah Huggins
Salt Lake City lIT
Bio./Chemistry
Jared Hungerford
Stockton CA
Religion
Lindsay Hunter
Spokane WA
Sports MediPhys Ed
"The a ortunit to come and stud what I actual! love and am
Rachel Hufman
Leavenworth WA
Theatre
Luke Hyder
Fresno CA
Music/English
passionate about was ve.lJ' freeing for me. " -Sendre Agans
"Coming toWhitwo:Wt I can gee lI.ow~ has
o as <arm ~~~ W."!:.u_~
I am as a person, causing me to trust in Him more."
-Andy Hall
Rachel Iblings .
Lynden, WA
Interntl Business
Suzanne Ingersoll
Seattle, WA
Anna Jennings
Spokane, WA
English
Nadia Jercovich
Seattle, WA
Sociology
Alissa Johnson
La Pine, OR
Cross-Cultural Study
Kawika Johnson
Pearl City, HI
Sociology
Kimberlee Johnson
Ephrata, WA
Elem. Education
Noelle Johnson
Cody, WY
Elem. Education
Lisa Jonckers Jahn Kallis
Spokane, WA Yakima, WA
.... __ ."P:;.;;sych010~'J'f:...__ .... r----,; Biolcq-y :-_.."..,
Kerisa Kauer
Amity, OR
Interntl Bus./Span
Erin Kay
Roswell, GA
Psych./Soc./Bio
Nikki Kealalio Jay Kernkamp
Gardena, CA Colbert, WA
Communications Sociology
Whitworthian Headlines
,'01', 'rHE YEAll.
Rhonda Kline
Priest River, ID
English
Jenna Klopsch
Nine Mile Falls, WA
Elem. Education
Rachel Knappe
Snohomish, WA
Speech/Spanish
Nicholas Knoll
Spokane, WA
... _-:Business ~Mngmt
Adam Knudson
Fresno, CA
-; ,.,.. __ R-:;eligion/span
Yasuko Kojima
Spokane, WA
Interntl Business
Kristie Kopp
Spokane, WA
Psychology
Daniel Krause
Creston, WA
Bus. Mngmt/Econ
Todd Krueger
Spokane, WA
Physics
Clint Lacaden
Mililani, HI
Interntl Bus./Bus. Mngmt
John Lack
Spokane, WA
Music Ed
Misty Laird
Old Town, ID
Elem. Education..---
Chad LaVine
Spokane, WA
.., ......... History
James Leman
Spokane, WA
Religion
Matthew Lemberg
Casa Grande, AZ
Business Mngmt
Carolyn Leon
Spokane, WA
Political Studies
Kristina Letey
Anchorage, AI{
English
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to be displayed on athletic fields. Fitness Center gets new name
Remembering Howard Gage Scotford Fitness Center opened for student
and faculty use.
Andrew Lewis
Northridge, CA
Theatre
William Lilly
Deer Park, WA
Bus. Mngmtl Accnting
David Lincicurn
Visalia, CA
Religion
Lynnette Lohse
Cordova, AI{
Psych.lS;,;o;,;c;.-__
Titus Lowell
Mattawa, WA
Math/Computer Sci
Julia Lucas
Redmond, WA
Speech
Lauren Luksic
Pasco, WA
Theatre
Melvin Lynn
Spokane, WA
... _-.,;E;;l;;em;;;;.Education
Nichole Marich
Heron, MT
Phys Ed.lSpan. Ed
Krista Markham
Spokane, WA
English
Anna Marshall
Seattle, WA
Comm./English
Hilary Martin
Juneau, AI{
Phil./Poli. Studies
Leslie Martin
Pullman, WA
Mathematics
Emily McBride
Spokane, WA
Psychology
Shena McCall
Bellevue, WA
Religion
Kevin McDaniel
Sultan, WA
Bus. MngmtiPhys. Ed
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Countries represented
Goorgi------ ......
Germany
Ghana
Fl<Iia--------..:i
Italy
Keats McGonigal
Spokane, WA
Religion
Ty McGregor
Spokane, WA
Elem. Education
April McIlhenny
Meadow, CA
Vista English
Holly McLeod
Spokane, WA
English/Hist. Ed
Marla Meekhof
Spokane, WA
English
Kevin Messenger
Deer Park, WA
Biology
Peter Metcalf
West Linn, OR
English
Samuel Miller
Spokane, WA
Sociology
r---~
jennifer Minkemann
Spokane, WA
Psychology
Robert Mitchell
Roseville, CA
Communications
Erica Moen
Bend, OR
Elem. Education
Eric Moffat
Gresham, OR
Physics
Grant Montoya
Longmont, CO
History
Ashley Mraz
Spokane, WA
Arts Admin
Nathan Mullen
Portland, OR
Applied Physics
_-~-iapan :ithuan:ia;,-------1<:ussi T.i.i:=rrr---,..---------,..-------
Jordan Nepal South Korea Thailand
Kazakhstan The Netherlands Spain Ukraine
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Sean Murry
Spokane, WA
Mathematics.~-...
Eric Nelson
Seattle, WA
Political Studies
Ryan Nelson
Spokane, WA
Phys Ed
Stacy Nelson
Concord, CA
English
Jennifer Neyman
Wrangell, AI{
Journalism
Brian Nissen
Nespelem, WA
Sociology
Alexander Noone
Vancouver, WA
Psychology
Tamara Nuttall
Honolulu, HI
Elem. Ed./ Art
Kevin Oglesbee
Spokane, WA
History Ed
Kumiko Okumura Amy Olsen Peter Olsen Kei Omo
Japan Spokane, WA Helena, MT Aiea, HI
Cross-Cultural Study Accounting Sports Med.!Phys. Ed Communications
,."...........s.enia!-~ -----,-.,....,.------..,.----------,.----,.----.
......... ~';t ... "The Christian atmosphere at Whitworth is awesome. Itis the
reason 1came here in the first place. " -Noelle Johnson
Diana Orthouse
Spokane, WA
Psychology
Ty Palmer
Spokane, WA
Camp. Sci./Math
Chia-Ping Pao
Mitukcuji Machi
Business Management
Nathan Palpant
Spokane, WA
Biology
Benjamin Parker
Tacoma, WA
Communications
Scott Parr
Boulder, CO
Religion-- ----... Tyler PauHonolulu, HIBusiness Management Keith PennockMead, WAPsych./Religion
Arianna Petersen
Milwaukie, OR
Chem./Nrsing/Span
Kristin Peterson
Burlington, WA
Communications
Katherine Pettit
Half Moon Bay, CA
Int. Studies/Soc./French
Nathan Piturachsatit
Coulee Dam, WA
Elem. Education
Patrick Plumb
Tonasket, WA
Sociology
Jeremy Podjuban
Spokane, WA
Communications
Hannah Prater
Burlingame, CA
Music
Michael Pressnall
Bellevue, WA
Psychology
"1 came here to find all the answers to my questions, but I just discovered more
____ -1'i!!!!e~s!!'tipl!'~n...sJ"'Q<.fin..:"'d"':&thea" 1 r c
Jeffrey Price
Spokane, WA
Accounting
Danielle Pulliam
Veradale, WA
Psych.lChem
Kelson Ramey
Spokane, WA
Bus. Mngmt/Econ
Cory Ray
Colbert, WA
Business Management
Joshua Reeves
Twin Falls, ID
Philosophy
Kristi Rhodes
Folsom, CA
Sports Med.lPhys. Ed
Mark Rice
Spokane, WA
Interntl Bus.! Bus. Mngmt
JoAnna Ring
Spokane, WA
Communications
Joshua Robbins Katherine Robbins
Spokane, WA Spokane, WA
English Theatre---,,---
Joel Robnett
Portland, OR
Speech
Robert Rose
Fresno, CA
Philosophy
Stacy Ross
Clovis, CA
English
David Rusk
Spokane, WA
Business Management
Chie Sakabe
Aichi
443 Comp. Sci./Math
Joshua Salina
Spokane, WA
Physical Ed
Hisako Sami
Ishikawa-Ken
Business Management
Nicole Sauer
Sunnyside, WA
Religion
Kelly Schanzenbach
Redmond, WA
Communications
Ian Sanders
Spokane, WA
Sociology---......,,..
Benjamin Scheele
Spokane, WA
Bus. Mngmt/Econ
Rondi Schei
Woodland, WA
Chemistry
Anne Schiewe
Spokane, WA
Religion
Erica Schmid
Moses Lake, WA
Business Management
Jennifer Schultz
San Jose, CA
Elem. Education
Kelly Siebe
Enterprise, OR
Communications
Alisha Simchuk
Mead, WA
English
Anne Scott
Ellensburg, WA
History Ed---.,
Jason Simonds
Spokane, WA
Bus. Mngmt/Interntl Bus
Gretchen Smith
Spokane, WA
Mathematics
Dustin Smucker
Narvon, PA
Religion
Lorna Sprenger
Spokane, WA
Computer Science
e
NoMasterbacks •
Matthew Squires
Lewiston, ID
Business Management
Nathaniel Stephens
Spokane, WA
Chemistry
Julie Strong
Rainier, OR
Sociology/Phil--
Hillary Starr
Snohomish, WA
Chem./Spanish
Shannon Stetner
Quincy, WA
Communications
Matthew Stueckle
Spokane, WA
.- Phys Ed
Sarah Start
Sunol, CA
English
Daryn Steeneck
Spokane, WA
Phys Ed.lSports Med
Caleb Stewart
Greeley, CO
Span./Philosophy
Patrick Striker
Marysville, WA
Religion
Scott Sulpizio
Spokane, WA
Biology
Brett Swanson
Gilroy, CA
Phil./Religion
Alyssa Syme
k b k Wilder, IDLoo ing ac ... English
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'rWosl\lr!e;rlts 191112Classmates, two teachers and
themselves;
Joi Taylor
Delta Jet, AK
Psychology
-President BillClinton is impeached and
__ "':":'=:- -""IL~·l\Jtt~Qr~pl:lrjm and obstruction 0
1998 justice.
Sean Taylor
Spokane, WA
Speech
Erica Teague
Spokane, WA
Spanish Ed
1999
Stacia Teague
Spokane, WA
Elem. Education
Gisela Thomas
Nine Mile Falls, WA
Music/Mus. Ed...---
David Thompson
Poway, CA
Communications
...-~;;;;
Toni Thompson
Springdale, WA
Elem. Education=~...
Andrew Tibert
Monument, CO
History
Andrew Tobin
Milwaukie, OR
Chem./Spanish
Michelle Tredway
Newman Lake, WA
Psychology
Elizabeth Trudeau
Spokane, WA
English/Span
Tria Tschirley
Medical Lake, WA
History Ed
Chisato Tsukamoto
Nagoya Aichi
Business Management
Melinda Turman
Spokane, WA
Music Ed./Elem. Ed
Amy Tuurie
Monroe, WA
Business Management
I
Kyle Uehara
Aiea, HI
Chemistry
Michael Vanden Berge
Corona, CA
Bus. Mngmt/Econ
Tiffanie Vanderveen
Lynden, WA
Sports Med./Phys Ed
Bassione Van Soest
Wasilla, AX
Music
StU£! Sh(}W5 WffitWElI'th.cstuclents: ,JJaleJi:aL~<lt-QjeSQntinla'-----------~---~_
consumemore than 12,600pizzas lurnoftheDaytl>1la500.
per year. -George W. Bush -Spokane record broken for number of
1 Pr id mecutive dqy§i.E·l!lth~s§jn~o~~nJJ~QIl~l.It._l
2000 tha United States, 2001
Necia Velenchenko
Longview, WA
English
Leah viertell
Chico, CA
Chem./Physics
Danilo Viloria
Ewa Beach, HI
Bus. Mngmt/Econ
Stephanie Visser
Sunnyside, WA
Elem. Ed./Music
Ryan Voytovich
Hillsboro, OR
Philosophy
Stacie Wachholz
Spokane, WA
English
Jamie Wakefield
Spokane, WA
Biology
Darien Walker
University Place, WA
Elem. Education
Laura Walker
Spokane, WA
Religion
Jason Warriner
Ritzville, WA
Soc./Bus. Mngmt
Jeremiah Webster
EI Cajon, CA
English
Holly Weiler
Spokane, WA
English/History Ed
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"Tlll"'Lilali t;ity~ -the largestoitY pef;WeenSealtle and Minneapolis
RaeAnn Wood
Springdale, WA
Elem. Education
Timothy Woods
Walnut Creek, CA
History.,,..---
Brett Wright
Fullerton, CA
Religion/Psych
Karolina Wright
Diamond Bar, CA
Religion
=-
Shane Wyatt
Spokane, WA
Religion-~--..,
Henry Yan
Camas, WA
Acctng/Econ
Benjamin Yinger
McGregor, TX
Psychology
Amanda Young
Woodland, CA
Accounting
Serhiy Zhykharev
Khmeltnitskaya ObI.
Internatl/Poli./Econ
-RiverfrontPark.siteQ the 1914 odd.stair. historic
LoofCarousel. anopen-airiperl%ll.and.an~the~
-'!.'heSpokane Cllletshockey
-'!.'he kaneJRdia:nsbaseball
Lezlie Aano
Elizabeth Abbey
Michael Achterman
Beth Adams
Keely Adams
Lori Adams
Sarah Adolfson
Christine Aijian
Meri Aijian
Erin Alderman
Paul Alejo
Christina Alessi
Joel Alipaz
Andrew Allen
Genelle Allen
Sarah Allen
KelliAllison
Lauren Allison
Tracy Allison
Ashli Anderson
Brad Anderson
Hope Anderson
Jacob Anderson
Lindsay Anderson
Maren Anderson
Michael Anderson
Quantae Anderson
William Anderson
t's 2 a.m. 0
Wednesday morning ... what
are yo doing? If you -an-
swered, 'Entering into my
third stage of sleep," you
were probably a resident in
one of Whitworth's quiet
dorms. But if you answered,
"Just starting my homework
after a long night of socializ-
ing," you may have lived in-
side the walls of the loudest
dorm on campus: Baldwin-
Jenkins. Despite early morn-
ing classes, freshmen sur-
vived on little sleep and late
nights, while older
Whitworthians realized the
importance of a good night's
sleep and hit the sack at a
reasonable time.
Generally speaking,
freshmen tended to stay up
late, which is usually due to
the excitement ofnew-found
freedoms and lack of a cur-
few. BJ
res i -
den t s
were es-
pecially
notori-
ous for
the i r
lack of
z s
W hen
ask e d
abo u t
the i r
sleep-
ing habits, responses were
overwhelmingly similar:
"Living in the Beej definitely
does not cater to the eight-
hour plan. To make up for
the sleep debt, you take
power naps any time you
can get the chance, even dur-
ing class," freshman Marie
Pascoe
s aid.
Sopho-
mores still
seemed
t 0 b e
catching
up on all
the sleep
they lost
the i r
freshman
year. "I
will neverphoto by Aaron Baldwin
schedule
another 8:00 class in my life -
it's early to bed and late to rise
from now on," sophomore
Jimmy LaRue said. Maybe
these second year students
were getting older than they
realized. "Last year I could
)
•
;'
stay up until 3:00 and not be
tired. But now that 1 don't
have 'the freshman high,' I
stay up until 3:00 and look
like meat loaf warmed,"
sophomore Stacey Johnson
said. Since their freshmen
year, upperclassmen's
sleeping habits have drasti-
cally changed. Now many
tend to opt out on the louder
dorms, making Ballard and
Mac their dorm of choice.
''I'm usually in bed between
11:00 and 12:00. Even be-
fore quiet hours start, it is
fairly mellow in Ballard -
most people are quiet by
II:00," senior Noelle
Johnson said.
-Lindsay Vanden Berge
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ow do Iwant to spend the
restofmylife? That was the ques-
tion many students at Whitworth
asked themselves when it came
time to choose a major. When
students declared a major, they
were basically taking a guess at
what theywanted to do for atIeast
the next years oftheir lives. That
was a difficult decision lor many
students, but lor others itwas lairly
easy, because they had known
sincehighschoolwhattheywanted
to do in the luture.
When deciding on a major,
many relied on someone they had
encountered earlier intheir lives.
Often, it was a former teacher or
mentor, andfor some itwas simply
"God" junior Andy Hall said. For
thosewhocameinundecided., most
took many classes once they got to
drawn too," Diane Thomas, Di-
__ --_.-rector 01 Career Service,
Co-op/lnternships,
said. The DIS-
COVER ca-
reerexplo-
ration
pro -
gram,
which
a I 1
lresh-
men
werere-
quired to
takeduring
Freshman
Seminar, was a
computer program
that allowed students to
seeiftheirinterestsmatchedtheir
aptitudes. Also available was a
Whitworth, and decided from
there. "Ididn'tknowwhat
Iwanted tomajorin, so
I took classes in
manyareasand
really liked !b;;iS=:::
Philoso-
phy.t'jun-
ior Dana
Car a-
way
said.
The Ca-
reer Ser-
vicesCen-
ter was
available to
help students
choose their major.
Theyofferedservicesthat
allowed students to "access their
interestsandseewheretheywere
career resource library and work-
shopsonavarietyoltopicsthrough-
out the year to help students decide
what they wanted to do with their
lives.
Career Services also had many
options available to both students
and alumni on their web-page.
& students went through all their
options, most declared a major by
the beginning 01their junior year.
The most common majors at
Whitworth were Elementary Educa-
tion and Business Management, as
theyhadbeenlorthepasteightyears.
Whitworth offered a liberal arts
education with majors throughout
the academic spectrum, and offered
many services to students to help
themchooseamajorthatbestsuited
themlortheluture.
--Cindy Boldrick
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When entering the
typical college dorm
room, one might have
expected to find empty alcohol
containers, people of th~ ~ppo-
site sex at all hours of the night,
and maybe a sign of violence.
However, Whitworth was far from
the typical college environment.
Adrninistrationmade a large ef-
fort to ensure the safety and well-
being of all the students by en-
forcing the Big Three policies.
A freshman could recite
them toyou, fortheywere instilled
in theirrninds from dayone. "Rule
number one: There willbe no on-
campus possession, consump-
tion, or distribution of alcohol or
any other illegal substance. Rule
number two: There will be no co-
habitation on campus. Rulenum-
ber three: There willbe no violent
Ones
tional experience, offering stu-
dents the opportunity to learn
how their behaviors affect those
around them, and that each ofus
has aresponsibility to the com-
munitywe live in."
The safety and well-being of
Whitworth students was essen-
tial to the staff and administra-
tionofWhitworthColiege. The
level of guidance and support
students atWhitworth received
from the administration made it
unique from many other col-
leges. The Big Three policies
were a prime example of just
how much the college cared
about the students' futures.
--KaitlinRaubuch
or destructive behavior on cam-
pus," freshman Katherine
Kimbrough said. Of all these
rules, num-
ber two re-
quireda littJe
explanation
for most stu-
dents. Al-
though most
didnotobject
to this rule,
theywereun-
clear as to
exactly what
cohabitation
meant. The
termcohabi-
tation in-
cluded the
spending of
the night or
extended hours together by two
people of the opposite sex who
were not married. Resident as-
sistants, resident directors and
other authority
figuresoncarnpus
enforced the Big
Three policies.
The majority of
the students re-
spected and
abided by these
policies. "I do not
really see stu-
dents violating
the Big Three as
being a prob-
lem," the head of
the Student Life
Department,
Dick Mandeville
illustration by Melissa Robinson said. "Instead,
the experience
can become part of the educa-
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How dating changes frorn Wj1z -t th
stereot~ical to seriou~when 1 TJI"~OlV
exarrrinad frorn behmd the V V ~ ',L
Pinecone Curtain
ll""ollege is an experi- (hey, gotta remember "Ring
enc~here learning hap- by Spring"). Some of the tradi-
pens, not only academically tions at Whitworth in-
but also personally. Many fluence how dating
decisions are part of college is perceived on
and they are constantly be- cam pus .
ingmade to shape a person. From the
Butone of the biggest deci- m y t h
sions or choices sometimes abo u t
made during college is who b e i n g
students want to spend the see n
rest of their lives with. How wit h
does one get from a wide- some-
eyed freshman to a person one of
who is ready to be cornmit- the op-
ted to the bonds ofmarriage? po sit e
Dating is the key word that sex
comes to mind in how rela- walking
tionships develop that may across the
end in marriage. loop and
Students have many dif- then being la-
ferent views about dating, beled a "couple",
whichcould be "a way to get to the infamous DTR
to know the person you will ("define the relationship")
hopefully marry some day," talks. "People do it anyway
sophomore Karl Pettitt said, (classify others), but 1 think
people at Whitworth take dat-
ing seriously, and we are fo-
cused on 'good' relation-
ships," senior Jay
Helgeson said.
Looking at
the spec-
trum of
way s
people
~think
?about
dating
we see
many
differ-
ent and
unique
ideas,
from the
"no daters"
(people who
think contemporary
dating is unnecessary to find-
ing a mate), to the people
who are still trying to find out
Style
who exactly they want to marry
and find dating a useful tool in
that process.
Whitworth is a diverse
place where many views of
dating are held. "I see a wide
range of people's views about
dating, and what dating should
be," freshman Tara Eaton said.
Butwhatever your personal
perspective is about dating, it
is important to remember that
as college students, dating is
an important aspect that
makes up part of college. "A
good middle ground in dating
is not bad, but needs to be
taken seriously," Pettitt said.
Dating can be a hard and
difficult area for some, and it
also can be a wonderful time
spent with another person.
Love is a wonderful thing and
college is a place where it of-
ten blossoms.
-Andrew Seely
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Campus-wide blo d drive
helps save lives i Spokane
so it's hope u that Whitworth
will reach earlier donation
levels. The blood goes to the
Inland
North-
we s t
Blood
Cen-
t e r .
The
blood
is di-
vided
in t 0
three
parts:
plasma,
plate-
lets, and red blood cells.
These parts are distributed to
hospitals and clinics all over
Eastern Washington. The
iVingblo ==""
that's completely selfless. "
It' the' kind of thing Nsus
wo I do," Janet Murray,
Health Center director at
Whitworth, said. And Jesus
did give His blood for us, and
saved us fromdying. Students
did the same kind of thing for
others this year at the blood
drive. They gave their blood
so that the others can live. The
eighty-six units collected in
the fall semester was a record
for Whitworth in recent his-
tory. Two decades ago, a
usual amount of 100units was
collected. But with all the
restrictions that are enforced
now, the donation rate has
dropped. The donations are
continuing to rise each year,
blood usually goes to hemo-
philiacs, victims of car acci-
dents, cancer patients, or burn'" {----- r~t~~s~
gave 45
minutes
of their
tim e ,
and
g a v e
one unit
o f
blood.
""I fig-
ured it
would
be good to help out others who
need it," senior Jessica Bailey
said. The drive was held in the
Cafe dining area this year. In
past years, it has been held in
LeavittHall. After LeavittHall
closed, it moved around to
different places. Thiswas the
fourth year it was held at the
Cafe. SeniorNathan Palpant
was the student who was in
charge of the drive. The
health coordinators (HCs)also
worked in shifts, helping out
at the drive. "It's a good way
for students to help out the
community," sophomore He
Krista Clegg said.
-Jennifer Putnam
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You should know by now that
you 'need credits, and classes,
and.JlJl1ajor to graduate, but
don't forget three very impor-
tant requirements to receive a
diploma fromWhitworth. Ever
heard of catching the virgin pi-
necone, dropping a tray in the
dining hall or getting the ring
before spring? During
traditionization, incoming
freshmen were told ofthe most
important credits toearn, which
were lovingly called the other
big three. "I find the 'other big
three' avery unique tradition at
Whitworth College," freshman
Leslie Nelson said.
Catching a virgin pinecone
had been the longest standing
tradition, defined as catching a
pinecone asitfallsfromits home
in the pine tree. It was virgin
because it had never touched
the ground before; this proved
to be a tough credit to get out of
the way. Students could be
found standing underneath a
pine tree with a large sheet,
waiting for a
pinecone to
release its
gripon
thebranch.
Dropping
a tray in the
dining hall
was one ofthe
newer
trends .. If a
student,
whilemaneu-
vering
around the
HixsonUnion
Building's
dining hall,
lost control of
his tray and
spilled or dropped the con-
tents, everyone in the dining
hall would clap. They would
have clapped over the joy of
that person getting one step
closer to commencement cer-
emonies. "I
think it is neat
that people get
excited about
it," sophomore
Isaac Hayden
said. Dropping
one's tray inthe
dining hall
could be a re-
warding expe-
rience, and not
one quickly for-
gotten.
The third tra-
dition was
implemented
because of
popularity. It
seemed that a
lot of students met their mate
and acquired an engagement
orweddingring before gradu-
ation,
"They (the 'other big three')
are cute, but Idon't know how
realistic they are," juniorAlisa
Falkenstein said. Like the vir-
gin pinecone, it can be a vic-
timofcircumstances. Haveno
fear, though, you could always
drop your tray, possibly spill
food on that future special
someone, and as you gazed
into the night sky at stars to-
gether, a stray pinecone may
fall into your lap. Keep the
hope, Whitworth!
--Stephanie VanDam
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Moving further into the 21stCen
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New technology provi d students.with anevenqreater
excuse to stay glued to th 'computers during theY~f\!",
Whitnet, Blackboard and the scot NetWork allowed stu-
dents and faculty members to int !V!liih.one another over
cyberspace, instead of worryinq abou 'hg up class time or
missing office hours,
For the first time, students registered online, c
scripts, checked on their financial aid and performed other
activities by using Whitnet. Whitnet was a new interface added
to the administration system that allowed students and faculty
to access records or change certain things, like their class
schedule, "I think being able to register online was a nice
feature for us, but I saw problems with all the new technology,"
junior Stephanie Stern said.
Whitworth had looked at adding a service like Whitnet
for two or three years, but did not approve of the available
systems, Then the college's server provider, Datatel, deliv-
ered the Whitnet software and Whitworth decided to go with
it, said Jackie Miller, director of Information Systems, "The
software is easier to use and more student-friendly than the
products I have seen," Miller said, "Everybody knew we
wanted the service, but we were just waiting for the right
product"
Computing Services also added Blackboard to the com-
puter system. Blackboard was independent of other services
$11 computer systems and was a w;e:q-pag~d course management sys-
tent, Students and faculty used separate passwords to access Blackboard
but-could change' them to the same one ' esired, The primary purpose
ofBlackboard was to allow facultY the nce to put course materials, such
as handouts .and. syllabjqhline ose to 60 classes used Blackboard
during the firsi seme!;te1; ctor of Instructional Resources Ken Pecka
said. "W eli put this product in just because it was the latest
t mg in ec ology, " Pecka said, "My hope is that this would be a tool we
invest in that allows us to create a better learning environment." Fresh-
man Holly Castle said Blackboard was a handy tool when you could get
on. "However Iwasn't able to get onto Blackboard a couple of times and
it was very frustrating," Castle said, "They really needed to change a few
things to make it better for students."
An online community where students and faculty carne and interacted
was available through the Mascot Network. Some Mascot features in-
cluded a -picture student directory, personalized announcements, chat
and instant messaging functions and other student interest sections.
Whitworth did not pay for Mascot last year, but in the future Whitworth
could be charged a fee based on the number of people using Mascot Any
personal information provided on Mascot was password protected, and
only people affiliated with the school could access the information,
So with a click of the button, students and faculty interacted with one
another in ways never previously possible during the year. Whether
this new technology becomes the norm remains to be seen, but stu-
dents and faculty took full advantage of the opportunity, -julie Tate
- ---- -- --~-
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, werythmg costs more
these days. The tuition in-
~r~a~e at Whitworth is not
'biily gomg to make an Im-
pact on the checkbook, or
credit card as the case may
be, but also on the other
aspects of life for the stu-
dent who will shell opt
$24,000 for the 2001-02 year.
Simply staying in school
is forcing some students to
consider drastic measures
to pay for their education.
"It's already stressing me
out," sophomore Miriam
Bohlken said. "I'm either
going to have to work 52
hours a day this summer, or
sell my eggs to come here
next year."
The $1,100 addition to
this year's tuition and $400
addition to room and board
was caused by many fac-
tors such as yearly infla-
tion, employee benefits
and power costs.
The proposed 2001-02
rates are a 6.6 percent in-
crease, the largest since
The $1,500 addition
is the largest total dollar
amount ever added by
Whitworth, and the new
cost shocked students who
were expecting something
closer to last year's 4.7 per-
cent increase, according
to Whitworth College's
historical rate increase
document.
Now, some students are
considering giving up
dorm life.
"I'm definitely going to
have to move off campus as
soon as possible," fresh-
man Sandy Miller said.
With a Marriott meal
plan, the cost of living off
campus could save almost
$2,000, which would be
more than enough to cover
the expansion of tuition
costs.
"I pay $260 a month for
rent, and once all the bills
are paid, I pay about $320 a
month, and that's about av-
erage," junior Brendan
Siefken said.
An apartment, including
utilities, costing $320 a month
totals $2,880 for a school year.
"Some students find that
the up-front costs like room
and board is something they
have more direct control of,"
Vice President of Student Life
Kathy Storm said. "What they
may not realize is that the
things that add to the cost of
living on campus are going
to drive up prices of living off
campus, too."
Many wonder how a possible
rush of students moving off
campus will affect the new
dorm. The dorm is proposed
to house 84 upperclassmen,
but increased costs may
change the housing plan.
The new hall is
expected to open next spring,
allowing students to have the
option of moving on campus
in the spring.
"The new residence hall
will mean more students on
campus," Storm said. "It will
make room for the overflow
upper-division students in
\
the fall, and there will be
more on-campus students."
Students are required to
live on campus for two years.
To waive this requirement
usually means the student
lives with their parents,
Storm said.
Another money-generat-
ing tactic students are re-
sorting to is hitting the pave-
ment to find a job.
A lot more people are go-
ing to have to get jobs, and
that could. make grades go
down," junior Dani Clemons
said. "Those who just got by
without one are going to find
that they have to have one."
While the price of a year
at Whitworth may resemble
the economy of a small na-
tion, the price tag is com-
parative with other schools
of the same stature, which
average almost $ I7 ,500 for
tuition and $5,176 for room
and board.
"It is a complicated mix
concerning financial aid, the
minimum wage increase and
the increase in costs," Storm
said. "It could be that these
things will offset the tuition
increase, or that students
will need to work more."
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A crash course in 1'00,.&&&.11 ale survival. ..
Where does college
re ally begin? Tons 0f exp e ri - ....."ft!llIlIiliili~~l.tiliiL.~iiiIil~!r.
ences, emotions, and opportuni- Forget the classes, ex-
ties hit a freshman when they pack ams, and papers. Dealing with
their bags for school and an end is professors and advisers is nothing
never expected. compared to the mixed emotions
The ritualistic process of felt trying to live with another per-
gomg away to school abounds son. The first year roommate pro-
with opportunities for new adven- cedure happens so fast: you fill out
tures and initial relations with a a little card, and in a few short
community of people living only weeks you get a name. Then you
feet away. have to agonize over the rest of
One of the most frighten- the summer about how to get along
ing and new aspects of the col- with this potentially very imp or-
lege life is arriving on that first tant person.
day, facing eight months of glori- Thoughts comparing a
roommate to the looming future
haunt the unsure and worried.
Then there is nothing left to do
but show up on Move-in Day and
hope for the best. Anything can
happen from this point. Maybe
that first roommate will grow to
be the best of friends ...or maybe
they will move out after a month
of silence or arguments.
"You should come into
the situation without any expec-
tations," said junior Annie Snow.
The Student Life Office
handles all housing of students
including matching first year
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roommates. "When you fill out
the housing card, you try to make
yourself look like the best person
possible," said sophomore
Lindsey Stirn, who worked for
housing. "We do the best we can
to match you based on whatever
you tell us on the card."
So how are good room-
mate relations developed? It is
not often that two unsuspecting
people show up with matching
comforters and the same sized
feet, only to have a perfect, con-
flict free, happy nine months
where every moment was spent
together, nightly chats were ex-
pected, and turns are taken to do
each other's laundry.
Sometimes the situation
becomes almost sibling-like,
complete with drama and fights,
and sometimes roommates find a
way to spend the least amount of
conversation-free moments to-
gether as possible. The worst
thing in the world of roommates is
silence.
After living on campus a
year or two, most students gain a
realistic perspective. A room-
mate should never room be made
of your best, or even a really good,
friend. This has the danger ofform-
ing a competitive rivalry, or
changing your friendship for the
worse. "You feel like you have to
do everything with them," said
sophomore Stephanie Ball, "and
you can feel guilty when you do
things without them, or are in-
vited places they aren't." The
advice is very constant: find a de-
cent acquaintance, and then pick
a dorm that fits both of your per-
sonalities.
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a BachelorStudents rem.ain atWhitworth for their post-graduate careerWhitworth's Graduat~ entire year in the classroom, ex-
Studies programs gave stu- periencing the behind-
dentsanextraadvantage in the the-scenes views of
working world, whether they the first through
planned to teach, work in a last day of
health-care profession, orwork school.
at an international level. Ml'
Students yearning to g r a d u-
help others learn benefit from ates exit
the high-quality education pro- ed the
grams, such as Master of Edu- pro-
cation(M.Ed.),Master ofArtsin g ram
Teaching (MA1') and Master in with an
Teaching (MIT)programs. approxi-
The MIT program mat e
boasted the state's third high- $5,000 sal-
est placement rate, above ary increase
Washington State University above teachers
and Gonzaga University, said with only a
BeckySartell, assistant profes- Bachelor's degree,
sor in the School of Education. Sartell said. They also had an
Studentswere able to spend an action-research project under
their belts, which was similar to
a Master's thesis.
----- Whitworth's
Master ofInter-
nationalMan-
agement
(M 1M)
degree
had
been a
fixture
o n
cam -
pus
sin c e
1992.I
program
prepared stu-
dents who wanted
to work with profit and
nonprofit organizations with in-
ternational operations, accord-
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ing to KarlaSammons, coordina-
tor of the MIMprogram. Stu-
dents benefited from classes in
global market management, po-
litical risk analysis, international
marketing strategies, cross-cul-
tural competency and ethics.
Graduate programs atWhitworth
accommodated both Whitworth
College graduates and students
from other schools. Some stu-
dents go directly from their un-
dergraduate studies to graduate
studies, while other students re-
turned for more training, or to
explore new career options.
No matter what point in
lifestudents decided todo gradu-
ate work at Whitworth, they ex-
perienced the profits of a high-
quality education that prepared
them for success.
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Why hit reality shows
like Survivor intrigue the
television viewer.
--Karen Morgan
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Stuff,everybody had it and school gave you more of it. Just
when it looked like everything was in order, three new additions
came along. Even if they really weren't publicized, Whitworth
had its very own yearbook, newspaper, and radio station web
pages for all to view.
What was one to do when their copy of the newspaper
somehowbecame misplaced? There was no need to worry. The
Whitworthian online came to the rescue. For those who didn't
want a pile of paper to develop under the bed, they just went to
their computer instead. The paper was updated whenever new
information was available. "It provides convenience for stu-
dents," freshman Nathan Moyer said. The addition of the news-
paper to the web left only one question, "when do I read it?"
The Natsihi site was a helpful tool for anyone wanting to
find out facts about Whitworth's yearbook. Whether it was to
learn the pronunciation of the name, or when and where to
purchase the book, it could all be found here. This also was the
place to go if it was impossible to resist knowing who among your
peers might be writing articles about you.
In its second year online was Whitworth's very own KWRS Whitworth media offers radio,
radio. In addition to the normal broadcasts on the air, anyone not newspaper and yearbook with the
in range of the school could get live broadcasts over the Internet.
But F- ......::c~h~·c~k::..:::o:.:;,f..:;a~m;.:;o~u:;::se;;.:... _
~~~Xf~::'o"
of deejays r.L L
and their
shows was available.
"It gives you the ability (to connect), but I'm not sure how much
it happens," senior Tyler Pau said. The radio continued to
broadcast seven days a week during the school year.
-Ian Payton
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As the semester got un-
derway, so did the stress
level around campus. 'Bal-
ancing a full course load, a
few hours of work each
week, some extracurricu-
lar activities and some form
of a social life could be a
challenging adventure.
Arend Hall Presi-
dent Andy Garretson was
one of these individuals,
contributing about 18hours
each week to his dorm re-
sponsibilities and ASWC.
He handled student con-
cerns and generally func-
tioned asall-around "Arend
Hall man." Garretson was
president ofthe UnityinAc-
lion club and could be
heard on air Friday morn-
ings at 90.3KWRS.In addi-
tion to this, he had a course-
load of 15 credits and an
extensive social life.As one
can guess, high levels of
stress were
not an un-
common oc-
currence.
"Stress
makes me a
mess,"
Garretson
said. He re-
leased some
ofthe tension
with exercise
in the pool on
campus, or
by finding a
listening ear
to vent frus-
trations. Either way, time
management was an impor-
tant aspect of Garretson's
life.
Junior Stacey
Johnson was another mem-
ber ofASWC,holding the
position ofAc-
tivities Coor-
dinator. She
carried a load
of 16 credits
and dedicated
about 25hours
each week to
work related
activities. This
triple major
was one busy
girl and could
also be found
entertaining a
high level of
stress from
time to time. "I break out
into super-star Staceymode
where I try to cram as many
things as possible into very
littletime and then get mad-
der than a 'crazy janitor pi-
rate' when I don't meet my
goals," Johnson said. She
had a tendency to lock her-
self in her office with,
"Warning: enter at your
own risk" on her white
board when stress levels
built up.
At any rate, stress
needed tobe dealtwith;pri-
oritizing things and staying
focused were vital to the
college student's life.Some
find this out the easy way,
and some the hard
way...eitherway, hopefully
everyone got it all figured
out before it was too late.
-LisaMironuck
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futworth students lived
i, '$ ~wn called Spokane" At
o~efine or another Spokane was
co'nsi~red "home:' But what
was there to do? What did stu-
dents do to get offcampus? What
was fun, cheap, romantic, ran-
dom, or agreatplace ofsolitude?
Some have been here for five
years, some oniyone, but allhad
fun in this city, our home away
fromhome.
Ifit'sfood you wanted, it's food
youcouldfind. "Kay'sTeriyakiis
the best place in town. Although
Spencer's, at the bottom of The
Double Tree Hotel, is the best for-
mal place for dinner," junior
Bryan Otis said. Another good
placethatwas cheap andfun was
Costco. "I like to go to Costco for
free meals! The samples are best
on Friday ," freshman Haley Dove
pokane scene.
and what were the things to do?
"Anygolfcourse! They'reallgood,"
sopho-
more Ryan
Dierdorff
said. For
solitude or
just good
fun, "Go-
ing up to
play in
Manito
Park on
A South Hill
was great:
awesome
flowerbeds, ducks and ponds, and
great sledding hills," sophomore
JennyKoshmansaid. Forotherva-
riety, "Myfavoriteplacetogo, was
to the Spokane River waterfall by
Riverfront Park, especially right af-
ter the snow had melted. It was
huge and beautiful. FinchArbo-
return in the fall and spring was
also ablast. Toys-R-Ushide-and-
go-seek, now there's a good
time, "sophomore Alaina Howe
said.
What about for the romantic in
all of us? "Indian Painted Rock
was a good place to watch the
stars," Otis said. As for a day
activity, "Awalk atRiverfront Park
inMaywasaprettyromanticthing
todo,"Innsaid.
All in all, Spokane didn't look
that bad. There were a lot of
optionsandgoodtimeswaitingto
be enjoyed. Spokanewasagreat
home away from homes after all.
--Sarah Ingraham
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Outdoor Recreation
Coordinator Beau
Garner meets and
greets new students at
orientation.
Outdoor Recreation, part of ASWC, is made of two compo-
ne~rre hrst feature orout49or Rec is the rental shop
I ated in the HUB,from which ~ ents can rent camping'
equipment, moun am 1 es, snow oar s, and the like.
he other part of Outdoor Rec is rganized trips; these
ex sions include whitewater mg, rock climbing, and
deep sea 'smR~ -~
Although many students may not be familiar with Outdoor
Rec, the people who make use ofit, enjoy it. "Outdoor Rec
r
is awesome because it has a variety of equipment that can
be used for relaxation and the enjoyment of the outdoors,
• and it appeals to a variety of student interests," junior I
L Tiffany Downie said. Tiffany, who has rented mountain
bikes from Outdoor Rec, said that there are books avail-
able with information on trails, lakes, and rivers to visit in '
the surrounding Spokane area.
One advantage of Outdoor Rec is that it is a less expensive
way to experience the outdoors because it caters to col-
lege students who don't have much money. "Outdoor Rec
is a good way to use good equipment for not very much
money, so you don't have to spend money buying things
you'll only use once," junior Becky Hendrickson said. She
has gone on a whitewater rafting trip and has rented
snowshoes to go hiking on Mt. Spokane.
All in all, Outdoor Recreation is a good program and a
wonderful way to get off campus once in a while. I
-Katie Wallis
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The making of an th
important photo. e scenes
Whitworth College offered an education of the
mind and heart characterized by the integration of
faith and learning, abundant opportunities to engage
in research and service, one of the best study-abroad
programs in the nation and thorough preparation for
careers with purpose. Students appreciated the aca-
demic rigors that Whitworth provided.
Students were encouraged to exer-
cise their minds, to ask impor-
tant questions and to search
for truth. The dedicated fac-
ulty conducted important
research, performed in
demanding music ven-
ues, wrote critically
acclaimed books and
earned recognition in
their fields. But their pri-l> I mary commitment was to
\.)- I q teaching - sharing their
/<7; knowledge, faith journeys and~~~:....-"i!!II""friendship with students inside
and outside the classroom.
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As
returning stu~ ts slowly invaded the
campus on September I, most were excited
about with the obvious transformations that had
occurred to Whitworth during the summer. Along with
the building of a new fitness center, several renovations
and changes had given Whitworth a face-lift.
Whitworth was blessed tremendously this year
with a generous gift of $425,000 from Trustee John Scotford and his
family, as well as from other trustees, faculty, staff, and alumni, donat-
ed towards the brand-new Scotford Fitness Center. The 4,200 square-
foot center located between the Fieldhouse and the Aquatic Center,
(opened in early December). The building holds 13 Cybex strength
machines, dumbbell weights, three weight-lifting benches, five treadmills,
17 bikes, and numerous other devices, including televisions, provided for
the use of the Whitworth community. "A professional designed the building,
making sure to provide optimal flow and easy access for students to all the
machines and equipment," said Senior Pete Olsen, who works at the fitness
center.
Excitement and gratitude were two of the many happy feelings students
had about the new center. "It's so nice to have a place to feel comfortable in.
This equipment is top-of-the-line, and the workers are totally helpful and friend-
ly," said freshman Greta Isaacson. On any given day of the week, students con-
stantly milled about the building, thrilled with the opportunity to get in shape.
"Every day there is a max-out, with around 50 people at one time using the
machines," said Olsen.
Dixon Hall's $2.5 million renovation, which began last January, was fin-
ished right on time for the start of fall classes. Its state-of-the-art rooms, along
with its dazzling new look, made Dixon an impressive building in which to
have classes. Each of the classrooms was equipped with a video projection
screen and a computer that tied into overhead equipment; making it pos-
sible for professors to teach in new and exciting ways.
Leavitt Dining Hall and Grieve Hall, both buildings on
Whitworth's campus for more than 50 years, were demolished to
make way for new structures. A new academic building, which will
provide state-of-the-art classrooms and a 250-seat lecture hall for
the Core program, is planned for the dining hall site.
- Lindsay Vanden Berge
I
I
Sophomore Keith Spitzer works
out in the new Scotford Fitness
Center.
Boppell Hall, the new dorm on
campus started going up in May
200 I, so it could be ready for
returning students in the fall.
As the walls to beller health were
raised, one of the workers gets his
workout constructing the ceiling
of the fitness center.
- - - - . '---'-.. '
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AA,tC- -~g~fJ!~v Y broaden the horizons of the Whitworth
cornmuruty, exposing students to a wide vari-
ety of Issues and ideas. However, the student
response to the program was mediocre. The program,
along with Showcase, was in its first of two pilot years. It
was a possible replacement for the former Forum. All stu-
dents were required to attend Forum-but Connections was an
optional one-credit course. The question that the faculty was
faced with was, "how do we entice students without reinstating
Forum?"
The enrollment of Connections between first semester and
second semester dropped significantly from about 270 to approximate-
ly 30 students. This was frustrating for faculty who were trying to con-
nect with the kind of learning in the classroom and across all the disci-
plines. Vice-President of Academic Affairs, Tammy Reid, gave an example
of this. "We had a man come and speak about the cloning process. He had
credentials in both theology and science. Itwas a perfect opportunity for
students to connect what they were learning in the science building to what
they were learning over in Dixon Hall," said Reid.
The response from students regarding Connections was mixed. The
students not enrolled in the class thought that it was an excellent replace-
ment for Forum. The majority of these students were not aware of the enter-
tainment and intellectual stimulation that they were missing out on.
Students who were enrolled in the course, for the most part, enjoyed the
activities and thought they got something out of attending the events.
Although the majority of students enrolled in Connections were fresh-
men, they did not know what Forum was like. So to compare it was diffi-
cult. Upperclassmen, however, could make the comparison much easi-
er. "In my opinion, Forum was a great opportunity for me to experi-
ence more of the world. The idea of mandatory Forum was great, but
student behavior ruined it," said sophomore Hannah Vahlstrom.
In evaluating the success of the program the college had to
look at what was being acomplished. Some students found it
hard to attend something that you know little about. "If the
goal of education is to stretch you, lead you into new are-
nas then something is missing that we used to have
w,jth Forum," said Reid.
- Kaitlin Raubuch
Dr. Jim Waller and sophomore Loretta
Serbell speak at Barnes and Noble
about the Prejudice Across Alnerica
study tour. Dr. Waller also spoke for
Connections. Photo by Nathan
Tirnpano
Mike Green speaks to athletes about
alcohol and athletics. Photo by Nicole
Bowznan
Speaker Martin Goldsmith talks about
how his parents were part of an
orchestra in Nazi Germany. Photo by
Nathan Timpano
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.. ~ Along learning about heart,
~
,'(' soul and mind, Whitworth discovered what it was
like 0 lose a faculty member who exemplified these three
qualities in his daily hfe. Howard Gage, '62, professor of
Mathematics and Computer Science, died Dec. 2 after battling Parkinson's
disease.
Gage received an education of the heart, soul and mind from Whitworth and went
on to teach future generations the same values.
Dr. Gage started teaching at Whitworth in 1969 and continued enlightening student's
lives up until the day before he died. "Howard was the heart of the Whitworth campus because of
his ability to reach out to the students; his care extended to the staff and faculty as well," said Tammy
Reid, dean of Academic Affairs.
Gage's wife Judy remembers a man who dedicated his life to Whitworth. "From the time he was a stu-
dent up until the day he died, Howard loved Whitworth with all of his heart," Judy said. "He wasn't always good
in social situations but if anybody needed help with
anything he would be there for them."
Judy first met Howard on the steps of the old library.
Whitworth had raised tuition and Judy found she did not
have the money to pay it and was crying. Howard came up
to her and told her that they could talk to somebody so
she could still attend the school and they did.
Gage's passion was in what he taught, math and comput-
er science. "Howard had an extreme power of concentra-
tion when working on problems that the children and I had
trouble breaking. To get his attention we would have to
wave our hands in front of his face." said Judy Gage.
Chaplain Terry McGonigal remembers a man whose
very presence effected campus life. "Howard was every-
one's friend; he would walk around campus and greet
everyone," McGonigal said. "He had such a spirit of joy
and a great sense of humor; he had an ability to lift
everyone's spirits."
In fact, Gage impacted student's lives so much that
ASWC donated all the proceeds from Springfest to
the American Parkinson's Disease Association,
Inc., in memory of him. "When discussing what
charities to give the money to, we (ASWC) felt
anything contributing to Parkinson's
research would be the best course of
action," said ASWC President Danny
Clapp.
- Julie Tate
Julienne Gage, '95,
daughter of Howard
Gage, speaks at her
father's memorial
service.
Dr.Gage teaches class as a young pro-
fessor.
Dr.Gage explains a rnath problem to a
student a few years ago.
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tant aspect to dorm hfe. The people on the
dorm leadership teams helped make each resi-
')
dence hall what it was and made it stand out from the
rest. The team consisted of a Resident DIrector (RD),
several Resident Assistants (RA), a Health Coordinator (HC)
or two, several Ministry Coordinators (MC), a Cultural
Diversity Advocate (CDA), a president.rand several even had an
additional representative.
All of the student leadership on each team served under a RD,
the one who was the "head honcho" of the dorm. They were the full-
time college eployees that the leaders would report to with their prob-
lems. Below the RDs, in terms of responsibility, came the RA,who
planned dorm activities, ranging from nightly duty to a special program
once a semester. One program that many RAs put on for their hall was a
mall invasion, where the RAs from the dorm would dress up and the resi-
dents would have to identify them walking around Northtown Mall with a
secret code-word. RAs assisted the students however possible, which includ-
ed being supportive in their residents' activities, and being there to talk to
them when needed. McMillan Hall RA, senior Todd Simmons said his goal was
"to build a Christ-like community so all students could be connected to one
another."
To help with the responsibilities of the dorm, the rest of the leadership
teams helped out. At times throughout each semester each group of people
sponsored a program or led duty for the dorm, such as nutrition night, or the
Seder Dinner. Besides sponsoring activities, the HCs, MCs, and CDAs were
there to help residents as needed. The HCs always had a ready supply of
band-aids and cough drops, while the MCs, along with leading small
groups, "provided accountability and discipleship"said freshman Andrea
Cromer. The CDAs were there to help international students as needed,
and to build a "bridge between all cultures" said Village CDA, sopho-
more Yukiko Kitajima.
The presidents and representatives were the residents connec-
tion to ASWC and the administration. They shared with the resi-
dents what was happening in ASWC and what was going on
around campus; then in turn brought the residents' joys and
concerns before ASWC to be addressed by the rest of the
student body. - Cindy Boldrick
Sophomore Ballard RA Stephanie Ball
gives Junior Beyond RA Cassie Garvin
a back rub as a sign of hard work well
done. Photo by John Edmondson
Warren leadership carve pumpkins
together during their fall leadership
retreat. Photo by Cindy Boldrick
Junior McMillan RAs Andy Hall and
John Edmondson, hula-hoop together
during duty. Photo by Cindy Boldrick
Grounds Crew
Fran, row: Peter Errington, Max Vandiver
Back :row: Tommy Brown, Dave Landfried, Janet Wright,
Steve Obert, John Blount
Physical Plant
The ZOOO-ZOO1 physical plant staff
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S V roammg the streets of southeasternFrance's Aix-in-Provence or practicing your trum-pet at the Academy of Music in Munich.Youcould live in aninternational dormitory in Nanjing, China, or windsurf on the beaches
near Aberdeen, Scotland. All of this would have been possible while paying
Whitworth tuition and earning credits that transferred directly back to campus in
Spokane.
With 13 sister schools in nine different countries, the opportunities for study in another
country were incredible. Even easier than a normal international experience, these 13 sister
schools had signed agreements with the college and Whitworth students were able to exchange
locations quite easily.
According to Coordinator of Off-Campus Studies, Sue Jackson, "Three of these relationships that
are alive and well are Aix-en-Provence, Maastricht and Aberdeen. For these, the student traffic in both direc-
tions is active and lively.The students fromAix teach in our French language labs and are therefore able to feel
useful, as well as able to pursue their own studies."
This year, Sarah Huggins went to the University of Provence in Aix-en-Provence to learn French. This
university dates back to the Middle Ages and is an internationally famous center for the arts. Huggins enjoyed her
experience so much she is going back for a second stint.
Jayme Helgeson spent spring term at the University of Aberdeen, a sister school in northeast Scotland, which
celebrated its 500th anniversary in 1995.
Whitworth also had a number of students from sister schools attending Whitworth this year. Laure-Helene
Cesari came to Spokane fromAix-en-Provence, and YilmazDogan attended from our sister school in Maastricht,
Netherlands. Maastricht is a modern campus in the midst of an historic city.Located in the south of Netherlands, the
school is very close to other European countries.
Whitworth's sister schools included: JilinTeachers College and Nanjing University in China; the University of
Provence in France; the Academy ofMusic in Munich, Germany; Seiwa College and Shikoku Christian
College in Japan; Iberoamericano University in Mexico; University of Maastricht in Netherlands;
Keimyung University and Soong SilUniversity in South Korea;Payap University in
Thailand; and, University ofAberdeen and University of Greenwich in the United
Kingdom.
•
- TadWisenor
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does a typical tudent afford to
pay $22,428 for a college education
when he or she can barely afford to pay for
his or her own laundry? A simple answer: finan-
cial aid. Financial aid was the way students made it
through college alive.
This year alone,Whitworth,offered more than $21
million in financial aid to students. Whether it was loans or
scholarships, financial aid was a big part of the college expe-
rience. Financial aid played a very important role in students'
attendance here this year. "If it wasn't for David Barnes, I would
not be atWhitworth. He bends over backwards to help me find
scholarships and extra money," sophomore Angie Little said.
Helping students sends a positive message to the entire student
body.
Whitworth provided students with an assortment of scholarships
and loans that helped decrease the cost of tuition. There are four merit
scholarships that are based on grades fromhigh school and fifteen
other grants and scholarships thatWhitworth offers. There were
numerous scholarship funds that are set up specifically forWhitworth
students, whether through one's department or an alumnus.
This year, as like many years before, tuition went up by a signifi-
cant amount. For the school year 2001-2002,tuition was scheduled to
go up six percent, bringing the total to over $17,000. With room and
board, an on-campus student could expect to pay more than
$24,000. Even though tuition keeps going up, the financial aid
office is doing the best they can. However,"the max on student
loans has not changed in years. We are doing our best to
increase grants, but where students are having to make up for
the increase in tuition is through parent loans," said Wendy
Olson, director of financial aid said.
Compared to other schools,Whitworth offers
more financial aid. Approximately 88 percent of full-
time undergraduate students receive some sort of
fi'nancialaid.
- Cara Woodward
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Senior Jessica Alley files forms
while working in the Financial Aid
office. Photo by Meagan Stirling
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:'a'atibteBar-v. Curie Streepy, Carrie Carroll, Marianne Hansen,
"ft 4: )i "" TraClyBassen, Toriano Towns, Pono Lopez
Financial Aid
'llidt.z.,lUti>l'lda NClrdman, David Barnes, Traci Stensland,
cweltdyOlsolt, Nancy Modock
Academic Affairs
J.C~T<UrUnVReid, Patty Green, Martha Brown,
Lyttn Noland
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~
internship that fits their current needs and
future career interests. Each department at
"t Whitworth offers co-op/internships or field place-ments to help students gain professional experi-ence, get ideas about what they want to do, hone their
skills and take what they have learned in the classroom
and apply it in the real world.
Students first must consider interests and skills
before deciding what internship is right for them. It is also
the student's job to research the different opportunities, pre-
pare a resume and set up interviews with the persons oversee-
ing the internship. Sometimes the task appears difficult.
"I was lucky. I know a lot of people who took a really long
time to find an internship," senior communications major Rachel
Knappe said. It only took her about two to three weeks to find her
internship with the Health Improvement Program.
Finding a position is just the beginning. Next is getting the
student out into the workplace. A three-credit internship calls for
120 hours of work in the field that the student is pursuing.
Though the preparation looks daunting, internships are
worth all of the effort. Occasionally, the organization will pay
the intern, but these aren't plentiful. Sometimes the organiza-
tion will help out with some costs.
Knappe doesn't get paid for her public relations
work at H.I.P., so the most exciting part was getting reim-
bursed for her parking. "I'm rich!" Knappe said. Her
parking cost $5 for every day she worked.
The internship experience is invaluable for
helping to prepare students for a career after they
graduate.
- Elizabeth Tiegs
Juniors Todd Simmons and
Jeremiah Lange both intern
at Millwood Community
church.
Photo by John Edmondson
Simmons talks to one of the
kids during a youth group.
Photo by John Edmondson
Simmons and Lange both
give of their lime and energy
as they play games
with the kids.
Photo by John Edmondson
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hsiness Office
Front row:Loretta J)oering, Shirley Lewellen, Judy Gaza, Darla
Freeborn. Row two: Karen Kuiper, Kris Zimbelman, Luz Merkel.
Back row: Kristy Colgan, Joann Fox, Joanna Scoll, Rick Scott,
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Norma Watkins, Terry Carreira
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is the opportunity to explore new
cultures or countries more apparent than
~
during Jan Term. January is the month of the
year when faculty lead trips to help students dis-
cover life apart from the one they experience on cam-
pus at Whitworth. .
A few of the trips that took place during Jan Term
included a South Africa study tour, CORE 350 in Hawaii,
Prejudice Across America, and many more.
Prejudice Across America was led by Professor of
Ps hology JimWaller and the goal was to expose students to preju-
dice and diversity across the country. The trip began in Los Angeles
and ended in Washington D.C. Other stops along the way included San
Francisco, Chicago, New Orleans, Memphis, Birmingham and Atlanta.
"Iwanted students to be exposed to how prejudice comes
about in the world and what they can do to combat it,"Waller said. "By
taking students all across America they can see for themselves the impact
racism has on the world."
The CORE 350 trip in Hawaii allowed students to take the required
class in Hawaii. But students who took the trip urge others not to think they
had an easy class just because it was in Hawaii.
"We had assignments due every day and were always learning about
something," senior Luta Welch said. "This was definitely not an easy way out
of CORE 350."
The Contemporary South Africa Study Tour allowed a group of
students to study the history, politics, media and church of South Africa by
attending lectures, and staying with host families and experiencing the
culture. The tour was led by Associate Dean of Students Gordon Jackson
and Professor of History, Political and International Studies John Yoder.
Seeing first hand the differences between the United States and
South Africa made students realize that life in America is not necessarily the
way everybody lives.
"For two nights I lived with people who were definitely racist and
even though they were friendly it was hard for me to see them as anything
but racists," sophomore Jennifer Mason said. "But then I found out that the
reason behind their racism was that at one time or another their entire
family was held at gunpoint by black people. So I began to understand
where they were coming from even though I didn't share their racist
beliefs."
Senior Brian Davenport went on the South Africa trip and
understands why Whitworth encouraged students to go on Jan
Term trips. "I think we know that how Americans live isn't the
norm for the entire world," Davenport said. "But you don't
really think of that until you experience differences first
hand. This trip made me understand and realize the
importance of the differences between the United
States and other countries."
_- Julie Tate
Sophomore
Adam Roberts
takes time to
enjoy play
tirne with
some children
in Honduras.
Photo by Sam
Scriven
Students on the South Africa tour walk through the
countryside outside the city of Urntata to see a
garden project. Photo by Carrie Erickson
During the Germany Reformation study tour stu-
dents were able to learn first hand about how
Germany played a role in forming modern day
Christianity. Some of the students relax at the
Berlin parliament building.
Photo from Maggie Syme
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The Honduras
mission team cov-
ered in cement,
proudly shows off
their hard work on
a hospital in
Honduras. Photo
by Mayo Guerra
Retired professor Dave Hicks and his wife Jan, join students for lunch in a winery during the
SouthAfrica study tour. Photo by Dana Caraway
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Springtime
(
is a time of flowers blooming, spring
fever, and Ultimate Frisbee. But for seniors, it
m ns something a little bit different. Itmeans graduation.
In or r to graduate there are the unwritten requirements, catching a
virgin pinecone, dropping a tray in Saga, and getting engaged. But for some
seniors graduating includes a senior project in their major.
Senior projects meant something different to each senior. It was a time
en seniors got to explore their job field, and get a first hand experience of their
future occupation.
For education majors, senior projects meant student teaching either in the spring
while they were at Whitworth, or the fall after they graduated. "I think it will be fun to be in
control of a classroom and not just observing," senior Jessica Bailey said. Education majors
have a master teacher monitoring them, but they do most of the teaching. "I just want to play
with the kids, so it will be hard being the authority figure," Bailey said.
English majors have two different tracks: the writing track, or literature track. For their
senior projects, essays, poems, or fiction works have to be compiled in a portfolio. "It is fun
because all the English majors have a sense of bonding, and it is a time for you to show off your
best work," senior Whitney Baird said. The professors are committed to helping the students com-
plete the best portfolio they can. "Our professors are really fun, we spend most of our time laugh-
ing," Baird said. Baird also warns underclassmen to be very self disciplined because there aren't
many regular deadlines.
Andrew Ware Lewis, a theatre major, wrote, directed, and acted in his play called, "The Art
of Relationships." "The play was a comedic look through theatre at relationships," Lewis said. In
it, there were portrayals of father and son relationships, close friend's relationships, and the man
and God relationship.
Religion majors and psychology majors have to take a class. The religion class was called
senior seminar and the psychology class was called senior research.
Some majors didn't have senior projects. So, when looking at graduation requirements,
many students took into consideration the senior project that may be required at the end of
the senior year.
-Jennifer Putnam
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performed by Robert Martin
Theatre
<ltathy Fechter, Rick Hornor, Diana Trotter, Mike Westenskow
Fl'Qnt row: Laura Bloxham, Laude Lamon, Vic Bobb, Linda Hunt,
'bebbie Hardson. Back row: Sara Shoemaker, Marty Erb, Leonard
Oakland, Nadine Chapman, Julie Fish
Music
Front ;roW:<M;aijHalvorson, Judith Schoepflin, Bryan Priddy.
<Bebkrow:<Danlt"berJe, loan <Lack,Micha"l Young, Richard Evans,
I)ebbie Hans"n, Richard Strauch
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Vi ~1f1,,!,",d;~~'~rrfrench~ fries for authentic cuisine during springsemester. These students took advantage ofthe opportunity to learn on the France StudyTour,
which gave them a better perspective than what they
could have had in the classroom. "Being away from
home for three months was a journey in itself, but my eyes
have been opened so much to life in-Europe," junior Jessica
Blazer said. "What my impressions were before coming here
have been proved wrong. I feel like I really know about French
people and their country."
The tour was led by three Whitworth professors: Assistant
Professor of French Carol Smucker,Associate Professor ofMusic
Richard Strauch and Associate Professor ofArt Gordon Wilson. Each
professor taught for one month, which allowed the students to receive
credit in French, music and art.
Twohome stays were offered during February. The first was a
two-week stay with families in Saverne. Smucker said the home stays
were one of the highlights of the tour. "This allowed them to really get to
know French families in their daily lives, and to practice their French
skills," Smucker said. Students stayed in hotels for the rest of the tour.
Students visited a variety of museums, castles and other attrac-
tions. Some highlights included a tour through castles of the Loire
Valley,a visit to the Normandy WorldWar fl invasion beaches and a six-
week stay in Paris, Smucker said.
Spring Break offered freedom to the group. "Wewere able to
go out and go wherever we wanted for 10days. I got to go to
Barcelona, Florence, Venice and Interloken," Blazer said. "It's so
important to get out and travel around Europe and discover what
treasures each country has to offer."
Smucker emphasized the importance of study tours
to allWhitworth students. "This is an opportunity every student
should take at least once during his/her college career: go to
another culture, experience another world, and meet new
people," Smucker said. "By in-depth study and experi-
ence of another culture, students learn more about
themselves and their assumptions about the way
the world works, which are often challenged."
-Anna Marshall
Junior Barbara James captures the
beauty of France in a painting.
Photo by Carol Smucker
Whitworth students and their
French hostesses anxiously await
their French cuisine.
Photo by Carol Smucker
Senior Libby Chase, and sophomores
Alicia Whitney, Kelly Roberts, Lauren
Davis and Won Rye Lee check
out pamphlets as they wait.
Photo by Carol Smucker
Communications
1W:n,Pyl~, PiJUlYWbitehouse, Jim MCPberson,
Kathy Feebler, Mike Ingram
Business ,. Economics
Front row: Jay Kendall, Liz Hagen, Bonnie Wakefied
:8ackZow: }ohnFilvey,Roi> Wilson, Rich SCbatz, Jack Gambill
History' Poltical Science
hlmMigliazzo, }ohnYoder, Corliss Slack, Dale Soden
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month or a year, opp tumties to study off-
campus were more popular than ever.While the stan-ft I dard Jan Term trips took students all over the world, quite a few
'l
students chose a more adventurous route for off-campus study.
In the fall,Megan Dunn, Carlee Klingeman and Aaron Streepy partici-
pated in the American Studies Program inWashington, D.C., through the
Council for Chnstian Colleges and Universities. This program gives students
of the 97 member colleges of the CCCU an opportunity to experience the seat
of our national government in a unique urban setting.
A number of students chose a more independent experience, setting
out alone or in pairs for international learning experiences through the International
Student Exchange Program. According to Sue Jackson, Coordinator of Off-Campus
Studies, "ISEPis this wondrous consortium that Whitworth belongs to. Students who go
abroad into mainstream university systems in a different language have obvious linguis-
tic benefits and they are able to appreciate the culture of their host country so much
more deeply."
Courtney Rose went to Mexico through ISEPin the fall and in the spring Jedi Bethea
and Alyse Eckenrode were in Uruguay, Caspian Garner was in Nicaragua, Jennifer Hahn
was in Germany, Krista Henning was in Sweden and LindsayWallace and Gratia Acosta
I were in Mexico.
I "Things are just going wonderfully here. Myprofessors are all very nice, helpful and
patient with me," said Acosta in an e-mail to Jackson. "I've made a group of great friends
and am just really enjoying my life here in Guadalajara. The family I've been placed with is
absolutely great. I get along with my host mom really well - we'll just pass hours drinking
coffee and just chatting about everything and nothing."
Bethea in Uruguay also updated Jackson about her experiences. "Last weekend I
enjoyed some swimming at the beach next to my house, then headed over to a fiesta put
on by my university. At 3.30 a.m. hordes of people began arriving since the dancing was
just beginning. I stuck it out for half an hour, then headed for home since I could no
longer prop open my eye-lids," said Bethea.
Jackson responded, "I have never had a student go on an off-campus study pro-
gram and not return with a greater appreciation both ofWhitworth and what it offers
academically, and of 'the world out there.' Students who have been in situations
where they are a minority for the first time in their lives begin to understand
more compassionately the lot of minorities in this country."
ISEPalso provided opportunities for students from other schools to
attend Whitworth this year. Students from other schools atWhitworth in
2000-2001 included: Christian Edel from Germany, Jan Pettersson from
Sweden, Francesca Boggeri from Italy,Marta Fernandez and Isabel
Lopez from Spain, and Mario Schijven from the Netherlands.
- TadWisenor
Clasping a handful of baby sea turtles while working
on a preservation project near Puerto Vallarta,
Mexico, senior Courtney Rose takes a break from her
rigorous studies. Rose attended courses in
Guadalajara.
Senior Megan Dunn takes in the Supreme Court
protests in Washington, D.C., during her semester at
the CCCU American Studies Program.
Performing karaoke in the HUB, exchange student Jan
Pettersson compares Whitworth to his experience at
Orebro Universitet in his native Sweden.
Continuing Studies
Front row: Diana Churchill, Cheryl Vawter
Back row: Anna Kenny, Lee Fish, Antal Tanas
Masters in International Manage:m.ent
Front row: Jay Kendall, Kelly Kirshner, Jo Ann Nielsen
Back row: John Falvey, Gail Nelson, Torn Pitzer,
Karla Sammons, Rich Schats
Off-Ca:m.pus Studies
Sue Jackson and Kim Dawson
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One
minute the re here, the next
they're gone. This can be the case to the
put on their Battle Dress Uniforms. BDUswere not
a common sight on campus during the year. However,
a select few wore these standard issue camouflage uni-
forms when participating in Reserve Officer Training Corps
(ROTC).
The program allows students to attend a civilian
school while still getting the skills in four years to become an
office in the military. Each future officer in Army ROTC is commis-
sioned following their graduation from Whitworth. ROTC is the regu-
lar college equivalent of the service academies. Due to the lack of
facilities at Whitworth, classes were held at Gonzaga University. In
exchange for military service, cadets received school fees, a book
allowance, and a monthly stipend. While school was free, it was not
always that easy. During the school year, the cadets had to get up around
five in the morning for physical training. "You're basically half out of it
until you get back and take a nap," freshman cadet Dave Fevergeon said.
The military training exposed each student to new things and
required that each person was open to new ideas. The cadets from this
school found that having a different location to train was nice. "I can con-
centrate on actual school and friends here at Whitworth while having a sep-
arate place to do my army stuff," Fevergeon said. For this system of officer
training, the cadet's rank progresses from MS I to MS 4. MS stands for mil-
itary science. Each rank corresponds to the year in school; MS I is for
freshmen and MS 4 denotes seniors in the program. Once these women
and men finished their military careers, each would be able to draw
upon what they learned and apply it to the civilian workforce.
"Employers look at you higher than civilians, you have the ability to
lead," senior cadet Alyssa Syme said.
Whitworth ROTC members had the unique experience of
attending and living at one school while simultaneously taking
military science courses at a separate university. Even with the
early mornings and demanding training, the time spent in
training by Whitworth cadets instilled the skills and pride
that each will carry with them as they serve the country
if! the United States Army.
- fan Payton
Seniors Pete Olsen and Alyssa
Sym.e are two of only six graduates
of ROTC in Whitworth's history.
Photo by Nicole Bowman
Cadets m.aintain form.ation as they
march in a drill held on the
Whitworth campus.
Photo by Nicole Bowman
Whitworth's Pete Olsen,
Oaken Ewens and Sarah Serbell
receive instructions from.
a fellow Gonzaga cadet.
Photo by Nicole Bowman
ElvaWi11i.ngham, Jennifer Tveit, Barbara Loste, Ute Perz,
<Kim Hernandez,Am.owi Phillips, Carol Smucker, Diane Birginal,
~lF<~j{ersp'n" J;:lisa.!>ethBuxton, Sabine jVIitcheli
Printing Services
.~M~ J~Gu$tafson, John Bates, Sean Bushey, Kirk Westre,
E4ig'er,D.od....yWecker. Back row: Claudia Gallagher, Damon
lIaoel'Ollt"'KateWerner, John Tulley, Melinda Larsen, Jason Tobeck,
~Altirsa D.icllatdson, SCottMcQuilkin, Susan Meyer, JoWagstaff,
Belen Higgs, Warren Friedrichs
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~t, time, qualified, and busyo . define an adjunct professor. LoyaltiesV were split between many jobs, often teach-
ing at other colleges and high schools, or
holding managerial positions at companies in
Spokane. The positive impact adjuncts had on edu-
cation at Whitworth was a definite benefit to students.
Adjuncts got the joy of interaction with students, but
did not have to deal with the day-to-day responsibilities
that full-time faculty have. Adjuncts are on a class-by-class
contract, in which they basically fill in the blanks for the
school.
"The courses I teach just wouldn't be taught if it wasn't
for adjuncts," visiting teacher Chris Clark said. Clark teaches two
classes at Whitworth: The Helping Process in Social Services and
Introduction to Social Services in the sociology department. In
addition to those classes she is the director of the part-time mas-
ter's degree social work program at Eastern Washington University.
"Adjuncts are extremely valuable to students because they
have current practice in the field of study, contacts in the communi-
ty, and a different set of learning opportunities," Clark added.
Adjuncts free up the full time faculty to teach other courses.
Nancy Hill teaches Interpersonal Communications and Public
Speaking in the communication department as an adjunct for
Whitworth. She also teaches at Gonzaga University and Northern
Idaho College. "Whitworth has been wonderful with adjunct fac-
ulty training and orientation programs," Hill said.
Adjuncts add to the overall academic performance of
Whitworth College. The talent and resources of the people
in Spokane are tapped and distributed to students
through the added classes available. Not only do full-
time teachers get a break from a large class load,
they also get to devote more time to their current
students because of adjuncts.
• - Stephanie Van Dam
Part-
Freshman Cara Woodward
speaks to adjunct professor
Debbie Harrison
about a paper.
Photo by Nathan Timpano
Junior Luta Welch and freshman
Deborah Bennett speak with
English and Language adjunct
Arnowi Phillips.
Photo by Nathan Timpano
Fulbright Scholar and adjunct for
the art department, Nicolas Sironka
displays some of his work.
Photo by Becky Bottorff
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Biology
Prank Caccavo, Craig Tso.chlda, Finn Pond, Lee Anne Chaney,
Sally Bumgarner
Physics
lUOhaid Stevens, Dori Berg, Sally Bumgarner, Lois Kieffaber,
Delbert Friesen
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Whitworth
profe sors continued to make their
names known beyond the campus during the 2000-0 I
school year. A variety of professors published books and articles,
increasing Whitworth's reputation and adding important viewpoints to their
fields of study.
Professor of Philosophy Jim Edwards published The Divine Intruder in 2000. This book
examines the dialogues between God and humans in the Bible. Edwards said humans were
receptive to God's requests, but the humans became reluctant when they fully understood what He
asked. "God does not defend the call or criticize the weakness of the human partner, but keeps repeating
the call until an opponent is finally won as a partner," Edwards said.
Another book about religion was written by Professor of Religion and Philosophy Jerry Sittser. TheWill of God
as a Way of Life, which was published in 2000, emphasizes that God's will deals with what God wants to do in our
lives, not what we should do for God. "Our primary responsibility is not to discover the will of God that exists some-
where out there ... but to do the will of God we already know," Sittser said.
The second addition of a 1997 book co-written by Assistant Professor in the School of Education Betty Williams carne out
in 200 I. Williams is particularly interested in special education, and she worked with colleagues to write a book about early
childhood special education. Williams saw a need for a book with this topic. "We tried to provide both the historical and cultur-
al context from which early intervention has risen," Williams said.
Another Whitworth professor wrote a book about education. Associate Professor of History, Political and International Studies
Julia Stronks wrote the book, Christian Teachers in Public Schoolswith her mother. The book focused on issues teachers have who
are called to serve God in public schools. "First, what does it mean to teach through the eyes of faith in different areas of life?
Second, is it legal? We wrote the book to help with this struggle," Stronks said.
Assistant Professor in the School of Education Greg Fritzberg also wrote a book focusing on equal educational opportunities for
students. Fritzberg saw changes in education policy-making that negatively affected equal education. "I enthusiastically support
explicit standards for K-12 schools and some standardized testing to measure our success," Fritzberg said. "Butwe need to attend
to equity concerns much more aggressively."
One book published in 2000 was a compilation of quotations, created by Associate Dean for Academic Affairs Gordon
Jackson. Quotes for the Journey,Wisdom for the Way contains quotations divided into 60 topics. "The quotations are meant to be
applicable to ordinary daily living," Jackson said.
Professor of Psychology Jim Waller wrote a book about the 1998 Prejudice Across America tour. He included reflections
from students and people they met along the trip, as well as his own insights.
Professor of History, Political and International Studies Dale Soden wrote a history of the Rev. Mark Matthews, a pas-
tor at Seattle's First Presbyterian Church. "I wrote this book because so little had been written about this person
who clearly was a major figure in Seattle history," Soden said.
Many of Assistant Professor of English Laurie Lamon's poetry could be read in a variety of reputable jour-
nals including TheAtlantic Monthly. Two of Lamon's poems were nominated for the prestigious Pushcart
Prize. Her poem "Pain Thinks of a Beautiful Table" that appeared in issue 4 ofArts and Letters was
awarded the Pushcart Prize. The New York Times Book Review calls The Pushcart Prize, "The
single best measure of the state of affairs in American literature today."
-Anna Marshall
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INSTRUCTIONS:
See if you can
match the
publication to
the author.
Answers are
given below.
............. _ .... 1fIIIIIII'" With dedication, energy and enthusiasm, leaders
atWhitworth College formed organizations that
enriched student's living and learning.
AtWhitworth, an education was not limited to the
classroom, but included oppor-
tunities for involvement in
student government,
intramural sports, and
more than 25 clubs.
Faculty,staff and
student leaders
encouraged stu-
dents to examine
issues including
value development,
decision making,
problem solving,
leadership develop-
ment, and personal faith
commitment.
r a raa Ions
119 ASWC Assembly
121 Coordinators
123 Media
125 Intram urals
127 Karate/Water Polo
129 FCA/Jubilation
131 Hosanna
133 Vocals
135 .. .Instrumentals
137 Theatre/Clubs
139 Circle K, Amnesty,
Unity in Action, SOS
141 En Christo
143 WMF,Young Life
145 .. .International Club
147 Hawaiian Club
149 BSU/French/Spanish
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onveninq every WEldnffsdaynight starting at 5pm
upstairs in the HUB,the ASWC(Associated Students of
Whitworth College) Assembly took on the task of
providing a voice for the students. Consisting of 15
students, this assembly listened to students' con-
cerns, provided a balance between academics
and extra-curricular activities, and closed the
gapbeiween faculty and students. "The assem-
bly's primary objective is to serve as a link
between the ASWCand their fellow residents,"
senior ASWCpresident Danny Clapp said. "For
the most part, we have been blessed this year
with an excellent team who seek out the opin-
ions of the student body."
At weekly meetings, assembly members
voted on issues dealing with everything from
funding a new club to which speaker to bring to
campus. "I really think it is important to provide
the students with diversity," ASWCExecutive Vice
President Kasey Kirk said. ASWCprovided the
Whitworth campus with a multitude of activities ranging
from coffee houses to Springfest.
This group of student leaders had to learn to balance
their time wisely. "To do everything I want to do I have to be~_M._ .._~ good at time management and to not procrastinate, which is hard
sometimes," ASWCFinancial Vice President Andy Price said. Many activities
were going on at once, everything had to be
done just right, and all of this on top of school-
work. "Sometimes it was hard to balance every-
thing, but I love being busy. It keeps my life
exciting!" Warren Hall President Keith Spitzer
said.
However, even when the nights were long
and the road seemed to be only up-hill, this
group never lost hope. "We had a great group
inside and outside of the meetings. We're good
co-workers and even better friends," off-campus
representative Tristan Brownsaid. Dedication
and a strong supporting cast helped make this
year's ASWCAssembly create an uplifting envi-
ronment as they took the leadership to the next
level. - Cara Woodward
Freshman ChrisYujuico, Arend Representative,
gives Arend president Andy Garretson the "Paco
the Pig Award," which was given weekly to a
member who has done a superb job.
Photo by John Edmondson
Financial Vice President Andy
Price enjoys a refreshing
beverage during the weekly
assembly meeting.
Photo by John Edmondson
ASWCmembers
concentrate as
Associate Dean of
Students Dick
Mandeville
addresses impor-
tant issues. Photo
by John
Edmondson
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Students wanted coffeehouses, outdoor concerts,
and comedians during the year and Campus Activities
Coordinator Stacey Johnson ensured these requests
were granted, no matter howmuch work was
involved. This kind of dedication was expected of
Johnson and the other ASWCcoordinators as well.
Coordinators planned events, programs,
or gave something back to the Whitworth
Community. Coordinators did not vote but gave
their views on items during Assembly meet-
ings.
Intramural coordinators Jessie Butte and
I Keats McGonigal organized intramural games'I' that anyone on campus could play. Students just
had to form a team to play sports like ultimate
. frisbee, basketball and volleyball. "Intramural
~
sports are usually a big hit with students because
they love hanging out with their friends and play- '
ing against other teams," Butte said.
Outdoor recreation coordinator Beau Garner
•J organized trips that students participated in during
/" Jan Term, Spring Break and the school week. Garner
~ also had equipment students could rent during the year
~ and take out around campus.
i '~. , SERVEcoordinator Maren Anderson organized
f 'I'" service projects Whitworth students participated in. One
,,~, ~ "':; _ event was the Plunge and had students helping the homeless in-,~""",-",,-
downtown Spokane. Another event was the 3D-HourFamine, when students
participated in a fast for thirty hours to help raise money for world hunger.
Senior Class Coordinator April Clark organized graduation, planned senior activities, and was the
voice for seniors during the year. Clark was also the interim BJPresident until one was elected in October. ,
All these events kept Clark busy during the week and her phone constantly rung. "Life could be hectic at
times but I think the work I did
made it all worth it,"Clark said.
Special Events
Coordinator Tracie Lievense
helped students attend events
off campus. She got discounted
concert tickets for students,
organized a skating party, and
got students out into the commu-
nity. She also organized campus
dances such as homecoming,
winter and spring formal.
- Julie Tate
Junior Intramural Coordinator
Jessie Butte enjoys her time with
sophomore SERVECoordinator
Maren Anderson at a weekly
ASWCmeeting.
Photo by John Edmondson
On Campus Events Coordinator sopho-
more Stacey Johnson takes money and
converses with students as they corne
to one of many coffee houses.
Photo by Carrie Erickson
..
Special Events Coordinator
junior Tracie Lievense places a
wig on SERVECoordinator
sophomore Maren Anderson
during the ASWCChristmas
party.
Photo by Carrie Erickson
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Senior Class
Coordinator
April Clark
makes a presen-
tation to the
assembly as jun-
iors Garrett
Zumini and
Nicole Davis
assist. Photo by
John Edmondson
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mmitment is defined in Webster's Dictionary as the
act of committinq, a giving in charge or entrusting. Being
committed was definitely a job description for anyone
working with the media during the year. All three forms
of campus media could not function without students
who were committed to what they did and were willing
to put their best effort into the job.
The Whitworthian was the campus newspaper and
was published weekly. Sophomore Elly Marx
showed her commitment in her job as circulation
coordinator for the paper. Every Monday she
. dropped the paper off at the printers at 8 a.m. and
~
then picked the paper up in the afternoon. The fol-
lowing day she woke up at 7:00 a.m. in order to put
the paper in every student mailbox by 10 a.m. Marx
also sent papers to off-campus subscribers and kept
. track of all the subscnptions.'I "Even though Idid not think of domg this Job at
~
the start of the year Iknew that someone had to do It
and so I applied," Marx said. "Iwanted to make sure that
the paper got out on time and knew that Icould do it."
Along with Marx, the paper had a staff of over 30
students, led by editor-in-chief Brooke Evans, who were dedi-
cated to putting out a good product. Spring semester saw new
issues being addressed in the news section of the paper. Key issues
included homosexuality, a proposed internet filter, pornography and
sex on campus.
The Natsihi was the campus yearbook and the staff was larger than it had
been in the past years. During fall semester staff members learned how to make a yearbook and then were assigned
stories. Editor-in-chief Carrie Erickson led staff in weekly meetings and made sure stories were being completed. Staff
members had to have commitment because if they didn't write a story or make sure a photo was taken, then it would not
get done and events would be missing from the yearbook.
KWRS was Whitworth's radio station and this was the first year webcasting was available all year. Last year the
station began a webcast during the spring semester but it still had some kinks. This year all the kinks were worked out
and the webpage allowed access to the webcast so that people could listen via the internet. Over 60 committed staff
members helped the radio stay in production. Shows ran from 7 a.m. to I a.m. and students took two hour time blocks on
the air during the day. Shows varied from Christian music to hip-hop so students were sure to find something they liked.
"I think KWRSreached out to many students during the year and I am proud of everybody who contributed to
it's success," said General Manager Ben
Parker.
Only commitment could produce
a 200 page yearbook, over 20 weekly
newspapers and daily radio variety
shows. Commitment was indeed a neces-
sary ingredient in student media.
- Julie Tate
1 n
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Members of the Natsihi staff go over
stories and receive instruction on
story writing and yearbook production
during their weekly meeting.
Photo by Nathan Timpano
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The 2000-2001 Natsihi staff.
Photo by Nathan Timpano
KWRS general manager Ben
Parker relaxes in his room
after his show which was
called "Hempa's House."
Photo by John Edmondson
Whitworthian
Editor Brooke
Evans talks to
Scene Editor
Jennifer
Brandler about
upco:ming sto-
ries for the
paper.
Photo by Nathan
Tirnpano
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Intramurals gave students a chance to release their
anger, take a study break, have some fun or simply playa
sport they love that they would not ordinarily be able to
play. "Intramurals are a cool place to meet people and
to have fun," freshman Bethany Goodwin said. At
Whitworth College, there are six sports, ultimate fris-
bee, basketball, cooed soccer, cooed volleyball,
kickball, and football available for everyone to par- .
ticipate in.
One sport that continued it's popularity was
cooed volleybalL "Intramurals gives me a chance
to play with guys," senior Brooke Evans said.
Providing a place for students to play sports helps
them refine their skill. "It gives me a chance to
play with great people and to practice my volley-
ball skills," senior Kei Omo said.
This year, the biggest turn out was basket-
ball. In the fall, there were more than twenty teams.
"There was such a demand for basketball, that we had
to offer it in the spring," Intramural Coordinator Keats
McGonigal said.
Overall, this past year has seen a tremendous
increase in numbers. "It's because of Jessie (Butte, the other
Intramural Coordinator) and all of her hard work she has done,"
"::::::::::::;;~~~~~~:::::~~ McGonigal said. The issue of not having enough space for all of the
students who want to play has never been an issue before this year.
Football, which was offered last year, was also offered again. Even though
intramurals are just recreational sports, they also gave students a sense of accomplishment. "It put a big grin on
my face in the morning when I know I have a game that night," said senior Clint Lacaden.
Along with Intramurals there was a new club added to the Whitworth campus this past year, it was the I
Whitworth W9men's Football club (WWF). After the popularity of the powder puff football game played after the
Homecoming game, a group of women got together and decided to continue the enthusiasm of the game witha
club. After playing three exhibition games in November, the group requesed ASWC to be an official club.
Led by coaches Wade Inn, Corey Baldwin, Larry Callaway and Kei Omo, this group of approximately
twenty-five women hit the field about
"three times a week," sophomore club
president Annie Vander Pol said.
WWF planned to hold a camp
for elementary kids to come and learn
about football, also they planned to
hold other community service projects
like volunteering at City Gate, and of
course more football games.
- Cara Woodward
With gam.e faces on, the women of
Whitworth face off in a football
game. WWF is a women's football
club which com.petes against
other schools.
Photo by Nicole Bowman
Senior Aaron Baldwin snags
the frisbee.
Photo by John Edmondson
Women's intramural bas-
ketball was a success,
with more team.s than
ever before. During a
game two players go
head to head under the
hoop as teammates
stand by in anticipation.
Photo by Becky Bottorff
Due to the popu-
larity of frisbee
during the spring
some gaInes had
to be played in
the "Moon Bowl"
behind the field-
house. In this
game senior
Nathan Whitney
jumps to grab the
frisbee, while
others wait for a
possible m.iss.
Photo by John
Edmondson
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Two kicks forward, two kicks back. Kicks are used
in water polo and karate but for entirely different pur-
poses. Water polo uses kicks to helpmove in the pool
and karate uses them for self-defense. Neither water
polo not karate uses kicks to intentionally harm
someone, yet harm can come.
Despite low club membership,
karate club members regularly met and learned
moves that helped them understand the art of
karate. The club attempted to show members
that karate is only to be used for defense pur-
poses and never for attack.
One focus of the year was to have all the
members test for belts. The club went to
Vancouver to test and then tried to have students
test here, club president Christian Nero said. "I
want all of our members to have the chance to
show their skills and test for a belt," Nero said. "So
it makes sense to have students test while in the
club rather than separate."
The water polo club showed the Whitworth
community their best by playing matches with other
schools. Setbacks occurred though because few schools
in the area had water polo teams and sometimes, if a school
did have a team, they were all male. ButWhitworth's co-ed
club, played any school who had a team, even if it put them at a
dis- advantage.
The hardest thing about water polo was when it turned rough.
Referees tried to control unnecessary roughness but this was not always possible because kicking some-
body or pulling hair underwater was not always noticed. In fact, club president Stacy Ross advised her
players to wear two swimsuits because swimsuits could always be torn or damaged during games. Despite
the rouqhness of the game, the water polo club attracted twenty members, which was an improvement from
the past. Ross remembered hav-
ing to track down members to
play games in the past and that
was not a concern this year.
"It was such a relief to
know that we would not have to
worry about being able to play
games because we had more than
enough players this year," Ross
said. "The dedication these play-
ers show is a significant impact to
the team and makes a difference
when they play other teams."
- Julie Tate
Freshman Brett Bergevin guards
sophomore Veronica Troxell to
intercept the ball.
Photo by Katie Voight
Amember of the
water polo team
straps on his head
gear just prior to
a game.
Photo by Katie Voigt
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Freshman Heath Katsma
attempts to guard sophomore
Tim Rood during one
of the water polo's practice
matches.
Photo by Katie Voigt
Members of the
Water Polo club
prepare to scrim-
mage against one
another.
Photo by Katie
Voigt
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Whitworth's goal to provide an education of mind and
heart for its students proved itself true once again as two of
its popular student-led fellowship groups intensified. FCA
and Jubilation were both clubs that provided opportuni-
ties for students who shared similar interests to gather
and focus on God.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA), held its
meetings at the FCA theme house. Ben Aarhaus, Joel
Robnett, Scott Galbreath, and Jason Warriner, all sen-
ior athletes, lived in the theme house, and were in
charge of each meeting. Each meeting began at
6:45 with a dinner of spaghetti or baked potatoes
that was made by the leaders. "FCA has enlight-
ened me on how to cook spaghetti and clean the
house at least once a week," Robnett said.
Once in full swing, the meeting continued
with singing. Sounds of praise to God, led by guitarist
Galbreath, filled the house, giving those who attended
an opportunity to worship. After that, a member led the
group with a brief devotional and testimony, followed
with group prayer. "Having to openly express my faith to
the group has really helped my faith grow," Aarhaus said.
This year's group was especially committed, because,
according to FCA adviser Toby Schwarz, they were dedicated not
only to the group, but, most importantly, were fully concentrated on
Jesus Christ. "I really love the laid-back atmosphere at FCA. It's a time
to get to know others, and it's wonderful to see how they incorporate
athletics into their faith," sophomore Beth Abbey said.
Jubilation, another group that met weekly, was made up of people who praise the Lord through dancing. Led
by Whitworth students, it was a chance to put worship into motion. "It's a different way of praising God. I think it is a
great experience!" junior Lezlie Aano said.
"For me, dancing has become a wonderful way to worship God. I have found that dance lets me express
things that I can't necessarily communicate verbally," junior Kimmie Read said.
After practicing all semester, a performance was held for the Whitworth community. The styles of music that
were used varied from contemporary to hip hop and spiritual, to even hula. Aano, a member of the hula team, was
excited to see people that were not from Hawaii performing hula, and, as a result, getting to better know the
Hawaiian culture. Read also said,
"This is my second year in Jubilation. I
have taught ballet for three semesters
and I have met so many amazing peo-
ple! These people know how to have a
good time, but more importantly, how
to express God's love in a creative and
meaningful way."
- Lindsay Vanden Berge
Senior Alisha SiInchuck and
sophomore Karen Robnett
participate at one of the FCA meet-
ings held at the FCA theme house.
Photo by Naomi Stukey
The Jubliation ballet group holds a
stunning pose during' one of their
perfor:rnances this year.
Photo by Andrew Hall
Senior Sean Taylor leads
worship as senior Alyssa
Syme and others sing
along, during a FCA
meeting.
Photo by Naomi Stukey
Members of the
Jubilation tap
dance group per-
form one of their
numbers during
the Jubilation
show held in
Cowles
Auditorium.
Photo by Andrew
Hall
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HUndredS of spirited students packed the campus
chapel each Tuesday night for Hosanna. Students knew
Hosanna as an exciting evening service in which contem-
porary music, prayer, and contemplation took place. This
student-led service was an opportunity for all,musical
and non-musical alike, to lift their voices in harmony to
praise God. "It seems as if half the campus comes to
Hosanna - I love it!" freshman David Woods said.
Not only was Hosanna a time to worship the
Lord, but it was also a great opportunity for fellow-
ship with other believers. Before and after Hosanna,
one could find the chapel teeming with college stu-
dents easing their mid-week stress with friendly
laughter and discussion. "Hosanna is so powerful! I
feel God moving around us, because He tells us that
where two or more are gathered, He will be there,"
sophomore Yukiko Kitajima said.
Two alternating worship teams were dedicated to
making Hosanna a memorable and special time for
each person that attended. Both groups worked very
hard to make sure that the service was headed in the way
God wanted. Sophomore Molly Roberts was the piano play-
er for one of the worship teams. "I can worship while I'm
up here. Hosanna is an awesome growing ministry. It's exciting
to see how God moves in people that come to Hosanna." Roberts~!:::::::g~~~=::::::::::~~~said. The guitar, drums, and lIute were other instruments played in
making beautiful music to God. Oftentimes the heartfelt singing and music
that filled the chapel could be heard across campus. "The music is such a power-
ful way to worship." Kitajima said.
Hosanna definitely made an impact on the spiritual growth ofWhitworth College this year. Along with Hosanna, the
Whitworth Catholic Fellowship (WCF) also contributed to spiritual growth. Foundations for the club started prior to the school
year; sophomore Tara Milliken and junior Jenny Kann, with the help of supporting teachers and staff, discussed the possibilities of
starting this group. "Kathy Davis was a vital part of organizing this group. We really appreciate the staff's help,"
Kann, the group's secretary said. The group's president was Milliken, while junior Todd Simmons was WCF's vice president.
Catholic Fellowship met each Sunday night in George's Place, most
attendants, usually between ten and fifteen each meeting, were Catholic,
but a few were not. "You don't have to be Catholic to corne here. We are a
very informal group that enjoys discussing the Catechism and Catholic doc-
trine, while fellowshipping with one another," junior Sara Pitzer said.
Along with attending Mass after each meeting at Gonzaga
University, WCF also held Mass in the chapel once a month. This was open
to all students, and was a great opportunity for the Whitworth community to
express its religious diversity. WCF also organized many exciting activities,
such as participating in indoor soccer intramural games.
WCF offered opportunity for personal religious growth. This year
two members of Catholic Fellowship were confirmed. "Meeting with this
group has definitely made my faith stronger! Many people throughout my
life have asked me questions about my faith - I can find the answers in this
group. I now face the world with a better knowledge of what I believe in,"
Pitzer said.
- Lindsay Vanden Berge ~
Photo by Katie Voigt
Members of one of
two Hosanna teams
lead worship,
with guitar and
voices.
Photo by Katie Voigt
Students fill the
chapel during the
weekly Hosanna
meeting.
Photo by Katie Voigt
Members of the
Whitworth
Catholic
Fellowship pose
with the Bishop
of Spokane,
after attending
mass as a
group.
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usic can be pleasant to the ears but it
so can reach the human heart. That is what
some of the vocal groups hoped to accom-
plish through their music.
TheWhitworth Choir had the
opportunity to go on its biannual tour
this past year. This year the tour took
them not so far away from home.
They had the opportunity to travel
around the Pacific Northwest stop-
ping at II cities, during Spring
Break. "I like the camaraderie of
the choir members. On our
spring tour the busses broke
down en route to somewhere in
Oregon. Everyone had to pile
onto one bus. Crammed like sar-
dines onto one bus that was only
meant for half the people on it, but
everyone was laughing and enjoying
each other," said senior Hannah
~
Prater.
The choir was not the only
vocal group on campus, the Chamber
singers, which was a smaller group than the
Whitworth Choir, performed music for a small-
er choir. TheWomen's choir was made of around
35 singers who had the opportunity to participate in
the Christmas tour around the Pacific Northwest along
with the Whitworth Choir. Also the Women's choir gave their
own spring concert at St.Augustine's in Spokane. "Before each concert we would have devo-
tional time, which consisted of prayer about the upcoming concert and that our singing
would be for the right purposes," said freshman Larissa Dadson. Within the Women's choir
was a smaller group called the Trouvers who participated during the summer in an interna-
tional choir festival in Seattle.
TheWhitworth Choir had the honor of performing Michael Young's "Vision of the
Apocalypse" which made its debut in May. The performance was part ofYoung retiring from
Whitworth atthe end of the year. His music will have a lasting impact on those who heard it.
"I've witnessed many reactions to our concerts. People give standing ovations, cry, and
some even write lengthy letters to express their appreciation. Seeing people react in these
ways reminds me of how powerful all types of music are," said Prater.
- Andrew Seely
Members of the
choir take a break
in Seattle during the
Spring tour.
Photo by John
Edmondson
Junior Nick
Dawson congrat-
ulates Michael
Young after the
premiere of
"Vision of the
Apocalypse.'l
Photo by Nicole
Bowman
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usic was a very important aspect ofmany stu-
dents' lives. Tohelp with their love of music, there were
severalmusic ensembles for students to participate
in.To accommodate a variety of interests, these
groups ranged from the wind ensemble to jazz
ensembles and small instrumental ensembles.
TheWind Ensemble was the key group on
campus, giving several performances during
the year both on and offcampus. One important
performance they gave was in February at the
opera house for the Music Educator's Northwest
Conference, a spot for which they had to com-
pete against other northwest colleges. Their fall
concert was entitled American Portraits, as they
performed patriotic songs by American com-
posers. Junior Allison Lancaster said she enjoyed
the group because "the choice of music was always
different yearly and it always included an unusual
piece." They also debuted MikeYoung's commission,
"Visions for the Apocalypse" at their spring concert in
May.
There were two jazz ensembles along with several combos this
year. The JazzEnsemble gave several performances around Spokane during
the year. In March they gave a benefit concert for the Spokane Cystic Fibrosis
Children's Fund at The Met with jazz bands fromGonzaga and Eastern Washington University. The other ensem-
bles this year included a saxophone ensemble, flute ensemble, string orchestra, harp ensemble, and handbell
choir. Although most of these groups
did not perform as.often as the wind
Ensemble, they did gather together
frequently just to play among them-
selves. Itwas the intimate atmos-
phere that most students appreciated
about these smaller groups. Several
of the groups did perform out in the
community, including flute ensemble
playing at Hawthorne Manor and the
handbell choir playing at First
Presbyterian Church in Spokane dur-
ing the advent season.
- Cindy Boldrick
Director Richard Strauch takes a
bow after aWhitworthWind
Ensemble performance.
Photo by Nicole Bowman
Adam Cleaveland prepares to
play his bassoon at a perform-
ance with the Wind Ensemble.
Photo by Nicole Bowman
The jazz band
performed swing
music at
Homecoming.
The theme was
the roaring 205, so
the music constst-
ed of pieces from.
that era.
Photo by John
Edmondson
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ClUbS and organized groups atWhitworth College
were what allowed students to express themselves
according to their talents and interests. Ranging from
theatre to medicine, students had the opportunity to
get involved and make a difference on campus and
across the country.
Although there is not a theatre club on
campus, there were many chances for students
to learn about theatre, without being a major in
it. The third annual Frosh on Stage featured the
talents of freshmen. The group Troupe
Whitworth's production of "The Lion,theWitch
and the Wardrobe" was performed many times
during the year. Also the improv group Cool
Whip did several performances during the year.
One new theatre program was the rein-
statement of Reader's Theatre. "I founded Reader's
Theatre, because I feel it's important to let students
become involved in theatre. It's also a chance to
bring important and contemporary literature to cam-
pus" said senior Lauren Luksic. Reader's Theatre
allowed students to sign up for parts in a play and then
participate in a read-through for an audience.
During the busy year there was also an opportunity to
participate in the Religious Theatre class, which toured a play during
Jan Term. The show this year was "If the Armor FitsWear It", which was a four mem-
ber cast that for the first twoweeks rehearsed the show and then traveled to California to perform the show
for churches and schools. "Although I had toured before, it has been with a larger group. This show gave
me the opportunity to have a one-on-one feel with the other cast members. Also, it was nice to meet alums
and perform.in challenging places," said junior JuliaMarsh.
A club that offered the chance to travel for students who wanted to compete wasWhitworth's Future
Business Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda. At the state competition, the group won one-third of the
awards and seven members headed off to Nationals at DisneyWorld in July. Senior Kristy Colgan served as
the president of the Washington state chapter of Phi Beta Lambda throughout the year and was very proud
of the Whitworth group. "I expected us to do well because of the quality of education we receive here at
Whitworth and because of the quality of the students who were competing," Colgan said. PBLalso hosted
speakers on campus and participated in the March ofDimes.
Other clubs on campus that focused more on academics included the Pre-Med Club, with Tara
Hendrickson as the president and Psi-Chi, led by Kristie Kopp. The Student Education Association and
Music Educators club were also chartered clubs, but less active.
Westminster Round was a club for English majors and enthusiasts, led by co-presidents Rose Sliger
and Katelyn Broweleit. They sponsored the creation of Script,Whitworth College's literary publication fea-
turing current student and faculty writings, and a poetry reading called Marmalade. In late spring of 2001,
several new clubs were chartered including Association for Computer Machinery (ACM),Hulkamaniacs (a
breakdancing group), Global Nomads (for Missionary Kids and children ofArmed Forces families stationed
internationally) and Science Club. The Science Club proposed that they will be different from the Pre-Med
club, which mainly focused on preparation for the MCAT,in that the Science Club will host speakers and
coordinate social gatherings.
- Natsihi Staff
The Religious Theatre group, senior
Lauren Luksic, junior Julia Marsh,
sophomore Andrew Seely and fresh-
man Adam Critchlow, act out a
scene from the story of Jonah and
the whale during their show.
Photo by Aaron Critchlow
..
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Cool Whip improv troupe.
Photo by Lauren Luksic
Senior Mary Eells
takes it all in as
she listens to a
reading from
Script and enjoys
the complimenta-
ry cheesecake,
sponsored by
Westminster
Round. Photo by
Carrie Erickson
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Many students were interested in serving the
community, and Whitworth was able to offer four sepa-
rate clubs oriented towards service. Amnesty
International, Circle K,Serving Our Savior (S.O.S.),
and Unity in Action were all clubs, but they all
served the community in different ways.
Amnesty International, a chapter of the
worldwide nonprofit organization worked to
help people whose human rights had been vio-
lated. When members learned of violations they
called attention to the problems, often writing
letters advocating for the victims. One of the
larger concerns was a prayer vigil for the
Middle East peace talks. Freshman Dana Boddy,
joined because it was "important to be aware of
what is going on in the world, including torture
and political prisoners, and to know something
can be done about it." Amnesty International spon-
sored several speakers. In the fall, Jesus Tecu Osorio
came and spoke on being a Guatemalan massacre sur-
vivor. Father Roy Bourgeois was also brought in to speak
about closing the School of Americas in Latin America.
Boddy said Father Roy's visit was her favorite activity because
it was interesting to hear firsthand what was happening.
Circle Kwas another club on campus that was a part of an internation-
al vounteer service organization. Circle Kwas sponsored by two local Kiwanis
clubs. The purpose of this club was "to get out and help where we can," said club president
Lori Adams. The members of Circle K"tried to donate time and energy to people less fortu-
nate" said sophomore Charles Shawley. For him, it was a time to "show part of Christian belief
is service." Working with several local Kiwanis clubs, Circle Kvolunteered at the Union
Gospel Mission and Anna Ogden Hall. Circle Kworked independently towards the elimination
of Iodine Deficiency Disorder. They held a benefit concert to raise funds for the cause.
Serving Our Savior (S.O.S.) was a new service ministry on campus. Started during the
1999-2000 school year, they were still trying to find their place on campus. They were a club
that incorporated drama and service, with more emphasis on drama. Their goal was "to reach
people through drama - at levels not always reached because there is service, but not neces-
sarily drama," said club president Erin Mee. Some of the events by S.O.S.were giving a per-
formance on campus in April, and going out into the community doing skits and short plays at
places such as nursing homes and shelters.
Unity in Action was "devoted to promoting diversity in the Whitworth community
through discussion and awareness-raising activities," said club president Andy Garretson.
Their goal was to raise awareness and to promote more diversity on campus. Unity in Action
sponsored visits by several groups on campus, including the Rogers High School Steppin'
team, who gave a performance for the Whitworth Community during the Black History Month
Celebration.
- Cindy Boldrick
Resting from their labors at the Westminster
House, students prepare to go back to painting
and other handiwork as a service project.
Circle K members recruited non-members for
the project. Photo by Kendra Dybdal
Circle K members were
active participants during
the Light the Night walk that
helped raise money for
Leukemia and Lymphoma
research.
Photo by Nicole Hatchel
Members of
Circle K create
cards for the eld-
erly during a duty
in Arend.
Photo by Carrie
Erickson
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To the average college student, Saturday nights can
be spent doing anything fromgoing on a date, to watch-
ing a rented movie, to catching up on sleep or home-
work. Butfor about 20Whitworth students, the hours
between 4:00 and 10:30 on Saturday night are set
aside to minister to the needy in downtown
Spokane. Members of the student led and organ-
ized club En Christo find that they do not miss
much using that one night a week to deliver food
and offer discipleship to the residents in hotels
downtown. "I've missed Saturday nights but the
ministry is worth the cost. Seeing people grow
and change takes the place of going to any
dance or just hanging out around campus,"
sophomore Mary Hartman said.
Members of En Christo gather in the
Chapel Saturday afternoon to pray and focus on
the purpose of their ministry. Then they have din-
ner together and head downtown. The groups sep-
arate into different floors of the four hotels targeted,
and 2-3 hours are spent knocking on doors, offering
food and fellowship to anyone who wants to accept.
Sometimes, groups walk up and down the streets,
answering questions and giving out the bag lunches made
earlier that afternoon by the "lunch-making crew."
"Aside from the food meeting their needs, sometimes
being their main source of nourishment, they anticipate our visits
and are disappointed when we don't show up," junior En Christo President
Brandon Brazee said. "More importantly, En Christo serves for some of them as their only contact
with Christians, and with a chance to knowGod's love."
Sophomore Gabe Schmidt's experiences as a member of
En Christo have also helped shape his own life. Last year he
befriended a man named Thomas who was an alcoholic and
questioning many religious ideals. "I got to knowhim very well,"
Schmidt said. "I went with him to some AAand NAmeetings that
were very powerful for me, and earlier this year when we were
kicked out of one of the buildings for a time Thomas went to the
manager and complained. He said that we were his friends, and
the people who loved him,which was amazing to me."
Club members express their enthusiasm by putting a lot
of emphasis on the importance ofprayer in En Christo. "On cam-
pus, it provides an opportunity for Christians to share their faith
in obedience to the great commission, and be involved in min-
istry as Jesus calls us to do,"Brazee said.
- Angie Nateras
Junior JuiIeAxeIIwraps a pas-
try to be included in one of the
375 bags prepared by the
lunch-making crew each week.
Photo by Meagan Stirling
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Members of the En
Christo lunch-
making crew met
in the dining hall
every Saturday
afternoon to pre-
pare meals. Photo
by Meagan Stirling
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itworth students had more on their minds than
schoolwork andjobs during the 2000-01 school year.
Students expanded their horizons beyond the
Whitworth community and got involved in communi-
y service and mission activities throughout
Spokane. Young Life and Whitworth Missions
Fellowship were two opportunities for active
involvement in the spiritual growth of others.
YoungLife is a junior high and high
school ministry opportunity through area public
schools. Whitworth students took a leadership
course during their freshman year, and were
then able to start working with area students.
Junior Anecia Grigsby was inYoungLife as a
high school student, and was encouraged by
her leader to continue YoungLife in college.
She has worked for two years as aYoungLife
leader at Rogers High School, where she has
developed relationships with the students. "I feel 1
have been called to this ministry because God feels
this is where 1need to be," Grigsby said. "It's so fun
to be with these kids and see how they grow. I love
them and can't see myself doing anything else right
now."
YoungLife introduces junior high and high school stu-
dents to Christianity, or helps them grow in faith if they are
already Christians. "It gives them a chance to find out who Jesus is.
It's a place where they can come to hang out, be themselves and have
growing friendships with their peers and older people like the leaders who doYoungLife,"Grigsby said.
"They come because it's fun and safe and they get to hear the best news in the world."
Whitworth students who participate inYoung Life leadership find a supportive group of peers to work
with. They encourage each other and support each other's work with students. The leadership class intro-
duces students to one another and prepares them to work with the students.
Whitworth Mission Fellowship was another organization designed to expand the viewpoint ofWhitworth
students. This fellowship allowed stu-
dents to do mission work beyond the
area. WMFwas chartered in 1999and
was designed to emphasize service and
outreach for students interested in world
missions. Junior Charissa Strope saw a
desire ofWhitworth students to be active
in their faith. And through the act of
service students were allowed the
chance to take an active role in their
faith and the faith of others.
- Anna Marshall
Kent McDonald goes over material
on the board. McDonald was the
instructor of the YoungLife
leadership class.
Photo by Robert Huggins
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Freshmen Erin Sweet,
Anna Shakarian, Heather
Bickel, and Great
Isaacson discuss
a topic in a small group
during the Young Life
class.
Photo by Robert Huggins
, r
Guest speaker Morgan
McKeown (not shown)
speaks to the Young Life
class and students
respond with applause.
Photo by Robert Huggins
Kent McDonald,
Young Life
instructor, hands
material to stu-
dents during
class. The class
often works in
small groups.
Photo by Robert
Huggins
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he world is their home. From the other side of the
globe, and as close as Canada, international students were
present and made a difference. Students from 24 countries
called Whitworth their home away from home. Many of
these same people joined with American friends and
were the members of the International Club, or iClub.
Every year, the members prepared and performed
the 'International Banquet for the Whitworth communi-
ty. "I found the International Banquet the most enjoy-
able, because it brought a large part of the commu-
nity together, including members of the Spokane
community," junior Luta Welch said. The banquet
was the largest event for the iClub.
The iClub offered many inexpensive
excursions like canoeing, camping, and bowling for
their members. When the fall camping trip was can-
celled because of cold weather, the campers found
other ways of enjoying each other's company. Many a
laugh was heard while trying to make s'mores in the
microwave of the McMillan lounge. Opportunities like
these provided time with friends and a brief escape from
the work and surroundings ofWhitworth College. One
canoe trip proved to be too much of an escape when a boat
tipped and spilled its occupants into the water. Most internation
al students did not have cars. The trips allowed them to enjoy what
Spokane offered both in the city and the nearby nature.
With all the positive aspects the club provided to Whitworth, it was
still formed largely of international students. After the International Banquet, the
iClub principally served as a network that connected exchange students with Cultural Diversity Advocates (CDAs).
These advocates were tasked with helping overseas students adjust to life in America while working to inform and
educate the campus community. "Most of the activities are just CDAs and international students," freshman Swoyam
Joshee said. The focus of the group changed following the completion of the banquet. "They aren't concerned that
much with degree seeking students, but are more focused on exchange students," Joshee said. However, if you
attended Whitworth and were from
another country, the iClub was the
campus organization to belong to.
"I think that the International Club
does a great job of providing
opportunities for the international
students to be active within the
Whitworth community," Welch said.
-Ian Payton
French exchange student
Laure-Helene Cesari makes
crepes during duty one
night in Mac.
Photo by Andrew Hall
CDA Kiara Cromer,
sophomores Amy
Robinson and David
Parks play with
Japanese toys during
DiversityWeek on
campus.
Photo by Nathan
Tirnpano
International stu-
dents prepare for
the international
banquet in style.
Photo by Nathan
Timpano
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loha!Welcome!
The Hawaiian Club was a prominent group on
campus with approximately 70 members and high
participation. Onedidnothave to be a Hawaiianor
ha.veH~waiianbackground in order to become a
member. The Club usually met once a month duro
inq the first semester arid twotimes a month duro
ing the second semester due to the planning for
the annual Hawaiian Lu'au,
Officers were senior DaniloViloria, presi-
dent;junior Kawehi Punua, treasurer; and senior,
Micah Ah Sui,public relations. The officers mel
every week to monitor the budget and plan the
many Whitworth activities sponsored by the
group. The Hawaiian Club raised money by
dancing hula in the community. "I learned howto
dance hula," freshman Nicole Uehara said.
The Hawaiian Club annually puts on
Kanikapila in November and the Hawaiian Lu'au in
April. Kanikapila was a smaller prequel to the larger
lu'au, The lu'au is the biggest event atWhitworth. Food
and greenery are flown in from Hawaii,hula dances are
prepared, and a large program delivered. "TheWhitworth
students wait for the luau, and get really excited about it,"Viloria
said.
Other activities sponsored by the Hawaiian Club were dances and
a field day in the Fieldhouse. Authentic Hawaiian food was made including lomi lomi salmon, which has cut
up tomatoes and onions, and Kahlua pig. A dessert favorite made with coconut is haupia.
The Hawaiian Club is home away from home for many. "The Hawaiian Club was a good experience, it
is a support group for the Hawaiian students because we are so far away from home. We come together, hang
out, and eat authentic food," senior
Elissa Chun said. Some unique
dishes prepared at meetings are
chicken katsu or poi.
The Club helps students get
to know the Hawaiian culture and
also offers a chance to make friends
for life. "In my four years, I have
made a lot of good friends that I'll
keep when I go home," senior Sam
Takagishi said.
- Stephanie VanDam
Onlookers watch break dancing
moves. The performance was part of
the entertainm.ent during the annual
Kanikapila. Photo by Aaron Baldwin
Members of the
Hawaiian club make
Lauae headpieces for
the annual Lu'au.
The Lauae is worn on
the bodies of tradi-
tional Hawaiian
dancers. Photo by
Katie Brenner
Senior Pua
Lariosa dances
at Kanikapila
while the Sam
Kpau band from
Los Angeles
plays. Photo by
Aaron Baldwin
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hef;; could you eat<illthenticinlernational food,
eak indifferentJanguages, and have a great time
celebrating another culture's traditions? The
answer did not require traveling thousands of
miles away,or spending tons of money on
expensive cuisine. Youcould find all these fun
activities at the French and Spanish clubs, as
well as the BlackStudent Union (BSU).
When walking into a French celebration
night, you might expect to receive bisous, or
..kisses on each cheek. Junior Heidi Betcher,
J the president of the French Club planned
I events for around 10participants eachmonth. Some of the typical French things
I they did this year were fondue night, French
film night, and crepe making night. Why go to
McDonalds when the French Club offered
great food, folks, and fun?
AmyRobinson, the president of the Spanish
Club had a mailing list of more than 40 students.
These students didn't just take siestas in their rooms,
but went out for evenings of fun. "We're an event-based
group," Robinson said. Some of the events that were held
were Salsa Dancing, Osbrio for Amnesty International, and
assisting with a Mexican art exhibit downtown.
The BSUwas a very well recognized name around campus. The students
participating in the BSUwere known for involvingWhitworth in all their activities. Some of the most
attended events they hosted were dances, the Kwanza'a celebration, and readings by Stephy
Nobles-Beans, the club's adviser. A celebration of Black History Month included a night of poetry,
dancing, singing and drama. The Rogers High School Step Team performed. Also featured were
Nobles-Beans and senior LilianNgatunyi, an international student fromKenya.
Senior Larry Brown,club president, helped publicize all the events. He had Frances Osei
speak for the Kwanza'a celebration, which included readings, songs, traditional celebrations, and
refreshments. The Black Student Union helped Whitworth to celebrate cultural diversity.
- Jennifer Putnam
Frances Osei gives a
Ghanian incantation during
the Kwanza'a celebration in
December. Photo by Ben
Parker
Stephy Nobles-Beans
and senior Lilian
Ngatunyi perfonn
during Whitworth's
Black History Month
celebration. Photo by
Jlndrew Hall
-
Seniors Joi Taylor and
Dez Williams prepare
for an event by making
signs to advertise. BSU
was one of the most
active clubs on cam-
pus during the year.
Photo by Stephanie
Stern
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Graduate student
Kabasele
Kasonga is con-
gratulated after a
performance at
Kwanza'a.
Photo by Nathan
Timpano
Whitworth College had spirit, and her athletes had
soul. The crowd cheered them on and enjoyed watch-
ing games and competitions. The athletes performed
amazing feats as they balanced practice, classes,
friends and other commitments.
The Athletics program could boast that athletes
learned to manage several tasks well. The
track and field and women's bas-
ketball teams posted some of
the highest GPAs in the
nation.
Athletes learned
how to give of them-
selves and to perse-
vere in a spirit of
honesty, fairness and
respect. The college
encouraged its stu-
dents, faculty, staff, and
alumni, as well as the
greater Spokane communi-
ty, to enjoy and support ath-
letic competitions at Whitworth.
153 Cross Country
155 Football
157 Men's Soccer
159 Women's Soccer
161 Volleyball
163 Men's Basketball
165 Women's Basketball
167 Swimming
169 Tennis
171 Fast Pitch Softball
173 Baseball
175 Men's Track & Field
177 Women's Track & Field
179 Athletic Trainers
Senior Julia
Lucas and
sophomores Liz
Bailey, Beth
Abbey and Diana
Huey check the
results of their
race. Photo by
Meagan Stirling
Seniors Peter Metcalf and
Annie Scott bond with freshman
Jesse Stevick by playing a game
of Twister. Metcalf and Stevick
proudly display the year's
cross-country garb. Photo by
Meagan Stirling
Meet WomenMen
4 of 5
I of 2
40f6
I of 7
8 of 9
14 of 14
60f9
North Idaho Coll. 3 of 4
U. of Idaho 4 of 8
Whitman Invite I of 6
Bear Fete Invite I of 6
National PreView 4 of 8
Big Foot Invite 3 of II
NWC Champs 3 of 9
NCAA III Regionals 4 of 14
Seniors Holly Weiler
and Julia Lucas are
the front-runners at
the National
Preview Meet at
Wandermere Golf
Course. Lucas
placed ninth and
Weiler took 11th in
the field of 85.
Photo by Peter
Metcalf
The 2000-01 cross country season started offwith arecord number of runners, boasting 21 on thewomen's side and 17on the men's. With 38 people
on the team and the prospect of hosting the NCAA
Division IIINational Cross Country Championships,
Head Coach Toby Schwarz was optimistic for the
season. "Hosting the championship meet will really
give us some notoriety," said Schwarz,who was in his
third year of leading the cross country team.
Although Schwarz was more focused on improvement
and integrity than winning, the Pirates made sure they
were noticed throughout the year at seasonal meets.
Boththe men and women's teams won the GFUBear
Fete Invite in Newberg, Ore. "That was huge for us.
We'd never won anything in my years atWhitworth,"
senior Peter Metcalf said.
At the conference championships, the most
anticipated race of the season, the women's team
placed third and the men placed sixth out of nine
teams.
The late October rainy and cold conditions may have
affected the runners at the conference meet. "We didn't
have a bad race. We had a good race, but we wanted an
awesome race," Schwarz said.
The women wanted to finish first, but settled for third,
which was good enough to qualify them for Regionals.
Senior HollyWeiler earned First Team All-Conference
honors by finishing in the top seven, while seniors Julia
Lucas and Annie Scott earned Second Team All-
Conference honors by finishing in the top 14.
The men showed much improvement from previous
years. The men's team finished 26 points away from fifth
place, compared to 100points away from fifthplace
during the 1999season.
At regionals in Chino, Calif., the Whitworth women's
team placed fourth of 14teams. No one from the team
qualified to run at Nationals, but Weiler placed
ninth, just one place from making it to Nationals.
SinceWhitworth hosted the national meet, Weiler
and other cross country team members and fans
were able to come and watch the competition.
Facilitating the NCAADivision IIINational
Cross-Country Championships, the Whitworth
College cross country team switched roles and
hosted over 400 athletes from 48 teams at
Wandermere Golf Course. Members of the team
helped set up the course and made sure the Nov. 18
race ran smoothly.
"Hosting Nationals was extremely exciting because it
was our only chance to watch something of that
magnitude," Metcalf said. He was disappointed that no
one fromWhitworth was able to run at the meet, but was
satisfied with the benefits that he received from running
cross country during his entire Whitworth career. "None
of us walked away with any championships but we all
walked away with tremendous growth as athletes and as
individuals," Metcalf said. Other graduating cross
country members included seniors Jessica Alley,Erik
Brucker, Justin Davis, Lucas, Scott and Weiler.
Cross country runners did not deny their roles as
students either. Whitworth topped the conference in
the NWCAll-Academic ranks on both the men's and
women's side, achieving higher GPAsthan runners from
George FoxUniversity,Lewis and Clark College, Pacific
Lutheran University,University of Puget Sound and
Whitman College.
-Carrie Erickson
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Sophomore
Jeremy Spencer
maneuvers
through a hole
created by
Chapman
defenders. Photo
by Ben Parker
Senior Sky
Blake attacks
the Chapman
offense.
Photo by Ben
Parker
Date Opponent Score
9/9
9116
9/23
9/30
10114
10/21
10/28
11/4
11111
U.ofRedlands 7-20
Chapman U. 49-22
Pacific Lutheran U. 28-34
Simon Fraser 30-29
Willamette U. 9-0
U.of Puget Sound 16-8
Eastern Oregon U. 17-13
LinfieldCall. 21-24
Lewis and Clark Coll. 33-26
Whitworth defense tackles Willarnette offense en route to a 9-0
victory. Photo by Aaron BaldwinFinal Record: 6-3
Eighty-six men congregated on a field of green grass.They came from different backgrounds, schools,religions and cultures. Yet, they gathered with one
sole purpose in mind-to play football.
"We were a lot of different guys from a lot of different
backgrounds-rich, poor, small schools, large schools-yet
wewere a team," sophomore tailback Jeremy Spencer said.
Though this team was made up of men different in so many
ways, they found a way to overcome these differences to
play together and to form one cohesive unit that put
together a very successful season.
The Pirates, who ended with a 6-3 record, did not
make it to playoffs. They missed by just one game, but don't
sell this team short. Itwas an amazing season. "I think there
were four occasions with less than a minute left [the Pirates]
scored the winning touchdown. Things like that only happen
once a year," Head Coach John Tully said.
One of most memorable of these occasions was
against Simon Fraser. The Pirates were down 23-9 coming
into the fourth quarter. Undaunted by the scoreboard, the
Pirates stepped up to the challenge.
A short run by senior Ty McGregor for a touchdown
and a long pass from junior Scott Biglin to junior Matt Padilla
for a touchdown with an additional two-point conversion
gave the Pirates a 25-24 lead. Simon Fraser drove and
scored again with 46 seconds left to play. Their attempt for a
two-point conversion failed, leading 29-24. Again, Whitworth
rose to the challenge and with two seconds left on the clock,
Biglin hit freshman Dwayne Tawney for the winning score.
The Pirates didn't buckle under pressure.
Not only did the Pirates end with a successful season,
but many players were also recognized on the AlI-
Northwest Conference Team. Named to first team
defense were senior defensive end Sky Blake,
Spencer, junior linebacker Casey Lawrence and
senior defensive back Ian Sanders. Wide receiver
McGregor and senior offensive lineman Takashi
Atkins both made first team offense. Blake was
also named co-Defensive Player of the year.
Blake's awards didn't stop there.
Blake was Whitworth's first NCAA Division
III Football All-American, and he played in the NCAA
Division IIIAll-Star Game. Blake's list of honors goes on. He
was also named to the first team of the D3football.com AlI-
American'Team and to the third team of the Hewlett Packard
Division IIIAll-American Team. He was also named to the
Football Gazette All-West Region Team.
"After graduating so many guys last year, people
thought we'd have a big drop off, but this year's seniors took
us to a level bigger than what the last seniors brought us,"
Assistant Coach Jim Nendel said.
"They played against and with some of the best
teams in the country," Nendel said. "I think if you were to
rank teams, we'd be in the top 20."
The Pirates lost eight graduating seniors: Blake, Scott
Galbreath, McGregor, Jeremy Myers, Padilla, Joel Robnett,
Sanders and Danilo Viloria.
"I think they're playing at their very best level since
they've been here," Tully said.
-Elizabeth Tiegs
Junior Paul
Johnson fights with
University of Puget
Sound for control of
the ball. Photo by
Aaron Baldwin
Senior Herbert
Barbosa eludes the
opponents as he
races down the
field. Photo by
Aaron Baldwin
Opponent Score
NW Nazarene U.
Albertson Coil.
MSU-Billings
Warner Pacific Call.
Northweest Call.
Whitman Call.
George Fox U.
Pacific U.
Willamelte U.
Linfield Coll.
U.ofPuget Sound
Pacific Lutheran U.
Linfield Coll.
Willamette U.
Pacific U.
George Fox U.
Pacific Lutheran U.
U.ofPugetSound
Whitman Coll.
Final Record: 11-5-3
S-O
1-3
1-0
1-0
1-0
3-0
1-3
0-1
2-2
3-3
2-0
2-1
0-1
3-2
4-1
4-0
4-1
0-0
1-2
Senior Nathan Mullen displays his fancy
footwork as he keeps a step ahead of the
Warner Pacific defender. Photo by Aaron
Baldwin
A:s0mmon exclamation heard at the sidelines ofWhitworth men's soccer games was, "He shoots, hecores!" Throughout the season, the squad made a
habit of putting the ball in the net. This year's team had a
strongwinning record of 11-5-3,which was similar to the
previous season's record of 11-6-3.
The Pirates outperformed their opponents by scoring
almost double the amount of goals they allowed the other
teams. The Pirates allowed their opponents only 20 goals
throughout the season, while they scored 38.
Whitworth was led on the field by co-captains senior
AndrewDickson and graduate student Mark Lupton.
Dickson and Lupton were assisted by many of their
teammates, who stepped up to help the team reach their
goals.
Topping the team with goals during the 2000 season was
junior Brian Hein with 10 goals and one assist. Senior
Herbert Barbosa also added six goals and five assists.
On the other end of the field, junior goalie Doug Lupton
bolstered the backfield. His agility and reflexes in the face
ofshooters helped lead Whitworth to many a narrow
victory. Strong players at both ends of the field were an
asset to the team. "This year the team had both quality and
depth," Head Coach Sean Bushey said.
The men were able to win their games when they
worked together as a team. "When we playas a unit, I
don't think there is a better team in the conference,"
Busheysaid. Dickson agreed with Bushey. "We just have to
workhard as a team and not let the little things get on our
nerves," Dickson said. Teamwork was the factor that
helped the men to achieve their winning record.
The team was led by fifth-year coach Bushey. Bushey
was assisted by his younger brother, Erik, in his first year
as assistant coach, and Whitworth alumna Jennifer
Tissue, in her third year as assistant coach.
The scores were helped out by the addition of a
new, international regulation-size field. The
playing surface was much wider than the Pine
Bowl field. Most schools Whitworth played
against used smaller ones and were not used to
playing on a field Whitworth's size. To
Whitworth's advantage, the opposing teams found
covering the extra turf a challenge.
The players were not the only ones who enjoyed the new
field during its inaugural season. Like any sports team, the
fans were an integral part of the game. They not only
supported individual players, but also boosted team
morale and enlivened the atmosphere. "There's nothing
like a good game," sophomore Justin Elder said.
Supportive phrases like that, along with the ever-popular,
"Go Bucs!" lightened the load of college and increased
enthusiasm for all involved.
Many students found men's soccer games a welcome
study break. And, for people on a budget, they provided
ever-important free entertainment. Students had the
opportunity to avoid Spokane traffic and attend games in
their own backyard. The great game of soccer yet again
brought players and spectators together in energetic
competition full of shooting and scoring.
-Ian Payton
Senior goalkeeper
Stacey Roberts
deflects the ball in a
home game against
George Fox. Photo by
Aaron Baldwin
Sophomore Carly
Sullivan keeps her
eye on the ball as she
attempts the steal.
Photo by Aaron
Baldwin
Opponent Score
Whitman Call.
George Fox U.
Pacific U.
Willamette U.
Linfield CoiL
U.ofPuget Sound
Pacific Lutheran U.
Linfield CoiL
Willamette U.
Whitman Call.
Pacific U.
George Fox U.
Pacific Lutheran U.
U.ofPugetSound
7-0
1-4
1-2
0-2
a-a
0-3
0-3
0-4
a-I
3-0
1-0
1-0
a-I
a-I
Final Conference Record: 4-9-1
Junior Jessie
Butte keeps
ahead of the
Whitman
defender. Photo
by Aaron
Baldwin
The 2000-01 women's soccer team had a tough season,finishing with an overall record of six wins, 10 lossesand two ties. They came out kicking, despite a variety
offactors. The team was young and looked to seniors
StaceyRoberts, Amy Tuurie and Leah Wheeler for
leadership.
The team needed time to establish unity and leadership
because so few of the players were upperclassmen. "This
year was a good test of character," Head Coach Sean
Busheysaid. "I remember how we persevered and got
better by the end of the season:'
Whitworth saw great talent in many of its players. "The
incoming freshmen and sophomores will provide a lot of
leadership, since they know what they are up against,"
junior Grace Grabner said.
Freshman Heather Sale scored the most goals this
season with seven. Sophomore Dalyce Young had the most
assists with 10. But, the players prided themselves on their
performance as a team rather than on accomplishments of
individuals.
"Aplayer on the team knew that her role affected the
other teammates as well," Sale said. They did not go out on
the field thinking solely of themselves, but of their effect on
the team. Unlike many teams, they did not rely on one
player to pull through in every game-the roster was full of
strong players.
The team played its final season under the goal-
keeping of Roberts. Roberts had a 1.41 save record, and
boasted four shutouts. "Stacey made herself into one of the
top goalkeepers in the conference for the past three
seasons," Bushey said. "Our back line changed in each of
her four years, but she remained the constant-serving us
very welL"
•
The team came together as a unit well, but were bogged
down by injuries throughout the season. A few
starters were lost because of knee or ankle
injuries at the beginning of the season. Many
players also fell sick in the middle of the season,
so the team had to step up their game. "Despite
our adversaries, we were able to pick up and play
well," Grabner said.
Toward the end of the season, the Pirates had
some close games. They never lost a game by
more than one goal. The team agreed that one of
the greatest moments junior Allison Bopp recalled
was when Sale scored the winning goal in overtime against
Pacific Lutheran University. "It was the greatest feeling to
win that game, and I will always remember it," Bopp said.
The outlook for the 2001-02 season was very high. "I'm
looking forward to winning and building on what we
learned last year," Bopp said. Due to the number of
returning athletes expected next season, the Pirates are
looking forward to an improved record.
With all the young talent and the bonds that were started
this year, next year's team will be able to grow. "We need
to keep building the foundations that we've laid this year
as far as the work ethic and spirit," Bushey said. The team
fought throughout the season to work well as a team and
improve, which paid off when the team won their games
and overcame the injuries and struggles.
The team didn't reach their early-season goal of winning
the conference championship, but they worked their way
toward the goal for next season. "I'd like to see a banner in
the gym by winning conference," Roberts said.
-Jennifer Putnam
Sophomore Karen
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make the perfect
pass. Photo by
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The players come
together to
celebrate their
success after a
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Date Opponent Score
9115
9116
9/22
9/23
9/29
9/30
10/4
10/7
10113
10/14
10/20
10/21
10/27
10/28
II/I
11/4
Lewis and Clark Coli. 3-0
Pacific U. 3-0
Linfield Coll. 2-3
Willamette U. 3-1
U.of Puget Sound 1-3
Pacific Lutheran U. 3-0
Whitman Coll. 0-3
George Fox U. 3-1
Lewis and Clark Coli. 3-0
Pacific U. 3-0
Linfield Coli. 3-1
Willamette U. 3-0
U.of Puget Sound 1-3
Pacific Lutheran U. 3-1
Whitman Coli. 3-0
George Fox U. 3-1
Final Conference Record: 12-4
Junior Abby Jo Hornstein uses her
jumping ability to tip the ball over the
Whitman blocker. Photo by Aaron Baldwin
The 2000-01 women's volleyball team boasted the mostwins since the 1992 season. The team finished 17-4overall, and 12-4 in conference. Not only was the team
successful on the court, but they also bonded off the court.
The season was filled with as many funny moments as wins.
Headed by second-year Head Coach Steve Rupe, this
dedicated team placed second in the Northwest
Conference.
The team was stopped short of making the Western
Regional Tournament, but that did not stop them from
creating memories of the times they spent together. "My
favorite moment was when Megan (Benson) got her foot
caught in the net. It was hilarious," sophomore Karen
Robnett said.
The match against Pacific Lutheran University, when the
gym lights went out, was also memorable for the team. "I
thought it was so cool watching Top Gun with PLUafter the
electricity went out and they had to ride with us on our bus
to a different gym," sophomore Nicole Weedman said.
Weedman was awarded All-Northwest Conference
honorable mention for her success throughout the season.
Even though the team emphasized having fun together,
they always gave 100 percent on the court. "I had a great
group of girls. They work hard every day in practice and it
shows,"Rupe said.
The team was able to work together when it came time to
practice and focus on the game. "We knew when we had to
work and when we could have fun," sophomore Jill Vaughan
said.
Having a returning crew of nine, this team had a strong
base to build from. "One of our strengths was how good we
got along on and off the court," junior Kristen Turner said.
Turner received All-Northwest Conference first team
honors at the end of the season. "We are all so close and it
shows when we are on the court playing."
The team focused on strengths rather than
weaknesses, which made them a better team.
"We didn't have any weaknesses," freshman
Genelle Allen said. Like Allen, the team was
proud of their accomplishments, but were also
willing to do the work necessary to improve.
Most importantly, this group of 16 women
never forgot to glorify God. "We all wanted to
play for the same reason, Christ's glory," senior
Alisha Simchuk said. Simchuk was the lone
senior on the young team. "Alisha's great work ethic and
intensity rubbed off on the younger players," Rupe said.
Simchuk's four years of experience benefited her
teammates, and she served as a leader on and off the court.
Though Simchuk will be missed in the future, the team,
made up of three juniors, eight sophomores and four
freshmen, looks forward to improving. With the potential to
have the majority of players return, this team has no where
to go but up. The common goal for next year is to win the
conference championship.
This season will surely not be forgotten any time soon.
"Every moment with this amazing group of girls 1will
treasure and remember for the rest of my life," sophomore
Jamie Rydbom said.
-Cara Woodward
Head Coach
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in a game at
Lewis and Clark
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Opponent Score
Whitman ColI. 81-70
Willamette U. 83-66
George FoxU. 73-75
U.ofPugetSound 70-88
Pacific Lutheran U. 83-77
Lewis and Clark Call. 81-88
Linfield Call. 80-85
George FoxU. 91-103
Willamette U. 89-87 OT
Whitman ColI. 82-61
Pacific U. 66-60
Pacific Lutheran U. 105-86
U.ofPuget Sound 81-59
Pacific U. 62-76
Linfield Call. 85-87
Lewis and Clark ColI. 66-63
Lewisand Clark Call. 60-82
Conference Record: 9-7
Sophomore Kyle Jensen goes in for the close shot against Lewis and
Clark College. Photo by Ben Parker
Itwas a season of farewell for the 2000-0 I men'sbasketball team. Legendary Head Coach WarrenFriedrichs retired from coaching at the end of the season.
Friedrichs was described by many as intense and very
competitive. However, he said he always remembered that
basketball was a game that taught many life lessons.
Friedrichs retired as the most successful coach in Whitworth
basketball history. Despite his successful record, Friedrichs
leftanother mark on Whitworth. He built the program with
much integrity and heart.
"It has been neat for me in the last few months. I received
many letters and e-mails from past players. I will definitely
miss the relationships I have built with my players. There is
nothing that can replace that," Friedrichs said. "My goal was
to always be consistent and competitive every year. I also
wanted to represent the school well and have them be proud
ofthe people who we brought into the program. I worked
with some great coaches and the fan support was excellent."
The team sent Friedrichs on his way on a positive note.
Hardwork and determination all the way proved to be
successful for the Pirates. The one goal the team had going
into the season was to make it into the playoffs. According to
Friedrichs, playoff level is the level of acceptance. The team
squeaked into playoffs with an enormous victory over Lewis
and Clark College. The team played with the integrity, a
strong desire to win, and heart that Friedrichs had enforced
allseason.
There were many outstanding players on this year's team.
Some individual highlights included sophomore Bryan
. DePew leading the team in total points with 377 and
averaged 15 points per game. DePew was also named to the
First Team All-Northwest Conference.
DePew was joined by senior guard Kelson
Ramey who was named to the second team.
Ramey was close behind DePew in total points
and averaged points per game.
When it came to rebounds, junior Gunner
Olsen pulled down his share. He led the team
with averaging six per game. Olson was also
named to the Honorable Mention team.
All of these outstanding individuals combined
with their teammates and an excellent coach to make an
impressive team. Friedrichs described the team as a good
shooting team on the whole. Offensively, they were above
average and defensively they were average, Friedrichs said.
They struggled with stopping their opposition when they
needed to.
What made this season unique from any other was the
preseason. Friedrichs scheduled a tough preseason. They
had some tough losses at home that discouraged the crowd.
These losses also took a shot at the team's confidence.
Throughout the rest of the season they had to rebuild their
confidence.
A big game for the team was against Willamette. The
Pirates pulled out a huge win in overtime on the road. This
victory brought the crowd back into it. The way it was in the
good old days. Friedrichs wanted the young players to
experience it.With the crowd support in the end, the team
snuck by Lewis and Clark and into the playoffs .
-Kaitlin Raubuch
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another before
the game. Photo
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Junior Erica
Ewart gets high
fives as she runs
onto the court to
start the game.
Photo by Ben
Parker
Opponent Score
Whitman Coli. 73-50
Willamette U. 63-51
George FoxU. 74-78
U.of Puget Sound 63-73
Pacific Lutheran U. 47-54
Lewis and Clark Coli. 69-45
Linfield Coli. 72-65
George FoxU. '49-55
Willamette U. 48-65
Whitman Call. 42-36
Pacific U. 65-49
Pacific Lutheran U. 52-55
U.of Puget Sound 78-64
Pacific U. 55-41
Linfield Call. 58-51
Lewis and Clark Coll. 54-58 OT
Conference Record: 9-7
Senior Jamie Wakefield pulls back for a jump shot. Wakefield was
the team's leading scorer. Photo by Ben Parker
The Whitworth College women's basketball teamfocused on their strengths during the 2000-01 season.They followed the advice of President Theodore
Roosevelt, who said that it was not the critic who mattered.
"The credit belongs to the [woman] who is actually in the
arena; whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood;
who strives valiantly; who errs and comes short again and
again; who know the great enthusiasms, the great
devotions, and spends [herself] in a worthy cause."
The Pirates exemplified this quote, finishing their season
with a final record of 11-12, a conference record of 9-7, and
a tie for fourth place in the Northwest Conference.
"It was a successful season in that we played to our
potential on a consistent basis," Head Coach Helen Higgs
said. As a result of this season, Higgs tied a previous coach
who had earned the most wins in Whitworth history with
96. Higgs has headed the Pirates for six years. Whitworth
alumna Kate Werner was assistant coach for the team.
Higgs enjoyed the team of women and credited the
outcome of the season to the team's positive attitude. "This
team wanted to succeed for the right reasons," Higgs said.
"It wasn't about wanting to succeed because 1want to
succeed. It was about wanting to succeed because the
team deserves it."
The season marked the last year for seniors Mindy
Bandy,Kelly Middlesworth and Jamie Wakefield.
"The seniors provided great leadership and inspiration,"
Higgs said. "They are probably the best we've had in a
senior group."
The seniors were leaders both on the court and off. All
three posted strong conference rankings in a variety of
areas. Bandy ranked 11th in the NWC in overall
rebounding and ninth in defensive rebounding.
"She is someone who accepted a role," Higgs
said. "she has a team-first attitude and would do
what was needed to help the team."
Middlesworth helped the team in a variety of
areas on the court. "She did an outstanding job
leading the team both on and off the court," Higgs
said. Middlesworth ranked third in assists, fourth
in steals and second in assist-to-turnover ratio.
Wakefield ranked third in scoring, second in free-throw
percentage, fifth in blocked shots, ninth in offensive
rebounds, lOth in defensive rebounds, l Othin rebounding,
11th in scoring percentage and 15th in assists, .
Wakefield was also named to first team All-Northwest
Conference. "She's one of those unique players you rarely
get a chance to coach," Higgs said. "She's a great talent on
the court and a great person off." Wakefield ranked third
on the All-Time Whitworth scoring list, fifth on the
rebounding list and eighth on the assists list. She finished
with 1,331 career points, 696 career rebounds and 227
career assists. Wakefield was recognized for her success in
the classroom as well. She was also named to the Verizon
Academic All-District VIIl team, due to her success in the
classroom as well as on the courts.
"The seniors were good silent leaders," freshman Kara
Marusa said. "Youwatched them play, and you wanted to
take your game to their level."
-Elizabeth Tiegs
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Rice, freshman
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Senior Erin Kay
strokes her way
to Nationals in
the breaststroke.
Men Meet Wom.en
2 of 6 UPSRelays 2 of 6
125-80 Linfield Coil. 119-85
138-29 Lewis and Clark Coli. 156-31
130-52 Whitman Coli. 130-60
I of 7 NW Invite I of 8
119-83 Pacific Lutheran U. 134-66
127-68 U.ofPuget Sound 129-76
1st NWC Champs. 2nd
15t Rank in Conference 2nd
Assistant Coaches Brian Rice and Bryan Crane and Head Coach
Tom Dodd encourage and instruct their athletes to victory. The
superb coaching was one reason for the team's success.
-..- ..-
This year, the Whitworth men's swim team finished firstin the Northwest Conference, and the women's teamplaced second. Impressively, five swimmers
represented Whitworth in the NCAA IIINational
Competition in Buffalo,NY Senior Erin Kay,juniors Brent
Riceand Troy Schuknecht, sophomore Ryan Freeman and
freshman KevinWang represented Whitworth at the meets.
Kayfinished off her college swimming career as the lone
female representative at Nationals.
The men improved on their 1999 13th place finish to
have the highest ever place at the NCAA Championships,
with 11tho The team was successful despite the small squad
sizein NewYork. "The swim team was small and tight, but
just so potent," Freeman said.
The positive attitude of the swimmers helped them
perform well at the meet. "They weren't intimidated at all.
Their attitude was good," Head Coach Tom Dodd said.
Doddwas in his 14th year as head coach.
All four men posted strong finishes, led by Wang with a
seventh place finish in the 1,650-yard freestyle.
Schuknecht brought home eighth place in the 200-yard
breaststroke.
After having enjoyed another prosperous season, Dodd
waspleased with the fine athletes who composed the team.
"Thisis one of the best groups that I've ever had the
pleasure of working with," Dodd said. "They're one of the
most goal-oriented groups I've met." Dodd has been
known to push his swimmers hard, holding morning
practices three times a week at 5:30 a.m., along with
practices six afternoons a week.
The results of the long practices paid off for many of
Dodd's hardworking swimmers. Growing as a team
and winning meets in the process were the goals that
were the focus of this season. "We work hard, and we
play hard," senior [en Cruze said.
The closeness the team experienced influenced
the success of the team. "I love the support I feel
from the team. When they cheer for me, I push
myself harder, knowing that they are behind me 100
percent," freshman Sarah Ekerholm said.
The time and energy put in by swimmers
positively affected their experiences at Whitworth. "My
whole college experience has revolved around being a
swimmer," freshman Joel Gaffney said. "It's almost like they
are my family for five months. We do everything together,
but I especially enjoy eating a lot of clam chowder with
them."
Many records and personal records were met throughout
the season. Kay broke the 400 Individual Medley record
with a time of 4:39.35. Many records were broken on the
men's side. Notably, Freeman set records in both the 100-
yard backstroke and 200-yard butterfly. Wang broke
records in both the 1,000 and 1,650-yard freestyle. The
200-yard medley relay team of Freeman, Schuknecht, Rice
and Wang posted the new Whitworth record with a time of
1:35.09.
Sadly, this season marked the end of college swimming
careers for seniors Kay,Cruze and C.J. Skyberg,who hung
up their team towels the final time this March.
-Tom Vanden Berge
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Rice slams the
ball over the
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men's team.
Photo by Andrew
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Freshmjin Tyler Van Horn flips the
scorecard in a match against
Whitman. Photo by Robert Huggins
The women's team discusses
strategy before a match. Photo by
Andrew Hall
Date Opponent Score
2/24 Whitman Coll.
3/2 George Fox U.
3/3 Lewis & Clark ColI.
3/3 Pacific U.
3/9 Pacific Lutheran U.
3/10 U.ofPugetSound
3/17 Willamette U.
3/18 Linfield ColI.
4/6 U.ofPugetSound
4/7 Pacific Lutheran U.
4/14 Whitman Coll.
Conference Record: 5-6
4-5
7-2
6-3
g-O
1-8
0-9
7-2
6-3
4-5
2-7
2-7
Date Opponent
Whitman Coll.
Linfield Coll.
Pacific U.
Lewis & Clark ColI.
George Fox U.
Pacific Lutheran U.
Willamette U.
U.of Puget Sound
Pacific Lutheran U.
U.of Puget Sound
Conference Record: 4-6
=
Score
2/9
2/10
3/2
3/3
3/4
3/9
3/10
3/29
4/6
4/7
0-8
0-8
7-0
5-2
7-0
0-7
5-2
1-6
0-7
1-6
Step by step, the women's and men's tennis teams havetaken competition to a higher level this year,accomplishing their goals of each team finishing one
place better in conference standings than the previous
year.
"What our goal was at the beginning of the season was
tomove up a spot from last year's finish in the conference
tournament," said [oWagstaff, the head coach of the
women's team. The goal was accomplished, as the team
movedup from sixth to fifthplace in the conference.
The team finished with a 10-8overall record and a 5-6
conference record. "I was pleased with how the season
turned out,"Wagstaff said. "Next season we should be able
tofinish in the top three in conference."
The women's team included one senior, one junior, five
sophomores and one freshman. The team's lone senior was
AmyAustin. "She had a positive attitude, was a great
leader, and was real competitive out on the tennis court,"
Wagstaffsaid.
The team was comprised ofmany competitive players.
Conference honors went to sophomore JillHuibregtse, who
wasnamed to the women's NWCAIlConference team.
The men's and women's teams traveled to California for
SpringBreak,which included highlights such as a visit to
Alcatrazand competitions at college campuses. The trip
allowedextra time for team bonding and additional
competition experience.
Bothteams gained confidence during the trip, adding
onlywins to their records. The women played three
matches and won all three. The men's team also won the
twomatches they played.
The men's team also improved on last year's
performance, finishing sixth, which was up one
spot from the regular season standings. The team
closed out the season with a 7-12 overall record
and a 4-6 conference record.
"I was real pleased with our guys this year,"
said Mike Shanks, men's second year head coach.
"They played their guts out and beat the teams
they were supposed to beat."
Seniors Matt Lemberg, Mark Rice and Jon Buys guided a
young team of three sophomores and four freshmen.
Lemberg was co-winner of the conference men's
Sportsman of the Year award, which honors athletes who
demonstrate the most sportsmanship on and off the tennis
court. "He was a great leader and role model for the
underclassmen," Shanks said.
Lemberg said he felt a sense of loss as he finished his
last season of college tennis. "I can't believe that it's over,
because you can always play tennis, but you can never
have that feeling of being a part of a team," Lemberg said.
Coach Shanks was impressed with the seniors, but
confident that future seniors will play well. "If the players
that come up behind this group of seniors can show the
same heart as these guys, the program will be going in the
right direction," Shanks said. "I definitely expect next
year's team to be strong."
-Carrie Erickson
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The Pirates huddle
up to discuss the
game plan. The
teazn suffered from
low nuInhers,
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Sophomore Beezer Cocking whips the
ball to a teammate.
Lewis and Clark Call.
U.ofPugetSound
Willamette Call.
George Fox U.
Pacific U.
Pacific Lutheran U.
Linfield Call.
7-1, 3-8,0-8,3-8
2-4,3-10,1-8
1-3,0-9,0-6,0-5
3-0, 3-4, 0-6
1-6,8-9,3-2
0-9,2-12,4-17,3-11
1-3,3-4,2-7,1-13
Conference Record: 3-18
The 2001 Whitworth softball team experiencedanother building season. As they continued tostruggle with low numbers and injuries, the
Pirates demonstrated teamwork, heart and
determination.
The team's main goal for the season was
improvement. They were looking to better their 2000
conference record of 5-15, and their overall record of
6-27. "We hope to see improvement from where we
left off last year," Head Coach Teresa Hansen said at
the beginning of the softball season. The team ended
the season with a 3-18 conference record and a 7-28
overall record.
The varsity fastpitch softball program was still
relatively young at Whitworth. The 200 I season
marked the fourth year of varsity status, two of those
years under the direction of Hansen. Hansen hired a
new assistant, alumna Kate Werner, to work with the
team.
With a few veteran and mostly new players, the team
worked together to improve despite the lack of
experience. The team consisted of one senior, three
juniors, five sophomores and two freshmen. Injuries
caused some bumps in the road, especially because
the team originally had only II players.
The April 23-24 series against Pacific Lutheran
University was plagued by injuries, and the Pirates
suffered because of their small roster. The Lutes'
squad was twice the size ofWhitworth, and Whitworth's
athletes were struggling through sports injuries. "Out
of 10 players, about 80 percent of us had serious
injuries, like broken fingers and torn ligaments," senior
Ginger Ewing said. "We were pretty frustrated."
Though PLUswept Whitworth, the coaches
acknowledged the team's hard work. "They played
their hearts out,"Werner said.
The team was made up of quality players. The
defensive side was led by the pitching arms of junior
Lori Adams and sophomores Andrea Fay and Beezer
Cocking.
When it came to offense, the lady Pirates turned to
Ewing and sophomore Aubrie Caldwell. Both came out
strong, slugging for two home runs apiece, as did
junior Trisha Tang.
When the team was in need of a solid base hit, it was
freshman Laura Romag to the rescue. She led the team
in singles, doubles and triples.
Ewing was a vital part of the softball program.
Ewing was the first Whitworth athlete to be a four year
member of the softball team. The varsity program
began during her freshman year, so she saw it in its
beginning stages and was an important part of the
team as it improved. "People will look back and
remember the things that she did for the Whitworth
softball program," Hansen said.
The younger players looked up to Ewing, and the
team benefited from her talents. Ewing led the team
with a .292 batting average, .330 on base percentage,
18 runs scored and 10 stolen bases.
Though the team lost a strong leader in Ewing, they
Senior Matt
Squires delivers
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player. Photo by
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II
Opponent Score
Whitman Coli.
Pacific U.
Lewis and Clark Coli.
George Fox U.
Linfield Coli.
U. of Puget Sound
Willamette U.
Pacific Lutheran U.
3-2, 3-8
5-3, 13-12, 14-0
6-2, 4-3
3-1,14-12,3-12
0-10,6-5, 12-5
8-4, 16-7, 7-17
3-6,1-6,13-12
0-2,5-3, 15-5
Conference Record: 15-7 Sophomore Chris Hughbanks prepares to throw a runner out. Photo
by Robert Huggins
Anything can happen when you pour your heart, souland mind into a task. Just ask the Whitworth baseballteam. After starting with a losing record, the Pirates
bounced back into league play and finished a successful
season. The Pirates placed second in conference, with a 15-
7conference record and a 20-20 overall record.
The Pirates were able to come from behind in many
games to take the lead. One such game occurred April 29
against Willamette University during the last two innings of
the game. The Pirates had lost the two previous games and
were down 11-3. The team needed to win to have a shot at
conference. Slowly but surely, the Pirates picked apart the
Bearcat defense and came back to win the game 13-12.
"The season was a success because the players enjoyed
being together and worked hard to obtain a winning
record," Head Coach Keith Ward said. "We won two out of
three from everyone except Willamette."
Winning games meant that the players had to play their
best, Ward said. Senior Matt Squires, junior Brian Savery
and freshman Josh Taylor were all selected as AlI-
Conference players, and sophomore Jake Krummel and
senior Matt Neill receiving honorable mention.
Savery was new to Whitworth baseball, but has played
the game for as long as he can remember. A challenge for
himwas to balance schoolwork and baseball, because both
required time he did not always have.
"Baseball just leaves so little time for anything else,"
Savery said. "You miss classes because of road trips and it's
real hard to study on those road trips, because you are so
tired from the games and traveling."
Savery said he was pleased with his performance
overall, but that there is always room for improvement. "I
am very proud of the first team NWC award that was given
to me, but I would trade it in, in a second, for those two
losses against Willamette."
Squires also said he performed well this year,
which could be exemplified by the no-hitter he
pitched. This was a first for Whitworth since they
started playing with metal bats 25 years ago.
Squires credited his accomplishments to his
teammates.
"This group of guys was unlike any I ever played
with since high school," Squires said. "We had a
great team and to go out with such a fantastic
record as a senior was unexpected. This was by far
my best year at Whitworth."
After leaving Whitworth, Squires went on to enter the
baseball draft June 5. "I'll see where I go after entering the
draft," Squires said. "Baseball has always been a part of my
life and I will keep playing until I can't play anymore."
Like Squires, Savery said the chemistry between players
was the reason for the strong record. "Out of all the years
that I have been playing baseball, this year was the most
fun for me," Squires said. "I have never played with a group
of guys like this. We all got along and did things together
off the field as well as on."
With only two seniors leaving the team this year, the
outlook does indeed look good. "Our goal is to always try
to be playing for conference championship the last
weekend of the season and hopefully we will be doing that
next year," Ward said.
-Julie Tate
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Junior Adam. Thornton and senior Erik Brucker lead a
close pack of distance runners. Photo by Peter Metcalf
The men's track and field team took the NorthwestConference Championships by storm after anexciting season with much work and preparation put
into each practice and meet. The conference meet was
held in Salem, Ore., where Whitworth placed first in
conference. This feat was last accomplished in 1972. "We
have had a great season," Head Coach Toby Schwarz said.
"The goal is to build a program that is recognizable on the
national level, and we are starting to do that."
Thirty-three men participated in the conference meet,
which was a lot for a college the size ofWhitworth.
"Winning conference was the most gratifying athletic
experience of my life so far," senior Joel Robnett said.
The conference championship was the perfect finale to
awinning season. Athletes performed well throughout the
season at a variety of meets. Competitors for the Pirates
included colleges from other NCAA divisions. "Whitworth
has such a vast amount of quality athletes that we were
able to overcome the tough quality athletes that were out
there on the other teams," senior Chad Miyamoto said.
Members of the track and field team performed well
individually and as a team throughout the season. They
saw their hard work payoff at the conference meet. Senior
Navin Fernandes,who earned a ranking of fifth in the
nation for his performance in the 110 hurdles, placed first
at the conference meet. He described the meet as one in
which everyone gave 100 percent to earn the successful
outcome.
"After the first day with only 30 points, we were trailing
by 70. That night, many of the parents bought us dinner,
showing their support and encouragement," Fernandes
said. "Toby held a team meeting, where he told us it was
over, and went on to score an amazing 142 points."
The men relied on one another to have peak
performances. Sophomore Quantae Anderson,
the conference champion in the triple jump,
credited his success to his teammates. "I couldn't
have won it without my team and my coaches,"
Anderson said. "I have had a lot of fun with them
this year."
Another focus of the team was God. Sophomore
Bryce McDonnell, a member of the 4X400 relay
team that set a track record with a time of 3: 16.79,
said he enjoyed the integration of faith and track and field
at Whitworth College. "I love that we circle up and pray
before and after each race and meet," McDonnell said. "It
has also been really great reaching our goal from the
beginning ~f the year to win Conference."
Head Coach Toby Schwarz helped the athletes keep
their minds and hearts on God while they competed. He
was often heard reminding athletes, "64 athletes, one
God."
Thirteen seniors ended their college track careers with
the win at conference. Though the athletes will be missed,
the team looks forward to another winning season with
continued success on many levels.
-Lindsay Vanden Berge
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Sophomore
Jessica Austin
gains on her
competition.
Austin was the
conference
champion in the
heptathlon.
Sophomore
Elizabeth Bailey
leads a pack of
runners around
the track.
Senior Nichole Marich prepares for another award-winning
hammer throw. Marich set a new Whitworth record in the
hammer,
Itwas a first for the Whitworth women's track team,in more than one way. For the first time ever, thewomen won the Northwest Conference title.
"Conference was awesome. Everyone just went
off,"sophomore Karen Robnett said.
This was a long time coming. The season got off to a
slowstart, due to the weather. The record setting days
forsnow on the ground kept the team inside for at
least a week longer than normal. The track had to be
cleared off for the first home meet of the season.
Despite the delay in getting outside, it didn't appear
tohurt the Pirates in any way. Thirty of the 39 women
qualified for the conference meet.
Even though each of these women qualified
individually in their events, there was a strong team
spirit at every meet. Sophomore Jessica Austin
remembers once during the season when she was
high jumping.
"There were events going on all around the track. I
was getting reading to jump. There were a few people
watching me," Austin said. "But, just then I hear 'Go
Jessica' from the long jump, from the stands and then
fromover by the shot put. It was like surround sound."
Head Coach Toby Schwarz tried to encourage team
unity throughout the year. During the conference
meet, he had the team pair into buddies. The purpose
was to check up on your buddy, encourage them and
keep them focused. Robnett and Austin enjoyed
having a buddy to check up on them.
Conference was a nail-biting meet. The Pirates
were only leading by two points going into the second
day of the meet. Austin and Robnett said the team was
constantly calculating points.
"Every point counted. Even though you were
competing for yourself, it was always in the back of
your mind," Austin said.
The Pirates had a head start going into the meet,
due to Austin's firt place in the heptahlon prior to the
conference meet. The team kept the lead and won by
a margin of 22 points.
Many Whitworth athletes finished ahead of the
competition. Distance runners performed
exceptionally well at the meet. Senior Annie Scott won
and broke the conference record in the 10,000-meter
run with a time of 36:34.25. She also came back to win
the 5,000-meter run. Senior Julia Lucas won the 3,000-
meter run.
Freshman Kristen Shields placed first in the 100-
meter dash, setting a new school record. Shields was
also part of the victorious 400-meter relay, which also
included senior Alisha Simchuk, freshman Christina
Zorn and Robnett.
Senior Nichole Marich set the new Whitworth record
for the hammer at the meet. She also placed second
in the shot put and fifth in the discuss.
Whitworth hosted the Last Chance Meet Saturday
May 19 in which junior Abby [o Hornstein improved
her previous best mark by over 300 points to move
into a position to qualify for nationals. The 400-meter
relay team also set a new school record with a time of
:48.25.
Whitworth had the honor of sending six women to
the NCAATrack and Field Championships, held May
24-26 at Milikin Universtiy in Decatur, Ill. Junior Abby
[o Hornstein competed in the Heptathlon, Scott ran the
10,000, Shields competed in the 100 and joined
Robnett, Zorn and Simchuck in the 4xl00 relay.
-Elizabeth Tiegs
Senior Tiffanie
Vanderveen
assists athletes
as a student in
the Sports
Medicine
program.
The women's
track and field
team celebrates
their first ever
conference
victory. Athletic
trainers worked
throughout the
season to keep
the athletes
healthy.
Track runners are amonq the athletes who receive attention from
the athletic trainers on campus.
Wat happened when a Whitworth athlete got hurt?Where did they go and who took care of them? Itwas not necessary for them to look any further
than the Field House. Athletic trainers were on call during
every game and tended to the health of every student
athlete at Whitworth. These trainers gained practical
experience for their future careers while enhancing the
athletics program at Whitworth.
Athletic trainers were responsible for the complete
health care of the approximately 400 student athletes at
Whitworth College. They kept athletes safe, helped to
prevent injuries, evaluated injuries that did occur, and
worked to develop rehabilitation programs.
"Athletic training is important because it provides a safe
environment for the athletes," senior Sports Medicine
major Stacy Fundenberger said. Fundenberger worked as
an athletic trainer in order to earn her degree.
The three main trainers were Director of Sports Medicine
RussRichardson, Head Athletic Trainer Melinda Larson and
Assistant Athletic Trainer Mike Ediger. These trainers
taught classes and also oversaw the Sports Medicine
I students. Approximately 18 Sports Medicine students
participated each semester. Richardson, Larson and Ediger
also cared for athletes who were hurt.
The athletic trainers and students saw approximately 80-
lDO patients on a typical fall day, due to the busy athletic
season. Athletes were very appreciative of the care that
was given to their health and well-being. "They take very
good care of you and always are there to help you out,"
freshman football player Cody Lamens said. Though their
schedules kept them busy, they took the time to do their
jobs well.
"They not only provided excellent treatment, but
also cared about us as people" junior football
player Joel Alipaz said. "They knew all the athletes
names and always seemed to be enjoying
themselves while administering treatment."
Whitworth College not only has qualified
athletic trainers working on staff, but also offers a
Sports Medicine program and degree. Whitworth
is one of only five accredited schools for the
program in the Pacific Northwest, and the other four are
NCAA Division 1schools, Richardson said. Sports Medicine
is one of the largest and most popular majors on campus,
Richardson said.
Over 50 percent of high school athletic trainers in
Washington were Whitworth College graduates. Whitworth
also boasted a 100 percent job placement average of
students who completed the program.
"1 think [the program] is incredibly challenging. The
classes are very intimate and the professors are mentors as
well as friends," senior Pete Olsen said.
The program was more focused on quality than quantity,
Richardson said, so only about 26 students were admitted
to be in the program.
Overall, the athletic trainers supported Whitworth
College by providing for the hard-working athletes' health.
On the other hand, they were also taught valuable life and
job skills for future athletic trainers.
-Stephanie Van Dam
Living closely with a group of peers in fellowship
and community was a unique experience of college
living at Whitworth College. Spirit and soul were
drummed up as traditions were remembered and
memories created.
Freshmen and sophomores were still required to
live in the dorms, but many exceptions
were made because of a housing
shortage on campus.
Schumacher, the former
health center, was convert-
ed into a dorm to accom-
modate 23 students.
Others chose to live
in theme houses, enjoy-
ing the benefits of
Physical Plant employees
maintaining the yard and
utilities.
EO' "', Off-campus students
. ~ , lived in apartments or houses,
r;O\JJ experiencing as much or as little
community as they chose.
of ~1
183 Arend
185 Baldwin-Jenkins
187 Ballard, McMillan
189 Beyond, Schumacher
191 Stewart
193 The Village
195 Warren
197 Theme Houses
199 0ff Campus
r:».USU"llYcrickets are known for the chirping soundthep-make and for jumping around in the grass.T2ey are not universally famous for their ability
'Jo be pTojected from mouths. However, Arend resi-
denfS'took turns spitting them as one of their duty
activities during the year. Students lined up and spit
crickets to see whose cricket could go the farthest,
sophomore Mya Theriault said. "I just had one cricket
and even though it seems disgusting, it was a really
fun activity," Theriault said.
Spitting crickets was one of many unique activities
hosted by the resident assistants during duty, held
nightly from 8-11 p.m. Arend was led by a strong
leadership team, including Resident Director Brad
McKerihan, and a team of students including RAs, min-
istry coordinators, a health coordinator, a cultural
diversity advocate and junior President Andy
Garretson. This creative team encouraged
community in the dorm by offering bond-
ing opportunities, such as fun duties,
throughout the year.
Duty activities were led by RAs
to give students a break from
homework, and also to allow
opportunities to meet the people
living in the hall. "I think Arend
provides a wonderful community
...You know everyone in the
dorm, but there's always the
opportunity to get to know them
better," sophomore Tamara Brader
said. "You have the option to hang
out with different people."
The creative duty activities didn't end
with cricket spitting. RAs also hosted Depends
night, when participants tested the reliability of adult
diapers. Plenty of juice was provided for all involved.
"There were a couple of accidents," Brader said. "It
was really, really gross, but prelly funny, too."
Keeping with Whitworth's yearly theme of the
Olympics, Arend hosted Arend Olympics early in the
fall. Residents participated in various events. One
event involved shooting an apple off somebody's head
with a Supersoaker. Leadership hosted other events
during the year, including a Saturday morning break-
fast complete with chocolate chip pancakes and car-
toons.
Homecoming proved to be a popular event in
Arend. The hall decorated the dorm with a '60s
I theme. Many residents took part in the dorm decorat-
, ing and the Homecoming dance, Theriault said. "Spirit
.'1 week was fun, because lots of people got involved and
people came together to make it work," Theriault said.
A sense of community was apparent in Arend. Hall
activities allowed students to develop relationships
with those they lived with, and dorm activities created
additional bonding opportunities.
Residents recognized most of the other people in
the dorm, and even if they didn't know them by name,
they still said hi, senior Luta Welch said. Welch has
been a cultural diversity advocate in Arend for the
past two years.
"I love Arend because it's relatively small, but not so
small you seem to know everybody in the dorm,"
Welch said. "People in Arend just seem to have a
strong sense of community and everybody could feel
it."
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Arend freshmen take
part in an escorted
dinner during the
beginning of the
school year.
Sophomore Chris
Irvine, freshm.an Yuko
Okubo and senior
Tyler Pau participate
in dress-up duty night
in Arend.
-Julie Tate
Arend residents enjoy
the sunshine during a
picnic at Manila
Park.
Residents of Arend Hall
Students show their spirit
as they dress up for
Homecoming's dorm deco-
rating. They dressed to a
'60s theme.
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Residents of Baldwin Hall
Altl1~U9hgender may beSt by some as an obsta-::~~:::::;;:~~~~~~:;=~~~iiI ,it is what madeiii Baldwi enkins unique. BJonce
a provided a cool place for
freshmen to mix it up and ease
the transition into college.
BJwas defined by the friend-
ships and relationships created in
the community. "I like it that girls
are right down the hall, they are
so cool and are great friends,"
freshman Brian Woodburn said.
As their parents moved them in
and said their final goodbyes,
each student faced a year of firsts.
Just when they thought the
Whitworth freshmen experience
couldn't get any more exciting,
traditionation began. The Jenkins
Jewels were introduced to their
new companions for the week ...
the dreaded beanies. "Good
thing they matched every outfit I
wore. I did not have to redo my
hair at all," freshman Marie Pascoe
said. "I loved it so much that] still
kiss it good night before] go to
bed."
Who could forget the Baldwin
Brothers marching in a line,
looking straight ahead, with
their filthy white T-shirts?
After they survived what was
probably one of the most memo-
rable weeks of their lives, realiza-
tion hit that they were not at camp,
but at college, and that they had class-
es to attend and work to do.
Although most freshmen were shocked with the
amount of homework in college, duty was a way to
relieve unnecessary stress. Favorite duties included
the Dexter Judy birthday party, pillow fights, newspa-
per wars, four square and swing dancing. Not only
was it a great way to get to know fellow classmates,
but it also provided an opportunity to build great
friendships. "I think the friendships I've made here
will last a lifetime," freshman Patty Gerig said.
Many residents of BJenjoyed the spiritual unity of
the dorm. "BJ is a great place for fellowship and
growth with brothers and sisters in Christ," freshman
Sarah Gothold said.
Tea Time was started by freshmen Steve Badke and
Charlie Shepherd. It was a time of drinking tea and
studying the Bible, while enjoying fellowship with
friends. Some guest speakers at Tea Time included
President Bill Robinson and various professors.
Midnight worship in the main lobby was another
added spiritual activity.
Events such as The Cinderella Dinner, the BJ
Christmas Party, and Big Hair Bowling will forever be
etched in the minds of those who lived in "the Beej."
Other random acts, such as "spooning" and the idea
that "big hair is cool," will also be remembered for
their spontaneity.
"BJis the spot of never-ending craziness. That's why
we came," freshman Blake Broyles said.
-Tom Vanden Berge
fr
Freshmen Blinn
Carstensen and
Cam Smith show
their spirit
at aWhitworth bas-
ketball game
The women of Jenkins
use tons of hairspray
for Big Hair Bowling.
Residents of
Jenkins Hall
'H..
Freshmen Seth Hubbert,
Donnie LaPlante, Eric
Hoss, Carly Miracle and
Emily Lupton stress out
before their first college
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Residents of McMillan Hall
Freshman Robert
Huggins woos soph-
omore Stephanie
Ball as Mac Men
serenade Ballard
traditionators with
"Grow Old With
You."Photo by
Nathan Timpano
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~rr;~ldest buildings on campus have
manaqed to integrate new and old
ac~vities, residents and traditions.
Whil 'folding up a large precedent dating
to the founding ofWhitworth,
McMillan and Ballard Halls have been shap
ing and developing into atmospheres that
bring warmth, familiarity and exuberance
to the campus.
"The personnel were great this year, and
traditionation was the best, making for a
very splendid year," junior John
Edmondson said.
The start of the year brought new regula-
tions on the usual initiation, which led Mac
and Ballard to create a relationship
strengthened by new bonding methods.
The Mac and Ballard family traditions were
upheld beginning with traditionation, whicr
brought brothers and sisters, past and pres-
ent, together with serenading, wooing and
ceremony. "The Snowflake Ceremony this year
was the best I have ever seen," junior Liz Rich
said. "It was so awesome when all the old Mac
e brothers and Ballard sisters got together atthe end for the more traditional songs."October was a busy time for Mac and
Ballard, as they constructed and executed
the most successful haunted house in
recent history. "We spent about $1,000 on
the haunted house, and it was probably
three times the size of last year's,"
President senior Mike Vanden Berge said.
Freshman Ben Couch agreed. "Mac Haunted
House was the best thing Mac did this year,"
Couch said. "It's pretty cool running around
scaring people in general."
The residents of Ballard, recently retitled
Ballard Sisters, were active, with floor dinners and
events happening regularly. Old Spaghetti Factor)
dinners, sleepovers, dance parties, chick flick
nights and nail polish nights were definite advan-
tages to living in an all female dorm. "I initially
moved here because of the closets, but I love liv-
ing here ...You don't have to worry about impress-
ing boys all the time," sophomore Kaisey
MacGinnitie said.
Ballard lost their president after fall semester
and junior Meg Dumez stepped up. "I was Holly's
proxy for ASWC, and I was excited to take her
place," Dumez said. "I've lived in Ballard for two
years and it only gets better as time goes on."
"The guys here this year were awesome, of the
highest quality," Vanden Berge said. "We lived
together, sharpening each other in our walks with
Christ."
Senior Patrick Plumb was the lone four-year
McMillan resident. "Mac Hall defines masculinity,"
Plumb said. Plumb chose to live in Mac due to ties
to his family tradition. "My grandparents had their
first kiss on the steps of Mac Hall," Plumb said.
"Living in Mac, you're around the guys who are
going to guide you through life," Plumb said.
"There is such amazing camaraderie between
upper and lowerclassmen in both dorms, and
when we have our Ballard sisters right nearby, it
just becomes a big family."
..In
-Angie Nateras
Junior Todd
Sinunons, freshman
Nate McGill,
sophomore Jill
Irvin, and freshman
Amy Potratz enjoy a
friendly game of
Twister in the
Ballard lounge.
Photo by Jessica
Walters
Residents of
Ballard Hall
Mac Men celebrate a
spectacular Olympic show
at Mock Rock. McMillan
Hall carne in first place for
their rendition of the
Olympic Trials. Photo by
Nathan Timpano
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" Livi\]9 in a small dorm was not an
optJonfor many people. They could
never imaqme hvmg in a place WIth
'. less tpdn 50 residents. However, the resi-
lieft!;; of Beyond and Schumacher
enjoyed living in a smaller community.
Beyond housed only 19 residents,
while Schumacher housed 23.The small-
ness was a positive aspect for residents
because they were able to bond with one
another. In addition to being individual
dorms, Beyond and Schumacher were a
part of the Schumacher, McMillan,Ballard
and Beyond (SchMacB&B)team and did
many activities as a group as well as on
their own.
While Beyond may not have been the
most sought after dorm on campus, it did
have its perks, which was why residents
enjoyed living there. The women of
Beyond were all upperclassmen and
they really dwelled on the atmos-
phere of a small dorm. Freshman
Claudia Baker described it as
being very "family like" with a
"spiritual connection."
Beyond sponsored a Beyond
the World Interactive day spa at
the end of Jan Term, which par- I
ticipants enjoyed. Resident
assistant senior Cassie Garvin
enjoyed "being pampered and
getting to know each other while
relaxing."
Unfortunately, tragedy struck Beyond
on March 10,when the ceiling caved in
above the bathtub. Physical Plant employees
discovered condensation had built up in the attic and there was a
possibility that more of the ceiling might collapse. The building
was deemed unsafe, and the residents had to move out and into
other dorms.
The 2000-0I school year was the inaugural year for
Schumacher. Although the building had been around for many
years, it had never housed students. Most recently it housed
Publications and the health center. The residents carried the
health center theme starting with freshmen traditionation in
September and continuing it throughout the year.
While freshmen in other dorms followed the traditions of
their predecessors during the days of traditionation, the freshmen
of Schumacher got to create their own. Itwas decided that they
were to wear doctor mask. The residents decided to continue the I
theme of the old health center when they created their shirts, ask-
ing "Why did the doctors cross the street?" on the front and then
responding on the back with "Tomake room for us!"
As the year continued, they came up with events designed
to become traditions in the years to come. The one that most stu-
dents said they would like to see continue was late night runs to
Shari's to order pie. As resident assistant junior Stephanie Stern
put it, "eating junk late at night has a purpose-dorm bonding."
Those runs would not have been as fun had the dorm been any
larger, for as freshman KimBowen-Dolge put it "the whole dorm
can fit at one table!"
The women of Beyond and Schumacher will always
remember the community they had in their dorms. Whether
bonding over shows on the television, particularly ER and Friends,
or creating traditions that should remain for years to come, these
women hold memories that will never be forgotten.
-Cindy Boldrick
Residents of Schumacher Hall
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Residents of
Beyond and
Schumacher
take time to
enjoy a
relaxing
Saturday
afternoon
with no
ho:m.ework.
Juniors Annika Ritter,
Rachael Emerson and
Sarah Coefield take a
moment to flash a
smile. Photo by Dana
Caraway
Residents of
Beyond Hall
Freshman Julie
Schultnerich, junior
Victoria Klump and
sophomore Rachel
Schmidt sneak a peek
above their menus, try-
Ing to decide what type of
pie to order this time at
Shari's. Photo by
Stephanie Stern
/~rart Hall was an exciting place to be in 2000-01.
MallY events took place in its lounge and friend-
ships were started. Stewart had a plethora of resi-
den~f/om different walks of life, and takes pride in its
"ttIHlhences. "Stewart has a lot of diversity, and that is
what makes it so dear to me," sophomore David Clark
said.
Stewart Hall was the place to go for many activities.
The hall kicked off the year with its annual Stewart
Lawn Dance. Unfortunately, due to bad weather condi-
tions, it morphed into the Stewart Lounge Dance. The
lounge was pulsing with music and bodies dancing.
Stewart also hosted a Halloween dance. Attendees
were encouraged to dress up as anything they wanted.
Captive Free, a traveling ministry music group, per-
formed worship songs in the lounge during Jan term.
"Stewart rocks my socks off," junior Kimmie Read said.
One could find many a movie or massage night, not
to mention baking cookies, playing games, or decorat-
ing a Christmas tree.
Not only was Stewart the place to find
friendly people, it was a great place to
watch a football game, namely thee Super Bowl XXX. The big screentelevision in the Stewart lounge
offered the medium for entertain-
ment. Snacks, hot chocolate chip
cookies, pizza and drinks were
available to any who attended.
Stewart had a strong connection
with The Village. Often the relation-
ship between Stewart and The
Village was called "Stewville."
An event planned by The Village and
hosted by Stewart was the trip to see
Handel's "Messiah." Another activity both Stewart and
The Village participated in was the progressive dinner,
where residents went to a different dorm for the differ-
ent courses of the meal.
The focus of Stewart was community building, which
was noticeable through the various dorm activities and
also through the layout of the rooms. A unique aspect
of Stewart is its three-room living arrangement. Two
bedrooms are centered on a middle room, which
1 offered a living room feel to the residents. Freshman
Sarah Latta said the added room was good to "get
space from each other and do homework in." A televi-
sion, couch, chairs, or a table could be added to
enhance the living conditions.
The community was supported by a strong dorm
leadership team, which was led by Resident Director
Jolyn Dahlvig. Dahlvig and her husband, Chris, lived in
Stewart with their two children. They supported the
student leadership team, which worked to create a pos-
itive experience for residents.
The name of Stewart's newsletter, created by
President junior Ronald Sanchez, may have raised some
questions. Titled, "Save Our Urinals Journal," it alluded
"tothe infamous Greek writing found on the outside of
the building. Male residents of the dorm in 1988 had
painted the Greek symbols, which stood for "Save our
Urinals." At the time, Stewart was an all-male dorm.
The residents protested the change to a co-ed dorm by
painting the letters.
"Stewart residents are like a family. We like it here,
we love it here, we finally found a home," Sanchez said.
-Stephanie Van Dam
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Junior Carl Jacques and
freshman Andrew Allen
play the strategic game
of chess instead of
doing homework.
Freshmen Matt Cole
and Julie Watts stand
by the festive
Christmas tree display
that was decorated by
Stewart residents.
sidents of Stewart Hall
Sophomore Molly Thoman and junior
Kinunie Read devour their ravioli and
spaghetti during a hall outing.
Sophomore Dan Culbertson, fresh:rnan
Jesse Stevick, sophomores Sara Lynberg
and Stacie Wilson, freshman Pat Brauer
and junior Carl Jacques get together in
the Stewart lounge.
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Village residents take
a break frorn their
studying to grab a
snack.
Akili residents
freshmen Kaitlin
Raubuch, Ashli
Anderson and Jessica
Welsh exhibit their
Halloween spirit as
they prepare for a
night of trick-or-
treating.
~W"en most non-Village residents think of The
Village, these words come to mind: peace
a,ltd quiet, boredom and isolation. Residents
\:tf The ~t(age, however, will give you a different opin-
io~,,·'It is quiet when you need it to be, but tons of
fun, too. There is a good balance," freshman Bethany
Bierlink said.
The Village took on a different face this year as all
but one of the buildings was designated for freshmen.
The Village consisted of six buildings: Akili, Tiki,
Shalom, Charis, Hobjob and Keola. Although there
were different buildings, all of the Villagers had a
sense of unity. The "cosmic plumbers," as they were
called during freshmen traditionation, came together
in search of truth and meaning in life.
The students living in The Village were an intelli-
gent group, led by the dorm Akili. Much studying
would be expected in this dorm. However, that was
homework was not all the residents concentrated on.
The new definition of Akili should have been procras-
tination. In the past, it had been thought that
the most studious students lived in The
Village. This year it seemed to be very
different. However, the Akili residents
without a doubt agreed that there
was a lot of fun shared inside those
walls.
The Village dorms were filled
with love this year. The individual
dorms shared much unity. Tiki was
the model dorm for this. Despite
being all single rooms, the women liv-
ing in Tiki came out of their shoebox
rooms and bonded. The single rooms rather
than making it hard to meet people seemed to make it
easier to form friendships. "It was easy to get to know
each other in the beginning because no one was
paired up. We were all in the same situation, alone,"
freshman Stephanie Harrison said. Most Village resi-
dents enjoyed the single rooms and said they didn't
make it any more difficult to build relationships.
Shalom was exciting, though the dorm name meant
peace. "We are a peace with each other, but definitely
not in the quiet sense," freshman Kaylin Jones said.
The residents in Shalom considered themselves a
miniature Baldwin-Jenkins. They said their goal was to
give the Village a new image. The residents had a vari-
ety of traditions, including celebrating their monthly
anniversaries of being here at Whitworth.
Charis was the royal palace. The Village President
freshman Brandon Schreiner had his headquarters in
Charis. From his little shoebox, Schreiner came up
with all the dorm activities and created the Village
version of the famous "Poop Scoop" weekly newslet-
ter. "Charis is beautiful; it is so small, so close and so
deep," freshman Bryan Tidwell said.
Hobjob needed cooperation, because it was a cooed
dorm. The boys on the bottom floor tended to be a lit-
tle protective of their female friends on the top floor.
Keola housed the only upperclassmen in The
Village. There was a little different environment in this
building. It was more quiet and reserved. It fit the por-
trayal of non-Village residents better than the others.
It was also the home of some international students.
The residents worked to reconstruct The Village's
reputation to better reflect the fun-loving residents.
-Kaitlin Raubuch
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Hobjob residents
fresh~en Eric
Hendrickson,
Josh Taylor and
Rick Teig come
together for a
vigorous game of
Risk.
Residents ofThe Village
The women of
Shalom celebrate a
night out in their
most elegant
dresses.
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~O~might have expected the largest dorm~~campus to contain a majority of fresh-ml.n. But,Warren opened its doors to
~~ro~1:ra.telY 50 freshmen at the beginning of
the~zlloO-oI school year, and the number
remained consistent throughout the year,
President sophomore Keith Spitzer said. This
was fewer than past years.
"Warren was a lot different this year because
we had such a high amount of sophomores,"
Spitzer said. "It felt weird walking around at the
beginning of the year and recognizing a majori-
ty of the residents."
Freshmen did not seem intimidated by the fact
that they were outnumbered almost three-to-one
in Warren. If anything, the sophomores went out
of their way to not isolate the newcomers, fresh-
man Steven Shaw said. Shaw had heard great
things about Whitworth from some of his friends
who went here and expected to have fun as a
freshman.
His expectations were fulfilled living in
Warren. "So far, I have not been disap-
pointed in any way," Shaw said.
"Living here is a blast because the
people are great and everything
we do is exciting and new."
The Warren leadership team
began two new activities during
the year. One activity was
planned for each Wednesday
night duty, which was nick-
named Alternative Lifestyles
night. The goal of these activities
was to expose students to different
perspectives.
For example, one night residents
watched The Wizard of Oz to Pink Floyd's "Dark
Side of The Moon" album. The sound on the television
was muted and residents listened to Pink Floyd's
album rather than the movie. The music is synchro-
nized with the movie. Residents enjoyed seeing the
old classic to the rock album.
The other new activity was having Get Informed
nights as Thursday duty activities. Residents watched
the local and nightly news together and discussed cur-
rent events. "We even brought in a reporter from Q6 to
talk about events with us and everybody seemed to
enjoy it," Spitzer said.
Along with Alternative Lifestyles and Get Informed
nights, Warren residents took part in traditional activi-
ties such as Mall Invasion, karaoke nights, breakdanc-
ing and a couple of Chiefs' hockey nights.
Leadership hosted a variety of events that helped
residents bond with one another. These activities were
designed to cater to a variety of interests and draw a
wide range of residents. The relationships built
allowed residents to have a good time with one anoth-
. er and form new friendships.
Students enjoyed living in the biggest dorm on cam-
pus because a community was formed and everybody
was included, sophomore Erin Mee said. Many liked
living there so much they returned for a second year. I
"I liked Warren because I lived there last year," Mee
said. "We have such an amazing community even
though we are the biggest dorm on campus. People
you don't even know stopped and said hi."
Sophomore Elly
Marx, junior Abby
Hyder and sopho-
:mores Erin Tutty,
Julia Chase and
CatWundrum
enjoy a hall activ-
ity at Greenbluff.
Warren residents
meet each other
and mingle at the
dorm's fall
barbecue.
-Julie Tate
Residents ofWarren Hall
Junior Bryan Otis takes a
break from it all during a
Jan Term duty.
Breakdancing was a popular
Whitworth pastime.
Incoming Warren freshmen
and leaders bond with one
another during traditiona-
tion.
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The Community
Service theme house
residents prepare to go
trick-or treating for
canned goods with
student recruits.
Photo by Nicole
Hatchel
Senior Leah
Viertell, a resident
of the Youth
Outreach house,
plays a game with
professors'
children on
Valentines Day.
Photo by Leslie
Martin
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~W1"en upperclassmen were tired of living inthe dorms at Whitworth, they could choose""from living in off-campus apartments or
ho ae.s.~t if they wanted to be more connected to
campus, they could live in a theme house. Students in
the Whitworth-owned houses lived close to campus in
a unique living environment that focused on an
educational or service oriented program of their
choice, but had luxuries of living off campus.
The best part about living in a theme house was
"you don't have to eat at Saga," senior Lisa Gavareski
said.
Senior Amy Austin was glad to get away from
communal bathrooms and live in a house with her own
room and more space. "It is definitely worth paying the
same amount as living in a double room in the dorms,"
Austin said. Although she only lived with three other
girls, Austin still felt connected to the campus through
the activities their theme house sponsored.
The six theme houses provided a variety of
programs for the Whitworth and Spokane communities
throughout the year. At the beginning of the fall,
members of the houses hosted a progressive
dinner. Participants walked from house toa house, eating different courses of a mealat each house and learning about what
each of the houses had planned for the
year.
Theme house residents were required
to plan and implement one project for
each month they lived in the house.
The Aloha house cooked dinner for
incoming Hawaiian students, hosted a Japan Night
and attended aWellpinit Indian Reservation show.
The Community Service theme house dressed up in
costumes and went trick-or-treating for canned goods
to donate to a local food bank. They also went to duty
in Arend Hall and made valentines for the elderly,
facilitated a clothing drive and a baby supplies drive.
The Cross Country house organized a Little Spokane
float trip and spaghetti dinner, hosted small group
dinners for members of the cross country team,
provided services for the NCAA Division IIINational
cross country meet and facilitated a Friday night fight
club and Saturday morning pancake breakfast. They
also made their house available for cross country team
meetings and gatherings.
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA) house
hosted weekly FCA meetings and dinners.
The Foreign Language Ministry house hosted a
viewing of Mi Familia, invited the campus to their house
for German cheesecake and organized a fiesta and
Spanish Bible study in Stewart.
The International house hosted a Dia de los Muertos
celebration and an international game night.
The Youth Outreach house hosted fall kids party and
a "retreat-to-your-childhood" night. They provided a
babysitting service in the HUBon Valentines Day for
'children of professors who wanted to go out that night.
They had a cookie decorating night and went to the
Shriner's Hospital to provide a service of visiting
children.
"What is exciting about all the theme houses is they
are so different. They introduce new ideas and an
opportunity to make life at Whitworth more diverse,"
said senior [oi Taylor, housing assistant.
-Carrie Erickson
------------'.
Senior Kyla Cleworth
reads as the children
listen intently to the
story. Photo by Leslie
Martin
Senior Lisa Gavareski
reads to Hannah Brekke.
The youth outreach
residents provided the
babysitting service in the
HUB.Photo by Leslie Martin
Juniors Nicole Hatchel and
Kendra Dybdal take time
out from service,
homework and house
duties to play airplane.
Theme house residents
were required to abide by
campus rules, but planned
their own fun activities and
enjoyed single rooms.
Photo by Carrie Erickson
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The ""''hitworth College community didn't existsolelt in the dorms surrounding the Loop. Thernajojity of upperclassmen lived in apartments,
duplex~'Yland houses in the neighborhoods around the
c 11&ge. Underclassmen also had the option of living
off campus if they were staying with their families in
Spokane.
Students made the decision to move off campus for
a variety of reasons. Many students enjoyed the free-
dom of living with a few friends in an apartment rather
than dealing with the hectic reality of dorm life.
"There is definitely more freedom and independce
living off campus," said junior Sarah McLain, Off-
Campus Representative.
Another benefit to apartments was the opportunity
to be free of the Big Three, which dominated campus
and dorm life. "I can keep what] want to
keep, hang what] want to hang and
drink what] want to drink," senior
Christopher Miller said. Off-
campus living allowed students
additional freedom that was
not available for those stu-
dents living in the dorms.
Living off campus also
offered students a preview
of life after college.
Students had phone bills and
rent to keep up with-some-
thing that dorm residents did-
n't have to worry about. Money
could get tight for students, espe- I
cially with the rising costs of heat and I
electricity.
Off-campus students also had the opportunity to
meet a wider variety of people than were found on
campus. "You get to meet people who aren't just in
college," senior Alissa Johnson said. "Our neighbors
are a couple with two little kids. Living off campus
offers an opportunity to expand your horizons."
Most students enjoyed living off campus, but there
were some downsides to balance out the positive
aspects. Students living off campus did not have the
built-in community that came from living in dorms.
Despite the efforts by McLain, President Robert Gerl
and Off-Campus Representative Tristan Brown, off-
campus students still lacked a strong community.
Gerl published a weekly Off-Campus Connection
newsletter to keep students informed, but students
found it difficult to get large groups together for activi-
ties. "There is definitely less of a community off cam-
pus," McLain said. "There is community between
roommates, but not between the general community.
But, the community between roommates is very
strong. I've seen it." !
As a whole, off-campus students enjoyed the free- I
.dom and independence of life in apartments and
houses. Upperclass students were often ready to make
the transition between dorm life and life after college. I
Experiencing the reality of living on their own before
graduation prepared students for what they would
face after they left Whitworth to start a career. I
-Anna Marshal
e
Junior Doug Lupton
leads the way to the
golf course at the off-
campus barbecue in
May. Photo by Carrie
Erickson
".',
Junior Kasey Kirk
serves beverages to
off-campus students
at the end-of-the-year
barbecue. Photo by
Carrie Erickson
T Seniors Kim Johnson,
Brooke Evans and
Rachel Knappe congre-
gate and relax before
their final week at
Whitworth. Photo by
Carrie Erickson
Seniors Danny Clapp
and Tyson Burton
impress off-campus
students with their
barbecuing abilities.
Photo by Carrie Erickson
Junior Garrett •
Zumini, a host of
the off-campus
barbecue,
entertains guests.
Photo by Carrie
Erickson
---------------1.
Heart
an In
When two or more were gathered, community
was formed at Whitworth College. Roommates bond-
ed as a community of two. Residents in the dorms
formed a larger community. Majors in a department,
participants in clubs, members of teams and per-
forming groups were strengthened by the common
bonds created by many hearts, souls and
minds coming together with a
single purpose.
Students did not
stop at forming com-
munity at Whitworth,
as many felt called
to be part of the city
of Spokane and
make a difference
in every corner of
the world.
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Mark -
You have always gone hard after God.
You came to us as an anxious Preemie ready
to start life. Baseball, football,
choir, NHS, cashier, and just
hard work were a part of
the experiences that
helped you to grow. You
came through the ush-
ering of your
Grandfather into
Heaven with great
Grace and aware-
ness of God's pres-
ence in your life.
You came through
these trials and
tribulations a Grown
Man. Now as you
face that which you
" have chosen, may you
, continue to go hard
, after Christ in work and
play. Such great joy and
love you bring us all. The
blessings of our God are a
footprint in your life. Continue to fol-
low those footprints, wherever they may lead
you.
We are proud of you and love you.
Mom and Dad.
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Congratulations
Tom and Mike Vanden Berge!
We Love You,
Dad, Mom, Lindsay and Don
"Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding;
in all you ways acknowldege Him, and He will make your paths straight." Proverbs 3:5-6
Hufman, Daniel 67
Hufman, Rachel 43
Hug, Caleb 67
Huggins, Robert 7,186
Huggins, Sarah 43,96
Hughbanks, Chris 67, 172
Huibregtse,Jill 67,169
Hulbert, Adalie 67
Hulse, Amy 67
Hultgrenn, Mary 67
Hungerford, Jared 43
Hunt, Linda 105
Hunter, Hilary 67
Hunter, Lindsay 43
Huston, [ana 67
Hutchens, Myiah 67
Hyder,Abby 9,18,67,194
Hyder, Luke 17, 43
Hyder, Rebecca 67
Iblings, Rachel 32,44
Indermill, Darren 67
f Ingalls, Kristin 67Ingersoll, Suzanne 44Ingraham, Sarah 67Ingram, Mike 107
Inn, Wade 82,124
Iranon, Jessica 67
Irion, Justin 67
Irvin, Jill 67, 187
Irvine, Chris 22,23,67, 182
Isaacson, Greta 67,88,143
Isaacson, Kate 67
Higgs, Helen Ill, 165
Hill,Nancy 112
Hinman, Rochelle 66
Hinrichs, Jesse 66
Hires, Jessica 66
Hoagland, Trevor 66
Hoch, Michael 66
Hodge, Katelin 66
Hodges, Abby 66
Hoesly, Adam 66
Hoesly, Nathan 66
Hollingsworth, Edward 43
Holmberg, Conor 66
Holmes, Micah 66
Holsinger, Marta 66
Hopkins, Chad 43
Hornor, Neil 26, 28, 66
Hornor, Sara 66
Hornor, Rick 105
Hornstein, Abby Jo 160
Hoshaw, Tony 31,66
Hoss, Eric 67, 185IHotema, Kellie 67
Houk, Jonathan 67
Howard, Julia 67
Howard, Michael 67
Howe, A1aina 67,82
Howe, Jeremiah 43
Howell, Bethany 67
Hubbert, Seth 67,185
Hudson, McCayla 67
Huey,Diana 67, 152
• Good choices
• Strong motivation
• Great achievements
• Kind heart
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You familv loves vou very much....
Mom and Dad
Jackson, Dolly 97
Jackson, Gordon 99,102,114
Jackson, Sue 96, 108, 109
Jacobs, Andrew 67
Jacques, Carl 67,190,191
James, Barbara 67,106
Jeffers, Bethany 67
Jennings, Anna 44
Jensen, Kyle 30,67,162
Jensen, Tyson 67
Jercovich, Nadia 44
Jewell, Annora 67
Johansen, Elizabeth 67
Johnson, Alissa 15,44,198
Johnson, Carrie 67
Johnson, Cathryn 67
Johnson, Cory 67
Johnson, Jeremiah 67
Johnson, Kawika 24,44
Johnson, Kimberlee 44, 199
Johnson, Noelle 44, 48, 56
Johnson, Pamela 67
Johnson, Paul 67,156
Johnson, Robert 67
Johnson, Stacey 120,121,56,67,80
Johnson, Stacy 16,30,67
Johnson, Stefanie 67
Johnson, Tom 97
Johnston, Erin 68
Jonckers, Lisa 44
Jones, Julie 68
Jones, Kaylin 68, 192
Jones, Kent 89
Jones, Lacey 68
Jones, Matt 68
Jones, Sara 68
Jones, Tiffany 68
Joshee, Swoyam 14,68,144
Judd, Tim 68
Jutila, Heather 68
Kaemingk, Matthew 68
Kagawa, Kurt 68
Kallis, [ahn 44
Kangas, Aaron 68
Kann, Jennifer 68, 130
Kasonga, Kabasele 15,148,149
Kassa, Stephanie 68
Katsma, Heath 68, 126
Kauer, Kerisa 44
Kaufman, Debi 89
Kawakami, Sean 68
Kay,Erin 44,166,167
Kazemba, Jenny 68
Kealalio, Nikki 25, 44
Kear, Elizabeth 68
Keberle, Dan 105
Keinath, Clarissa 68
Keller, Aaron 68
Keller, Justin 68
Kelling, Cheyenne 68
Kellogg, Johanna 68
Kenagy, Timothy 68
Kendall, Jay 107,109
Kennedy, Brooke 68
Kenney, Lisa 68
Kenny, Anna 109
Kernkamp, Jay 44
Kerr, Christine 68
Kerwien, Scott 68
Kessie, Gary 68
Kieffaber, Lois 113
Kimata, Kiko 68
Kimball, Kendra 12,13
Kimbrough, Katherine 60, 68
Kimura, Russ 68
King, Katherine 68
Kinney, Holly 68
Kinyon, Joanne 68
Kirk, Kasey 30,68, 118, 119, 198
Kirshner, Kelly 109
Kitajima, Yukiko 68,94,130
Kitamura, Wakana 68
Kline, Rhonda 44
Klingel, Lauri 68
Klingeman, Carlee 108
Klingeman, Jessica 68
Klopsch, Jenna 44
Klump, Victoria 68, 189
Kluth, Cassy 68
Knappe, Rachel 20,45,100,199
Kniestedt, Kevin 68
Knoll, Holly 68
Knoll, Matt 68
Knoll, Nicholas 45
Knudson, Adam 45
Knuth, Rebecca 68
Ko,James 68
Koch, Marcie 68
Kojima, Haru 69
Kojima, Yasuko 45
Kollmansberger, Steven 69
Koogler, William 69
Kopp, Kristie 136, 45
Koshman, Jeanette 69
Krantz, Sondra 69
Krause. Daniel 45
Kreamer, Matt 69
Krentel, Ruth 97
Krogmann, Mary 69
Krueger, Todd 45
Krummel,Jake 69,173
Kuhlmann, Jillian 69
Kuiper Karen 101
Kukes, Michelle 69
Kumakura, Tyler-Jon 31,69
Kurihara, Shinya 69
Kurtz, Julie 22,23,69
Kuzel, Martin 69
LaBelle, Bobby 69
Matt ew Lem erg
What a great spot
Whitworth has been for you.
We love how that playful
house of boys, the friend-
ship of those fun girts,Young
Life, a close professor or 2,
and tennis have added so
much to who you've become.
We're so glad your com mitt-
ment to Christ has become
your very own.
We love you.
Dad, Mom,
Timothy
and Erin
......... and Corrie
Kev•
From Preschool Graduation to CollegeGraduation. and
everything in between - you havemade us so very proud!
Wecouldn't have asked for a better son. Wewish you
much success and happiness as you begin the next
chapter in your life.
Much Love,
Dad and Mom
Lacaden, Clint 21, 45, 124
Lack, Joan 105
.£ Lack,John 45Lack, Joseph 69Laird, Misty 45Lamb, Mica 69
Lambuth, Megan 69
Lamens, Cody 69,179
Lamon,Laurie 114,105
Lancaster, Allison 69, 134
Landfried, Dave 95
Lange,Jeremiah 69,100
Langenstein, Jonelyn 69
Langston, Jeanette 89
Langton, Coral 69
Lantz, Bryan 69
LaPlante, Donald 69, 185
LaReva, Joan 97
Lariosa, Pua 147
Lariosa, Dayna 69
Larson, Isaac 69
Larson, Melinda Ill, 179
Larson, Pat 97
Larson, Sarah 69
LaRue, James 26,56,70
Lasconia, Shanda 70
LaShaw, Tara 70
Latta, Sarah 28
Lau, Christopher 70
Lau, Heather 70
Lupton, Mark 157
Lyman, Shane 71
Lynberg, Sara 71,191
Lynn, Melvin 46
MacGinnitie, Kaisey 186
MacKey, Cameron 71
MacWilliams,
Michelle 71
Magrdichian,
Denise 71
Mahaffey,
Sarah 71
Makowski,
Lauren 71
Malory, Susan
89
Mandeville, Dick 60,
91,119
Manore, Carrie 71
Marich, Nichole 46, 176, 177
Markham, Krista 46
Marlow, Dave 71
Marsh,Julia 23,71,136
Marshall, Anna 46
Marshall, Jennifer 71
Marshall, Laura 71
Martin, Hilary 46
Martin, Leslie 46
Martin, Rob 12
Martinez, Angelica 71
Martinez, Christina 71,141
Marusa, Kara 71, 165
Marx, Elizabeth 71,122,194
Mason, Jennifer 71, 102
Mason, Matthew 72
Mathews, Melody 72
Mathiesen, Jennifer 72
Mathieu, Jessica 72
Matthews, Jennifer 72
Maxson, Jennifer 72
May,John 18,72
May,Nick 72
May, Scott 72, 78
McAuliffe, Irene 72
McBride, Emily 46
McCall, Shena 46
McCann, Aaron 72
McCann, Jeff 72
McCartney, Mandy 72
McComas, Erin 72
McCoy, Jake 26,72
McDaniel, Kevin 46
McDonald, Benjamin 72
McDonald, Kent 142,143
McDonnell, Bryce
172,175
McFarland, Kirstin 72
McGill, Nathan 72,
187
McGonigal, Keats
120, 124
McGonigal, Terry
Laurie, Heather 70
LaVine, Chad 451,---------------------.., Lawrence, Casey 155
Layton, Melia 70
Leatherwood, Darby 70
Leavitt, Nathan 70
Lee, Ashley 70
Lee, Jena 16,70
Lee, Won Hye 70, 106
Leedom, Bethany
70
Leggett, Shawn 70
Leid, Jamie 70
Leman, James 45
Lemberg, Matt 45,
169
Lentz, Megan 70
Leon, Carolyn 45
Leonard, Erin 45
Letey, Kristina 45
Lewellen, Shirley 101
Lewis,AndrewWare 22,23,
46, 104
Lewis, Darla 70
Li,Hui-Ju 70
Liebert, Don 93
Liermann, Paula 70
Lievense, Tracie 10,30,
120,121
Lilly,Brian 70
Lilly,William 46
Lincicum, David 3, 18,32,46
Lincoln, Ethan 70
Lind, Kevin 70
Lindly, Adam 70
Lindquist, Chantel 70
Lindsay, Haley 70
Lininger, Cora 70
Little, Angela 70,98
Lochhead, Jeffrey 70
Lodge, Matthew 71
Logan, Annie-Laurie 71
Lohse, Lynnette 46
Loomis, Nancy 115
Lopez, Isabel 108
Lopez, Pono 99
Loste, Barbara III
Louie, Esther 91
Louis, Tara 71
Low,Kalika 71
Lowe, Erin 71
Lowell, Titus 46
Lucas, Julia 46, 152, 153, 177
Luce, Patrick 71
Luke, Pamela 71
Luksic, Lauren 22,23,46,
136,137
Lundberg, Allan 71
Lundin, Jeffrey 71
Lupton, Doug 157,198
Lupton, Emily 71, 185
Lupton, Jon 71L..- ---1
Dearest April.
From pigtails, perms, proms and college packing, WE
have seen you grow from our precious "muffin" into
a beautiful woman of God. We have been
abundantly blessed to see you mature in Christ, as
you have set Him as the ultimate prize inall your
challenges. Four years ago, thoughts of going to
Whitworth and liVing in Spokane. was a very scary
unknown. Now it has become your home. Seeing
how God prepared the way for you, has been a
witness to our own hearis. Not only does God heal
cancer. but also He brings confidence. Victory, and
unlimited rewards to the submissive and obedlent.
As you graduate and begin walking a new path.
always remember that life's most Important
worthwhUe goal, is growing deeper in love with the
Father. We love you very much and are so proud of
your many accomplishments. Love, Mom and
Richard.
Psalm 40:5 "Many. 0 Lord. my God, are
the wonders you have done. The things
you planned for us no one can recount to
you; were I to speak and tell of them.
they would be too many to declare",
93,97
McGraw, Erika 72
McGregor, Ty 47,155
Mcilhenny, April 47
McInturff, Julie 72
McKeown, Kellie 72
McKeown, Morgan 72,143
McKerihan, Brad 27,30,182
McLain, Sarah 72,198
McLeod, Holly 47
McManus, Jon 72
McMurtery, Lisa 72
McNary, Suzanne 72
McPherson, Chelsea 72
McPherson, Courtney 72
McPherson, Jim 107
McQuilkin, Scott III
McVey,Kent 73
Means, Andrew 73
Medeiros, Tyler 73
Mee, Erin 73, 138, 194
Meekhof, Marla 47
Mega, Tony 113
Merchant, Mollie 73
Meredith, Jennifer 47
Merkel, Luz 101
Merritt, Gabriel 73
Merritt, Monique 73
Meserve, Travis 73
Messenger, Kevin 47
Metcalf, Peter 47,152,153
Mewbourn, Alice 97
Mewhinney, Libby 73
Meyer, Steve 93
Meyer, Susan III
Meyers, [oni 73
Meyerson, Matt 73
Middlesworth, Kelly 165
Migliazzo, Arlin 107
Migliazzo, Sara 73
Mihalik, Michael 73
Mikelson, Joshua 73
Miller, Annie 73
Miller, Christopher 73, 198
Miller, Jackie 70
Miller, Jordan 73
Miller, Samuel 47
Miller, Sandy 72, 73
Milliken, Tara 73, 130
Milliron, Elizabeth 73
Minkemann, Jennifer 47
Miracle, Carly 73, 185
Mironuck, Lisa 73
Mitchell, Robert 47
Mitchell, Sabine III
Miyamoto, Chad 175
Moede, Ryan 73
Moen, Erica 47
Moffat, Eric 47
Mohrlang, Roger 93
Moltke, Heather 73
Montejano, Connie 73
Montoya, Grant 47
Moody, Michael 73
Moore, Cristina 19,30,73
Moore, Piper 73
Moore, Tim 73
Moraes, Mahealani 73
Morales, Ruben 73
Morgan, Karen 73
Moriarty, Alisa 73
Morlock, Nancy 99
Morlock, Shawn 73
Morris, Megon 73
Morrison, Bryan 73
Mortlock, Michael 73
Morton, Rachel 73
Moser, Brian 73
Moser-Reyes, Leiana 24, 73
Moyer, Nathan 73,79
Mpare, Michael 73
Mraz, Ashley 47
Mueller, Holly 73
Mullen, Corrine 73
Mullen, Nathan 47,156
Murray, Janet 64, 10I
Murrow, Katherine 73
Murry, Sean 48
Muzatko, Brandon 73
Myers, Craig 73
Myers,Daniel 48
Myers,Jason 73
Myers,Jeremy 155
Myers, Kelsey 73
Myers, Sammie 74
Naccarato, Claire 74
Nariyama, Reiko 48
Narva, Kelli 29,74
Nash, Bri 74
Nateras, Angie 74
Neale, Austin 74
Neely, Tyler 74
Neill, Matt 173
Nellesen, Joshua 74
Nelson, Amber 74
Nelson, Angela 21, 48
Nelson, Charlie 74
Nelson, Eric 48
Nelson, Gail 109
~elson, Krista 74
Nelson, Leslie 66, 74
Nelson, Rebekah 74
Nelson, Ryan 48
Nelson, Stacy 48
Nendel, Jim 155
Nero, Christian 74,126
1'<ewbold,Andrea 74
Newman, Becca 74
Neyman, Jennifer 48
Ngatunyi, Lilian 74,148,149
Nicholls, Julia 74
I
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Nielsen, Jane 91
Nielsen, Jo Ann 109
Nissen, Brian 48
Noland, Christopher 74
Noland, Lynn 99
Noone,Alexander 48
Nordhagen, Katie 74
Nordman, Rhonda 99
Norleen, Brad 74
Norman, Addi 18,74
Novasky, Rebekah 74
Nowack, Sandy 91
Nowell, Samantha 74
Nowels, Abe 26
Nuckolls, Jim 115
Nuttall, Tamara 48
Nyberg, Nicole 74
Nystrom, Daren 74
O'Hara, Deanna 74
O'Melveny, Theresa 75
()
Oakland, Leonard 105
Obert, Steve 95
Odell, Brandon 74
Oglesbee, Kevin 48
Okubo,Yuko 182
Okumura, Kumiko 48
Oliver, Emily 75
Olmsted, David 75
Olsen, Amy 48
Olsen, Gunner 75,163
Olsen, Peter 48,88, 110, 179
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Olson, Carrie 75
Olson, Eric 75
Olson, Lars 75
Olson, Wendy 98,99
Omo, Kei 16,48, 124
Oneal, Christina 75
Oriet, Meghann 75
Orr, Patrick 75
Orsi, Allison 75
Orthouse, Diana 49
Osei, Frances 148
Ostman, Anna 75
Otis, Bryan 18,27,75,82,195
Otterbein, Lauren 75
Owens, Wendy 75
Ozaki, Jared 75
Packer, Adam 75
Padilla, Matthew 75, 155
Paine, Robert 75
Palm, Erin 75
Palmer, Ty 49
Palpant, Nathan 49,64
Pao, Chia-Ping 49
Papadimos, Nicole 75
Parbon, Jesse 75
Parker, A.J. 75
Parker, Benjamin 49,122,123
Parks, David 75, 145
Parr, Scott 8, 49
Pascoe, David 75
Pascoe, Marie 56,75, 184
Pasma, Joshua 75, 174
Patey, Jenny 75
Patrick, Molly 76
Pau, Tyler 49,79, 182
Paul, Nathaniel 76
Payton, Ian 76
Pearman, Jennifer 76
Pecka, Kenneth 76
Pecka, Sr., Ken 70,174
Pederson, Kristin 18,76
Pegan, Jacqueline 76
Pemberton, Allison 76
Pennock, Keith 49
Perz, Ute 111
Petersen, Arianna 49
Petershoare, Alicia 76
Peterson, Kristin 49
Petruzzello, Brian 76
Pettersson, Jan 22,76, 108
Pettit, Katherine 49
Pettitt, Casey 76
Pettitt, Karl 63, 76
Pfursich, Fred 97
Phillips, Amowi 111, 112
Pickering, Neal 76
Pinkerton-Ewens, Carol 76
Pinley, David 76
Pipkin, Greta 76
Piturachsatit, Jeffrey 76
Piturachsatit, Nathan 49
Pitzer, Tom 109
Pitzer, Sara 76, 130
Plumb, Patrick 49, 186
Podjuban, Jeremy 49
Polen, Elizabeth 76
Pond, Finn 113
Pongudom, Kongkit 76
Poole, Crissa 76
Porter, Nathan 76
Potratz, Amy 76, 187
Powers, Amie 76
Powers, Candice 76
Pozayt, Jennifer 76
Prater, Hannah 17, 18,
49, 132
Pratt, Blake 76
Prehn, Elisabeth 76
Pressnall, Michael
49
Preuninger, Nicholas
76
Price, Andrew 21,76,118,
119
Price, Jeffrey 50
Priddy, Bryan 105
Prins, Allan 76
Proffitt, John 76
Protzeller, Heather 76
Pugh, Ryan 76
Pulham, Danielle 50
Hand Chimes
1991
Manchester GATE
Westminster
Presbyterian
Church
Confirmation
Punua,Kawehi 76,146
Putnam, Jennifer 76, 141
Pyle, Ron 107
Quarles, Darrell 24, 25
Quintero, Jessie 76
Quisenberry, David 76
Rabut, Radley 76
Rainey, Evan 76
Ramey, Kelson 50, 162, 163
Randall, Jessica 76
Rau, Nancy 97
Raubuch, Kaitlin 76, 192
Rawson, Danielle 30, 76
Ray, Cory 50
Rea, Christina 76
Read, Kimmie 76,128,190,191
Reeves, Joshua 50
Reid, Tammy 90,92,97,99
Reynolds, Kate 76
Reynolds, Meghann 18,76
Rezentes, Angela 76
Rhodes, Kristi 50
Rice, Andy 77,78
Rice,Brent 77,78,166,167
Rice, Brian 166
Rice, Kathryn 77, 78
Rice, Kelsey 77, 78
Rice, Mark 50,168,169
Rich, Elizabeth 77,78,186
Richardson,Russ 111,179
Riddell, Jeffrey 77, 78
Ridenour, Matt 77,78
Riggs, Terry 77,78
Rinaldi, Devin 77, 78
Ring, JoAnna 50
Ritter, Annika 77,78, 189
Roark, Shannon 77,78
Robbins, Joshua 50
Robbins, Katherine 50
Roberts, Adam 77,78,102
Roberts, Kelly 77, 78, 106
Roberts, Molly 18,77,78,130
Roberts, Roxanne 77,78
Roberts,Stacey 77,78,158,159
Robinson, Amy 77,78,145, 148
Robinson, Benjamin 19,77,78
Robinson, Bill 10,18,19,25,32,97,
222
Robinson, Melissa 77, 78
Robles, Noe 77,78
Robnett, Joel 50, 128, 155, 175
Robnett, Karen 77, 78, 160, 177
Rodriguez, Jesus 77, 78
Rohner, Charissa 21, 77, 78
Romag, Laura 77,78,171
Ronnquist, Jenna 77, 78
Rood, Timothy 77,78, 126
Roorda, Jason 77, 78
Ropp, Melanie 77, 78
Rosch, Felicia 30
Luke Hyder and Rob Rose
Best Friends, Roommates, Brothers in Christ
Groom and Best Man
Lots of memories,...
Jazz Bands
Marching Band
Mexicali
Corcoran
Youth ChOir
1~93
Costa Rica
Hand Bells
HandChimes
IMPACT Rome
Calvin Crest
Whitworth Graduation 2001
We are very proud of you and we love youl Les, Patti, Abby, David, Mary and Ben
High School Graduation
1997
Shepherd, Charles 79,184
Sherven, Josh 79
Sherwood,Roger 79
Shidaki, Albert 79
Shields, Kristen 79, 177
Shoemaker, Sara 105
Shrestha, Rajesh 79
Shupper, Matthew 79
Siebe, Kelly 51
Siedlaczek, Tiana 79
Siefken, Brendan 72, 79
Siegner, Kevin 80
Simchuk,Alisha 51,128,161,177
Simcox, Ben 80
Simcox, Bradley 80
Simmons, Todd 80,94, 100, 130, 187
Simonds, Jason 51
Sironka, Nicolas 112
Sisk, Dawn 80
Sisson, Robert 80
Sitchinava, Nino 14, 80
Sittser, Jerry 93,114
Sjostrom, Travis 80
Skyberg, C.J. 167
Slack, Corliss 107
Sliger, Katherine 80
Sliger, Rose 80, 136
Smart, Joshua 80
Smelser, Elizabeth 6, 80
Smeltzer, Abbey 80
Smith, Andrea 80
Smith, Cam 19,80,184
Smith, Gretchen 51
Smith, Jillian 80
Smith, Lynne 80
Smith, Mandy 80
Smith, Tyson 80
Smucker, Carol 106,III
Smucker, Dustin 51
Smucker, Julia 80
Snow,Annie 74, 80
Soden, Dale 97,114,107
Solomon, Jamie 80
Sommer, Lisa 10,80
Soptich, Meghan 80
Spangler, Paul 80
Spaun, Jacob 80
Spencer,Jeremiah 80,154,155
Spencer, Whitman 80
Spitzer,Keith 81,118,194
Spotts, Graeme 81
Sprenger, Lorna 51
Squires, Matthew 52, 172, 173
St. Hilaire, Aimee 81
Staffield, Brittany 81
Stahly, Greg 8,59,81
Stanton, Christopher 81
Starr, Hillary 52
Starr, Joan 81
Start, Sarah 52
Steeneck, Daryn 52
Schuknecht, Troy 166, 167
Schulmerich, Julie 10,30, 189
Schultz, Jennifer 51
Schutz, Bryan 79
Schwartz, Laura 79
Schwartz, Molly 79
Schwarz, Toby 128, 153, 175, 177
Scotford, John 88
Scott,Annie 51,152,153,177
Scott, Benjamin 19,79
Scott,Joanna 101
Scott, Katie 79
Scott, Rick 101
Scott, Tori 79
Scott-Garrison, Natalie 79
Scranton, Lindsey 79
Scriven, Sam 30
Seely, Andrew 79,136
Seidel, Christopher 79
Senness, Cara 79
Serbell, Loretta 79,90
Serbell, Sarah 27,30,79, 110
Shaeffer, Amber 79
Shakarian, Anna 79, 143
Shanks, Mike 169
Shapland, Julie 79
Shaw, Steven 79,194
Shawley, Charles 79,138
Sheehy, Susan 79
Rose,Courtney 108
Rose,Robert 50
Ross,Stacy 50, 126
Rupe, Steve 161
Rusk,David 50
Rutter,Theresa 99
Rydbom, Jamie 161
Sakabe, Chie 50
Sale, Heather 159
Salina, Joshua 50
Sami, Hisako 51
Sammons, Karla
77, 109
Sanchez, Ronald
190
Sanders, Ian 5 I, 155
Sauer, Nicole 51
Savery, Brian 173
Schanzenbach, Kelly 51
Schatz, Rich 107, 109
Scheele, Benjamin 51
Schei, Rondi 51
Schiewe, Anne 51
Schijven, Mario 108
Schmid, Erica 51
• Schmidt, Gabe 140
Schmidt, Rachel 189
Schoepflin, Judith 105
Schreiner, Brandon 192
Dear Matthew,
Your Whitworth years have provided maoy wonderful
memories ... from the mountain top inspiration of the
Whitworth Choir, to your joy-filled portrayal of "Snoopy", to
the premiere of your musical, "Invisible Friends".
We admit we had our moments (as did your teachers), but
you found a way to become a confident, Christian man and
still retain the passion and creativity of youth.
Congratulations, Matt, on your graduation from Whitworth
College! Now face the future, holding these words in your
heart:
".. .let your light shine before others, that they may see
your good deeds and praise your Father in heaven:'
Matthew 5:16
Stronks, Julia 114
Strope, Charissa 81,142
Stuart, Alexis 30, 81
Stueckle, Matthew 52
Stukey, Naomi 81
Stumbaugh, Wes 81
Suess, Emilie 81
Suhm, Brad 81
Suko, Allison 81
Sullivan, Carly 81,158
Sulpizio, Scott 52
Suzuki, Leo 174
Swan, Ian 81
Swanson, Brett 52
Swanson, Justin 81
Sweet, Erin 81,143
Swisher, Kevin 81
Syme, Alyssa 52, 110,129
Syme, Maggie 81
Takagishi, Sam 146
Takaguchi, Makiko 81
Takata, Kara 81
Takayuki, Kumoda 81
Talley, Gregory 81
Talley, Jordan 81
Tanas, Amal 109
Tanas, Majid-Theodore
81
Tanas, Raja 93
Tang, Trisha 81, 170, 171
Tate, Julie 81
Steffen, Dawn 81
Steidl, Laura 81
Stensland, Traci 99
Stephens, Nathaniel 52
Sterenberg, Amy 81
Stern, Stephanie 70,81,188
Stetner, Shannon 52
Stevens, Karen 113
Stevens, Richard 113
Stevick, Jesse 81,152,191
Stewart, Caleb 52
Stewart, Candice 81
Stewart, Carly 81
Stewart, Lacey 81
Stickney, Kristen 81
Stiglets, Spencer 81
Stirling, Meagan 81
Stirn, Lindsey 75, 81
Stocks, Sarah 81
Stolcis, Travis 81
Stoops, Lee 81
Storm, Kathy 72,91,97
Strattan,Jennifer 12,13,81
Strauch, Elizabeth 81
Strauch, Richard 105,
106, 134
Streepy, Aaron 108
Streepy, Carrie 99
Striker, Patrick 52
Stringer, Jennifer 81
Strong, Julie 52
,
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Tawney, Dwayne 81,155
Taylor Sean 52, 129
Taylor, EmmyLou 81, III
Taylor, Joi 52, 149, 196
Taylor, Joshua 81,173, 193
Taylor, Matt 82
Teague, Chris 82
Teague, Erica 52
Teague, Stacia 53
Tecu Osorio, Jesus 138
Teig, Rick 82, 193
Templin, Joel 82
Teo, Adrian 93
Thames, Claire 82
Thayer, Janelle 101
Theriault, Mya 82, 182
Thoman, Molly 82,191
Thomas, Amy 82
Thomas, Diane 91
Thomas, Gisela 53
Thompson, David 53
Thompson, Toni 53
Thornton, Adam 82, 174
Thrap, Trevor 82
Tibert, Andrew 53
Tidwell, Bryan 192
Tidwell, Christopher 82
Tiegs, Elizabeth 82
Timpano, Nathan 82
Tissell, Christopher 82
Tissue, Jennifer 157
AUTO' CO_EROIA!. • RESIOENTIAL
5804 N, FREYA
SPOt<ANE. WA. 99217
1!ill9)487-441.
FAX(509) 484-3173
CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES!
( U 5 I\. " from your friends at
Whitworth Community Presbyterian Church
www.whitpres.org
Titus,Megan 82
Tobeck, Jason 111
Tobin,Andrew 53
Tolentino, Tabby 82
Tolley,Shannon 82
Tomlinson, Edward
82
Tomson, Annie 97
Touchi, Colin 82
Towns,Toriano 99
Townsend, Matthew
82
Traeger, Darcy 82
Tredway, Michelle 53
Trefts, Rebekah 82
Triller, Alisa 82
Trobaugh, Jiorgia 82
Trotter, Diana 12,
105
Troxell,Veronica 82
Troyer, Jeremiah 82
Trudeau, Elizabeth 53
Tschirley, Tria 53
Tsuchida, Craig 113
Tsukamoto, Chisato 53
Tully,John 111,155
Turcott, Laura 82
Turman, Melinda 53
Turner, Jill 82
Turner, Kristen 83, 161
Turner-Keyser, Tami 83
Tursick, Adrianne 83
Tusant, Heather 83
Tusler, Jessica 20, 83
Tutty, Erin 83,194
Tuurie, Amy 53,159
U Tveit, Jennifer 111Twiss, Kelly 83Uehara, Kyle 53Uehara, Michael 83
Uehara, Nicole 83, 146
Ustyugov, Aleksey 83
Vahlstrom, Hannah 83, 90
Valentine, Jody 115
Van Belle, Diana 115
V Van Dam, Stephanie 83Van Dyne, Bradley 83Van Engelen, Mike 83Van Fleet, Gregory 83
Van Haaften, Tyler 78,83
Van Horn, Tyler 83, 168
Van Meter, Chris 83
Van Nausdle,
Marybeth 83
Van Ornum, Adam 83
Van Soest, Bassione 53
VanWingerden,
Michael 83
Vanden Berge, Lindsay
83
Vanden Berge, Michael 21,
26,28,53, 186
Vanden Berge, Tom 83
Vanden Bos, Sarah 83
WHI,.WOR,.H ARIIS
We offer spacious and clean 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments! All units include dishwasher,
air conditioning and assigned carport
parking. You will be conveniently located
near Whitworth College, on the STAbus
route, across the stress from a library, and
within walking distance of a major shopping
center. Even with all of this, you may still
enjoy our peacful atmosphere.
Priced at $350 per month for our 1 bedrooms
and $425/450 for our large 2 bedrooms!! We
are open for viewing Monday through
Saturday from 10:00 a.rn, to 6:00 p.m,
10120·10128 N. Collax Road
466-85;12
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Your 20th college reunion is coming
up soon, so you're thumbing through
your dusty 2001 Natsihi and actually
reading this ad for the very first time.
PLEASE CONTACT THE
ALUMNI OFFICE NOW!
We've been here for you since you
graduated - sending you magazines
and directories, helping you network
for jobs, providing regional programs
and events, and all we ask IS
that you keep in touch with us.
Is that so hard?
You can reach us at 1-800-532-4668or
alumni@whitworth.edu
(it's even free,assuming we all still use
phones and e-mail).
at SlbS!60:aSl it'S!hard to Delieve
anything that SlIIUlU could produce
SlO much noiSle. For three monthSl
"colic" kept you crying unless you
were held. rocke<l. or "back-packed"
around. Then. aSl if a SlWitch clicked
off. you quieted down and beqan to
explore the world.
the exploring never Sltopped
which delighted most of your
teacherSl. eSlpElciaUythoSle who
appreciated that dry SleIISle of
humor. However you could
also rankle inSltl'UetorS!with
your tenacioUS! deSlire to see
injuSlticeS! reetme4 even when
it involved "SlUperi01'!il". You
possessed an awamass of the
needS! of otherS! and followed
through by looking for wayS! to
help them.
WaSl a time you developed in all
the waYS! a young man doeS!,but
you SlUl'paSlSledyour peerS!
accademically. Competitive by
nature, receiving an A WaSln't
good enough. k had to De the
higheSlt A ASlyou SlUl'paSlSled
your mother and SliSlterSl in
height an inner confidence
developed too. Watching you
give the Valadietorian Speech at
. graduation was the proudeSlt
moment of our liveS!,until now!
The Natsihi was pub-
lished by [ostens Inc at 29625Road 84 in
Visalia, California 93291. The in-plant represen-
tative was Phyllis Davison. The local representative
was Tim Corrigan. From a printing of 600 copies, all were
circulated at a cost of $40.00.
The lithocoated cover of the 9" by 12"book used four
process colors and photos courtesy of the Publications office. The
224 page book was printed on 80 lb. glossy enamel paper. Endsheets
were on white paper with black and red (Pantone color magenta94, yel-
low94, blackl8) inks. The other color applied in the book was yellow.
Rockwell was used for base copy at 11pt. and captions at 10pt.
bold. Other typefaces utilized were Curlz MT,Papyrus, Viner Hand lTC,
Vivaldi and various others.
As a computer submitted book, the Natsihi made use of 4 IBMcom-
patible computers, a Nikon CoolScan III,HP Scanjet 5300C, and a GCC
Elite XL20/600 printer. Software included Quark XPress 4.1, Pagemaker
6.5, Photoshop 5.0,MicrosoftWindows 2000 and Josten's YearTech 2001
program. Shipments were made on Zip disks.
Working with a $2000.00 photo supply budget (shared with
the Whitworthian), the photo staff utilized a dark room facility in
the HUBfor developing purposes, but also had negatives
developed in color, mainly at Fred Myer. Individual stu-
dent portraits were taken by Computing Services
and dorm photos were taken by Chris Woods.
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Well done, good and faithfulservants who helped
produce this yearbook. We have put our hearts, souls
and minds to work to make the Natsihi a cherished col-
lection ofmemories. No,it is not perfect. I have learned
that nothing is, but we tried our best to create a fun,
informative,quality book that the Whitworth community
will treasure for years to come.
As editor of the Natsihi this year I have learned
much about leadership, responsibility, organization and
myself. I have spent more time in my office than I ever
thought possible, but thank God I never spent a whole
night there. I have dealt with hassles and frustrations,
but came away realizing I really have a great job. I have
a chance to use my talents and skills in whatever way I
choose to create a publication that students, faculty and
staffwill reference and hold in reverence Gustkidding -
probably not). I am so glad Iwas able to preserve mem-
ories, record history, illustrate change, and work with
manywonderful people whom Iwould now like to thank.
Thanks to...
God for calling me to serve Him by being the
yearbook editor and for inspiring this book and for
being gracious, loving and merciful to me.
Tad Wisenor for convincing me to take on this
task and for being a wonderful support, source ofknowl-
edge, help, laughter and conversation.
The section editors who made producing the
yearbook possible.
Anna-thanks for copy editing and going above
and beyond your job responsibilities. Thank you also
for your courage to become a yearbook editor with no
design or Quark experience. You learned quickly and
did a fabulous job designing and editing the sports and
dorms sections.
Angie-thank you for having the courage to be an
editor your freshman year. You did a great job on the
people section. Thanks for your excellent design expert-
ise and a willing attitude.
Thank you both for keeping me company in the
media office late at night and keeping me sane.
Andrew-I am grateful that you provided male
influence on the staff and that you came back for anoth-
er year.
Melissa-thanks creating fun posters and illustra-
tions, for dealing with the little details of people wanting
past year's books and sticking around to help with the
index, joy ofjoys. I don't knowwhat I will do without you
next year.
Thanks to the staff for writing stories, learning
Quark and faithfully coming to meetings and getting
your work done. I hope that you can be proud of what
you have accomplished in this book.
Julie Tate- I am grateful that you have been such
a stable institution in the yearbook program. Thanks for
your dedication.
ASWC-for asisting me in many ways and espe-
cially for the money to buy the digital camera that will
be very helpful in the future.
LindaYochum-thanks for knowing everything, or
at least being able to find an answer for me.
Dayna Coleman-thanks for great advice about
delegation and for fun stuff in GE 330 like noodling.
TimCorrigan-thanks for taking on your first col-
lege book withWhitworth. Youhave helped me when-
ever I needed it and have just been a great rep.
Nathan Timpano-I really appreciate the way you
came through for most of the photos.
Brook~Evans- It was great being your neighbor
in the media office. Thanks for uplifting me.
TobySchwarz and the cross-country team- thanks
for your encouragement and flexibility. Iwas honored to
be able to run with such a wonderful group and still be
able to do my job on the yearbook.
TheWhitworth Community for such faithful sup-
port and nurturing environment.
Myhousemates for understanding when I had to
come to work and for being great friends.
Myparents for always caring and supporting me.
Thanks to everyone who helped out in any way.
As this yearbook comes to a close, I am a very grateful
person. MayGod bless you all.
-Carrie Erickson
Soul, ,In
Whitworth College,
made up of students, faculty and staff, put a lot of
soul into sustaining the education of the mind and heart.
Whitworth was different from any other college and the individuals com-
posing the college made it an the more unique. As students shaped the atmos-
phere ofWhitworth, the college also impacted those who walked, ran, played or rested
underneath the canopy of pines.
Students took President Bill Robinson's advice to, "Seize the Whitworth experience. Make
friends. Learn voraciously. Play hard. Study late. Listen well." Because students did all these things
and more, Whitworth was an active place. Some students played varsity sports, some participated in intra-
murals, some focused on academics, some sought an active social life, some performed, some were leaders
in the dorms and some did a bit of everything.
Whitworth provided chances to cultivate the heart, soul and mind and most students seized the opportuni-
ties. For those who thought Whitworth did not offer enough, there was always the possibility of starting a club, doing
an independent study or organizing a movement. Still, some students found there were so many options, it was hard
for them to choose. Whatever students did, they could be sure that they would not walk away unaffected.
-Carrie Erickson
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